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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6047635-quick-start-on-fracttal-one 

Quick start in Fracttal One 
 

 
Fracttal is the easiest and most powerful way to administer assets and manage 
Maintenance. That is why we have designed this quick guide to help users 
understand and take their first steps on the platform. 

 
First step: Access the platform and get to know its modules 

 

Once you are registered in Fracttal, the system will send you an email to set your password. 
 

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/2ylmtGlzaG8 
 

Note: After setting your login password, you will be able to access your Fracttal database 
as usual through a web browser or mobile application. 

Link to our website: Fracttal One 
 

Link to PlayStore: Android version 
 

Link to AppStore: ISO version 
 
Step 2: Upload your assets to the platform 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6047635-inicio-rapido-en-fracttal-one
https://youtu.be/2ylmtGlzaG8
https://one.fracttal.com/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.fracttalmobile.one&hl=es_CL&gl=US
https://apps.apple.com/cl/app/fracttal-one/id1556129140
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Once you enter the platform, the first thing to do is to load the assets to be managed. To do 
this, you must go to the catalog menu and go to the assets section, where you will have 
different categories, such as: locations, equipment, tools, spare parts, among others. 

 

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/I13u9Lp1SLQ 
 

Third step: Add your inhouse personnel 
 

The next step is to add to the system the people who are part of the maintenance team and 
who will participate in the execution of the maintenance work management tasks that will be 
managed through the platform. 

https://youtu.be/I13u9Lp1SLQ
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/3J-2uge_F14 

 
Fourth step: Add your third parties/suppliers 

 

The next step is to add to the system the outsourced companies that are part of the 
maintenance management, whether as end customers, service providers, equipment or 
spare parts suppliers and manufacturers. 

 

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/uPrbtG9VUNw 

https://youtu.be/3J-2uge_F14
https://youtu.be/uPrbtG9VUNw
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Step 5: Generate maintenance plans 
 

The fifth step is to add maintenance plans for your assets, for them you must go to the work 
management module and enter plans. Then, you must add each and every one of the work 
management associated with your assets, where each of these can be independent in 
terms of frequency and trigger. 

 

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/oRy5R716FeM 
 

Step 6: Manage your work orders 
 

Finally, once you have completed the above steps, the system will show you the activities 
that are pending execution and that you can plan by means of work orders and assign to 
your maintenance team for their execution. 

https://youtu.be/oRy5R716FeM
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/cMXuAk2rPxs 

https://youtu.be/cMXuAk2rPxs
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Onboarding Plan - First Steps  
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6015088-plan-of-onboarding-first-steps 

 
Welcome to Fracttal's Onboarding Plan. Use this step-by-step guide to navigate 
Fracttal's resources and learn the basics of Fracttal One. Empower 
maintenance managers, planners, supervisors and technicians to optimize your 
company's maintenance management with our intelligent maintenance platform. 

 
Phase 0: Before Starting 

 

- Don't have a Fracttal account yet? Sign up for Fracttal Community - it's free! 

- Find the right plan for you based on your company's needs. Do you 
have questions? Contact a Specialist 

 

- Take full advantage of Fracttal's live instances to get the most out of our 
solution from configuration to complete management. 

 
Phase 1: Implementation start-up: 

 

Introduction to Fracttal One (course) 
 

Configure the main settings of your account 
 

Phase 2: Prepare the loading of your assets in Fracttal 
 

What is an Active in Fracttal? 
 

How to add an asset in Fracttal One? 
 

Phase 3: Plan your maintenance work management: 
 

How to add a planned maintenance in Fracttal One? 
 

Phase 4: Manage your work requests and TOs in Fracttal 
One 

 

How to add a work request? 
 

How to generate Planned TOs? 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6015088-plan-de-onboarding-primeros-pasos
https://www.fracttal.com/es/community?hsLang=es
https://www.fracttal.com/es/precios
https://www.fracttal.com/es/solicitar-demo
https://www.fracttal.com/es/clases-en-linea?hsLang=es
https://intercom.help/fracttal-c7ef437a6d0c/es/articles/6082512-curso-fracttal-university
https://intercom.help/fracttal-c7ef437a6d0c/es/collections/3287832-configuracion
https://intercom.help/fracttal-c7ef437a6d0c/es/articles/6014983-activos
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6015003-como-crear-un-activo-en-fracttal-one
https://intercom.help/fracttal-c7ef437a6d0c/es/articles/6004296-como-agregar-un-plan-de-tareas
https://intercom.help/fracttal-c7ef437a6d0c/es/articles/6001171-como-agregar-una-solicitud-de-trabajo
https://intercom.help/fracttal-c7ef437a6d0c/es/articles/6007997-como-generar-ot-planificadas
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How to generate Unplanned TOs? 
 

How to complete OTs in Fracttal One? 
 
Phase 5: Analyze your management 

 

Business Intelligence 

https://intercom.help/fracttal-c7ef437a6d0c/es/articles/6008011-como-generar-ots-no-planificadas
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6008158-como-editar-y-completar-una-ot
https://help.fracttal.com/es/collections/3287827-inteligencia-de-negocios
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What do you need to prepare before implementing 
Fracttal? 

 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/7178621-what-you-need-to-prepare-before-implementing-fracttal 

 
Fracttal One is a simple and intuitive tool that allows companies to efficiently manage their 
assets and maintenance. 

 
For this reason, here are some tips to take into consideration before starting the start-up 
process so that you can achieve a successful implementation of Fracttal One. 

1. Define an implementation team: Select a team of people responsible for managing, 
implementing and configuring Fracttal One. Ideally, this team should know the 
company's processes and have experience in maintenance management. 

 
2. Plan the implementation: It is important to plan the implementation of Fracttal One 

in advance, setting dates and deadlines, identifying clear objectives and defining 
those responsible for managing the tool. 

 
3. Determine your user profiles: This will allow you to establish the different roles, 

permissions and functions that each of the people who will use the platform will 
have. In addition, this will help you identify which of Fracttal's commercial plans best 
suits your needs. If you want to know more about this point, here are some articles 
of interest: 

 
Types of user profiles 

 

4. Identify your processes: It is important that before starting to dump and register 
information on the platform, you take some time to think about how to structure your 
processes and how you would like to organize your assets and locate your users 
within the platform. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/7178621-que-necesitas-preparar-antes-de-implementar-fracttal
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014320-tipos-de-perfiles-de-usuarios
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/7178621-que-necesitas-preparar-antes-de-implementar-fracttal
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5. Prepare the data: Prepare and organize your equipment, facility and maintenance 
plan data in a format that can be entered into Fracttal One. This includes information 
about locations, dates of last maintenance, technical information about your assets 
and other relevant data that you can take advantage of in your management 
(remembering that quality is more important than quantity). 

If you want to know more about this point, here are some articles of interest: 
 

Massive import of information in Fracttal 
 

How to prepare the import form? 
 

How to import assets hierarchically from an import template? 
 

How to locate a user account? 
 

6. Configure Fracttal One: Make sure you configure the platform according to the 
needs of your company and your maintenance processes. If you want to know 
more about this point, here are some articles of interest: 

 
Settings 

 

7. Train your staff: Train your staff in the use of Fracttal One and in the maintenance 
processes that will be implemented. It is important to make sure that all users of the 
software understand how to use it correctly, for this, you can rely on our webinars 
and courses: 

 
Webinars and Videos 

 

8. Test the system: Test the system to make sure it works properly before final 
implementation. Test all functionalities and maintenance processes to detect possible 
errors or problems. 

9. Communicate the implementation: Communicate to all company personnel about 
the Fracttal One implementation and the start date. This will help create awareness 
about the importance of maintenance management and the use of the software. 

 
In summary, for a successful Fracttal One implementation, it is important to follow these steps 
to ensure that the software is properly configured, data is prepared and organized, staff is 
trained, and testing is performed prior to final implementation. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014634-importacion-masiva-de-informacion-en-fracttal
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014636-como-preparar-la-planilla-de-importacion
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014660-como-importar-activos-jerarquicamente-desde-una-planilla-de-importacion
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014660-como-importar-activos-jerarquicamente-desde-una-planilla-de-importacion
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014660-como-importar-activos-jerarquicamente-desde-una-planilla-de-importacion
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014660-como-importar-activos-jerarquicamente-desde-una-planilla-de-importacion
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014324-como-localizar-una-cuenta-de-usuario
https://help.fracttal.com/es/collections/3287832-configuracion
https://help.fracttal.com/es/collections/3392828-webinars-y-videos
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Filter "located in or is part of" and how to apply it? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014477-filter-placed-in-or-is-part-of-and-how-to-apply-it 
 
 

 
Considering that in Fracttal assets can be aggregated and structured in an 
organized tree view, the "Located in or is part of" filter allows searching for the 
assets contained below the asset to which the filter is applied. 

 
Example: If in our database we have a main location called Parent Company, 
which contains as sub-locations the Plant 1 and Production Area, which also 
contains a conveyor belt as equipment (see image). If we apply the filter on the 
Parent Company, the system will show us the information associated with the 
assets contained in that location (Plant 1 - Production area and conveyor belt). 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014477-filtro-ubicado-en-o-es-parte-de-y-como-aplicarlo
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How to apply the filter? 
 

To apply the filter just click on the bar. 
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Then the system will display a new window with all the assets to select the option to 
search for. 

 

 
Finally, by selecting the asset in question, the system will update and adjust all 
the information contained in the Dashboard. 
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Dashboard indicators : Fracttal One 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014464-dashboard-indicators 

 
When entering the platform, the first thing you see is the Dashboard. 

 

The dashboard is the board where you will be able to visualize in an updated 
and summarized way the information of your management in the platform; thus, 
obtaining indicators and dynamic graphics with the following: 

 
TOs in Process: Corresponds to the total number of work orders that 
are still in the execution stage. 

TOs under Review: Corresponds to the total number of work orders that 
have already been executed and are in the verification stage. 

 
Completed TOs: Corresponds to the total number of work orders that 
have been verified and completed. 

 
Overdue Pending Tasks: Corresponds to the number of work 
management that are waiting to be planned as WO according to their 
frequency or trigger. 

 
Percentage of Completion: Graph representing the proportionality 
between TOs created vs. TOs completed. 

 
Work Orders: Comparative bar chart between TOs created, completed and 
pending. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014464-indicadores-del-dashboard
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Tasks: Comparative pie chart between planned vs. unplanned work management. 
 

Failures Caused Damage: Corresponds to the number of failures 
associated with assets that have caused some type of damage (to the 
environment, facilities, injuries to internal personnel, third parties and 
others). 

Stopped Equipment: Corresponds to the number of equipment that are 
stopped (equipment out of service and down for maintenance). 

Planned Stops: Correspond to all the stops that have occurred due to 
planned activities. 

Unplanned Stoppages: Correspond to all stoppages that have occurred 
due to unplanned activities. 

 
Work Requests: Comparative bar chart between created vs. solved 
requests. 

 
Priority in Tasks: Ring chart showing the ratio between the priorities of 
the work management. 

Severity of Failure: Ring chart showing the ratio between the severity of 
the reported failures. 
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How to apply filters by range of dates? 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014515-how-to-apply-filters-by-date-range 

 
The dashboard, being completely dynamic, allows you to select different date 
ranges to be displayed on the dashboard. To do so, click on the date and then 
the system will display all the available options: 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014515-como-aplicar-filtros-por-rango-de-fechas
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Here, the following filter options will be available: 
 

Current Month: Allows you to view the information of the current month. 
 

1 Month: Allows the display of information for one month only (it is 
counted backwards from the current day to the month). 

 
6 Months: Allows you to view the information for the last 6 months 
(counted backwards from the current day to 6 months). 

 
Current Year: Allows you to view the information for the current year. 

 
1 Year: Allows you to view the information for a whole year (counting 
backwards from the current day to the year). 

 
Date range: Allows you to select the specific date range to be evaluated. 
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help.fracttal.com/articles/6014522-main header bar 

Main header bar : Fracttal One 
 

 
 

 

The main header bar is located all the time at the top of the platform and there you will have 
the following options: 

Main Menu 

Guided Tour 

Super Finder 

Quick Action 

Option Menu 

Options Menu 
 

To enter the options menu you only have to click on the button with your name, which you will 
find on the upper right side of the platform. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014522-barra-principal
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After clicking, a list with the following options will be displayed: 
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View my profile: This option allows you to view in read mode the user profile of the 
person who performed the action. 

 
Configuration: Platform configuration module. 

 
Language: Option to select the language in which the platform will be displayed 
(English, Spanish, Portuguese Brazil, Portuguese, Galician, Catalan, Basque). 
). 

 
Dark Mode: Option to select the dark display mode of the screen on the platform. 

Help & Support: Menu with links to online chat, technical support, help portal, tips, 
Fracttal Academy and give access to support. 

Change company: Option that is activated by means of an add-on, which allows 
access to different Fracttal contracted bases (independent bases) with the same 
access email for these accounts. 

Logout: Option for securely outgoing from the platform, closing your user session. 
 
Super Search Engine 
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The super search engine is an advanced filter that you will find at the top right of the main 
header bar and that allows you to search in a general way on all the available fields of the 
module in which you find the information described in the filter. 

Note: This filter is not applicable in the dashboard, nor in the assets tree view. 
 
Guided Tour 
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The guided tour is a brief tour of the main aspects of the module in question with a short 
explanation of the module. 

 
Fast Action 
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The quick action button is always available at the top right of the main header bar, this 
option allows you to quickly and easily add the following: 

 
Location Type Assets 

Location Type Assets 

Equipment Type Assets 

Unplanned Tasks Work 

Request Meter Reading 

How to make use of the Quick Action? 
 

To add any of the available options, just click on the quick action button and the system will 
display a window of options. 
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Finally, when you select the option you wish to add, the system will redirect you to the 
corresponding module to continue with the process; such as, for example, a location type 
asset. 

 

 
Main Menu: 

 

To access the main menu, just click on the button on the top left of the main header bar of 
the platform. 
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When clicked, the system will display a new window with the list of modules that make up 
the main menu, along with user profile information, company name, latest version of the 
platform and direct link to the dashboard. 

 

 
This list is made up of the following modules: 
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Catalogs 

Warehouse 

Work 

management 

Monitoring 

Dispatcher 

Business Intelligence 

Virtual Cloud Disk 

Requests 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014634-mass-importation-of-information-in-fracttal 

Massive import of information in Fracttal 
 

 
In Fracttal One you can import your initial information massively through 
default Excel spreadsheets in the following modules: 

 
Assets (applies to all types of assets) 

 
Inhouse personnel 

third parties 

Warehouses (valid only for the initial import of stock) Download Import 

forms 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014634-importacion-masiva-de-informacion-en-fracttal
https://intercom.help/fracttal-c7ef437a6d0c/es/articles/6133634-archivos-descargables
https://intercom.help/fracttal-c7ef437a6d0c/es/articles/6133634-archivos-descargables
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014636-as-preparing-import-template 

How to prepare the import form? 
 

 
The fields or descriptive headings of the columns in the import spreadsheets may vary 
depending on the module in which the import is to be performed. However, the basic 
principle is the same in all modules of the platform. 

 
Example: Location sheets 

 

The location spreadsheets must be composed of columns containing the information shown in 
the table view, which are described below: 

Name: Corresponds to the name of the location to be added. 
 

Address: Corresponds to the physical address where the location is located. 
 

City: Corresponds to the City where the location is located. 
 

Area Code: Corresponds to the area code associated with the location to be added. 
 

Department/ State/ Region: Corresponds to the department, state or region of the 
location. 

Country: Corresponds to the country where the location to be registered is located. 
 

Code: Corresponds to the unique code to be assigned to the location. This field is of 
great relevance when locating other assets within the location and to perform analysis 
filters in the system. If there are no codes, an alternative is to enter the acronym "Act", 
followed by "Loc-"plus a correlative number, for example: ACT.LOC-0001. 

 
Barcode: Corresponds to the barcode assigned to the location. 

 
Priority: Corresponds to the priority of the location in the system. This priority must be 
placed numerically according to the following equivalence: 

 
1 = Very High 

 
2 = High 

 
3 = Average 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014636-como-preparar-la-planilla-de-importacion
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4 = Low 
 
5 = Very Low 

 
Type: Corresponds to the categorization that will be given to the location in the system 
according to its type. This field is important to perform analysis filters in the system. 

 
Classification 1: Corresponds to a free field left by the platform for users to complete 
it with any type of information as required and taking into consideration that search 
filters can be performed by this field. 

 
Classification 2: As in classification 1, it corresponds to a free field left by the 
platform for users to complete it with any type of information as required and taking 
into consideration that search filters can be performed by this field. 

 
Cost Center: This is a referential value to the cost center associated with the location. 

 
Notes: Text type fields where you can add a note associated to the location. 

 
Parent code (Located in or is part of): Corresponds to the location where the asset 
is located within the system, taking into consideration the hierarchy that this represents 
for the visualization of the asset with respect to other users. 

 

 
Note: In the case of having certain fields that do not apply to certain locations, for example, 
the area or city code for restrooms or offices, you can leave this field empty in the platform. 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014656-how-to-do-an-import-into-catalog-modules 

How to perform an import in the modules of catalogs? 
 

 
To import a catalog (whether it is an asset, human resource or third party), just enter the 
corresponding module and display the additional options menu. 

 

Then click on the "Import" option and the system will open a window where you can drag or 
select the Excel file with the import spreadsheet already completed. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014656-como-realizar-una-importacion-en-los-modulos-de-catalogos
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Once the file has been uploaded, the header title of the columns of the spreadsheet must 
match the text quoted in each box corresponding to the descriptive fields within the platform. 
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When all the columns are linked, just click on the "import" option and the system will load the 
import spreadsheet. At the end of the import, the system will automatically generate an 
import code that can be used in case you want to delete the imported information for any 
reason (this code is displayed on the screen and sent to the email of the user who made the 
import). 
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Note: This process is performed analogously for all asset, inhouse personnel and 
third parties modules. 

 
Considerations 
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Imports are made through Excel spreadsheets, which should not have formulas, 
hidden columns or special characters (as this may cause problems when loading the 
information into the system). 

Users must be clear about the fields they will use in the system to record the 
information associated with their assets, since these descriptive fields will be used as 
column headers in the spreadsheets, which must subsequently match the Fracttal 
columns (in the list views). 

 
If you do not need to use or complete certain fields (which are used in the platform to 
import information) it will not be necessary to add them as columns in the spreadsheet, 
since when importing, these fields will simply appear empty. 

 
There can be no duplicate codes for assets. 

 
Imports in the warehouse module only apply to the "stock" tab. 

 
Imports in the asset, inhouse personnel and third parties modules only apply to 
the information contained in the "general" tab. 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014660-how-to-hierarchically-import-assets-from-an-import-template 

How to import assets hierarchically from an import 
template? 

 

 
When importing assets, inhouse personnel and third parties, they can be loaded in a 
structured and hierarchical way through the unique codes of each one, for this purpose the 
spreadsheets must be organized making use of the Parent Code field (Located in or is Part 
of). 

 
Example: If we want to build a hierarchical structure in the system that is composed 
as follows. 

 

 
Two imports must be performed (one for locations and one for equipment), as imports are 
currently performed from the module of each type of asset. 

In which case, we only need to complete the spreadsheets with the asset information and 
then import them into the system (for both equipment and locations). 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014660-como-importar-activos-jerarquicamente-desde-una-planilla-de-importacion
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However, when filling out the forms, the following points should be taken into consideration 
when entering the codes (the asset's own codes, together with their parent codes): 

The rows of the spreadsheet must be sorted in descending order. In other words, the 
parent location or asset must be loaded first and then the children (the spreadsheets 
are loaded in the system from top to bottom, taking into consideration the order of the 
codes). 

 
 
 

 
 

The parent code column (Located in or is Part of), must contain the immediate parent 
of the asset in question, so that the system recognizes where the asset should be 
located on the platform. 

 
 

 

For equipment that is located in a particular location in the system, first the locations 
must be loaded and then the equipment. Keep in mind that the parent codes of the 
equipment correspond to the codes of the locations where they are located. 
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Finally, after performing the imports shown, this hierarchical structure can be 
visualized from the assets tree view. 
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How to remove imported data : Fracttal One 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014685-as-delete-imported-data 

 
To delete the data that has been imported, just enter the module where 
the import was performed and display the menu of options additions. 

 

 
Then click on "delete imported data" and the system will request the import 
code that was generated at the time of the import (this code was sent by e-mail 
to the user who performed the import), to finally validate the deletion process 
and perform the deletion of the data. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014685-como-eliminar-datos-importados
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How to export information in Fracttal? 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014700-as-export-information-in-fracttal 

 
The platform offers the option to export information on an ad hoc or mass 
basis, as explained below: 

 
Export selected information 

 

To use this export option, you must enter the module from which you want 
to export the information (this option is available in almost all modules of the 
platform) and then make the selection. 

 

Then, the additional options menu must be displayed and click on "Export" to 
download the information in an Excel file (.xlsx format). 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014700-como-exportar-informacion-en-fracttal
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Massive export 

 

To perform a massive export, you only have to enter the module in question 
and display the menu of additional options to finally click on "Mass export". 
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When clicked, the system will generate an Excel file (.xlsx format) with all the 
information displayed on the platform. 
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Additional options menu : Fracttal One 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014716-additional-options-menu 

 
To enter the menu, click on the options button at the top right of the 
assets window, then all the functionalities available in the menu will be 
displayed. 

 

 

 
The options menu is available in all asset modules and has the following 
functionalities: 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014716-menu-de-opciones-adicionales
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Print: Option to print or download in PDF format the information of the 
selected assets. 

 
Export: Option that allows exporting in Excel format (.xlsx) the 
information of the selected assets. 

 
Mass export: Option that allows to massively export in Excel format 
(.xlsx) the information of all assets. 

 
Print QR: Option that allows you to print or download in PDF format the 
QR codes of the selected assets. 

Import: Option that allows to massively create assets to the system 
through Excel spreadsheets. 

Delete imported data: This option allows you to massively delete all the 
information that has been imported for the last time (when importing data 
into the system, a validation code is automatically generated and sent to 
the e-mail address of the user account that performed the import). 

 
Field configuration: Option that allows configuring certain parameters 
displayed in the asset module (Name, Manufacturer, Model, Serial 
number, Others 1 and 2, as well as the concatenation of the description 
field). 

 
Clone asset: Option that allows cloning an asset (with all its attributes, 
except for the code that must be unique for each asset in the system). 

 
Batch edit: Option that allows mass editing of all the assets that have 
been selected. To use this option, at least two assets must be selected. 

 
Note: To apply any of the above mentioned functions, the assets must be previously 
selected. 
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help.fracttal.com/articles/6311182-configuration-of-qr-public 

Public QR Settings | Fracttal One 
 

 
Now in Fracttal you will be able to create public QR codes, which will allow any user not 
registered in Fracttal to read the codes that are available in the different equipments, being 
able to observe the maintenance histories of the asset (the last 50 preventive work 
management will be shown). 

 
Since the code is public, it can be read from any application or device and does not 
require any kind of registration or dependence on a Fracttal account. 

Note: To this functionality we have added the guest portal addon with which a user not 
registered in Fracttal will be able to create work requests. 

 
Process for setting up public QR codes 

 

To generate a public QR code, just go to the general tab of the asset you want to configure 
and then go specifically to the field called "Public QR". 

 

 
Once there, you must click on the options button that you will find in that field, where two 
options will be displayed: 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6311182-configuracion-de-qr-publico
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Generate: Option to generate a unique ULR consisting of "https://one.fracttal.com/qr/" 
followed by a standard identifying UUID code. 

 

Open: Option to open the public URL associated with the asset's guest portal. 
 

 
Once the options are displayed, just click on "Generate" and the system will automatically 
create the URL of the public QR code. 
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Then, click on the "Save" button to keep all the changes made to the QR settings. 
 

Finally, if you wish to view the guest portal associated with the asset in question, just click on 
"Open" to open a new window with the public request portal. 
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Note: 
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To generate the QR code image, a QR code generator should be used, preferably 
through the URL created, which should then be printed to be installed on the desired 
asset. 

 
Every request sent through this portal will have a status that allows to differentiate 
which requests come from this functionality, so that they can be eliminated in case 
they generate requests that do not make sense for the service provided. 

 
If you want to link the guest portal URL to the asset's internal QR code, you must enter 
this URL in the "Barcode" field. 

 

 
We can also associate the guest URL with the internal QR code of the asset from the 
mobile application by entering, for this we must go to the field "Barcode" and click on 
the option to read QR code, once clicked the reader will open, read the QR and 
automatically register the URL and finish by clicking on SAVE. 
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When the QR code reading is detected, the portal will open, where each of the planned 
work management tasks that have been executed for this asset will be displayed at the 
bottom. Also, it will be possible to make work requests for the asset in question. 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014721-fields-configuration 

Field Configuration | Fracttal One 
 

 
 

 

The field configuration is an option that allows you to customize certain parameters in the 
asset module, also allowing you to create the "description" field of the assets according to 
the selected concatenation. 

 
How to configure fields? 

 

To configure the fields, you must enter the list of the type of asset you wish to modify the 
fields (it can be Locations, Equipment, Tools, Digital or Spare Parts and Supplies). 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014721-configuracion-de-campos
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Then you have to drop down the additional options menu and select "Field Configuration". 
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By clicking on field settings, the system will display a new sale where you can modify the 
displayed fields and build the description field from the selection of available fields. 
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The fields that can be edited are as follows: 
 

Manufacturer 

Name Model 

Serial Number Other 

1 

Other 2 
 
Finally, once the settings have been made, click on the save button to save the changes 
made. 

 
Note: Except for locations, the description field can be constructed for the rest of the different 
types of assets registered in the platform. 
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Printing options : Fracttal One 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014723-options-for-printing 

 
In the platform there are several printing options in terms of the asset module, 
as there is the possibility of printing the information recorded in the asset (i.e. 
the asset card), as well as the option of printing the QR codes in label format. 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014723-opciones-de-impresion
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Note: Both options are in PDF format and can be downloaded. 
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How to print the QR code and the card of an active ? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014734-as-print-qr-code-and-asset-file 

 
To print any of these options, you must first select the asset(s). 

 

 
Once the selection has been made, the menu of additional options must be 
displayed and click on "Print" or "Print QR" as appropriate. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014734-como-imprimir-el-codigo-qr-y-la-ficha-de-un-activo
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When clicked, the system will display a new window in PDF format with the 
information to be printed or downloaded. 
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Note: It is important to mention that printing QR codes is a simple option 
offered by the platform and is not editable. In case you need to make any 
specialized edition or printing, you should select the 
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The QR code can then be exported to the URL associated with the QR code 
so that it can be used in external label editing and printing software. 
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How to share and import a plan from work management? 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014752-how-to-share-and-import-a-work-management-plan 

 
To share a work management plan, simply select the plan and then click on 
the "Share work management plan" option and the system will generate an 
import code that can be shared on a different basis in Fracttal. 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014752-como-compartir-e-importar-un-plan-de-tareas
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Once the import code has been copied, it is only necessary to enter it in the 
other Fracttal database where the work management plan is to be imported, 
so that it is finally added to the system. 
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help.fracttal.com/articles/6217416-your-link-token-for-login-log-in-has-expired-reapply-again 

Has your login token expired? Please request it 
again. 

 

 
If you spend more than 72 hours after receiving the email to set your password 
for the first time, you will see this type of message when you enter the link: 

 

Your token or link has expired! 
 

To reset your password, follow the steps below: 
 

STEP 1: Click on the 'forward link' button: 
 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6217416-tu-link-token-para-inicio-de-sesion-ha-expirado-realiza-la-solicitud-nuevamente
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STEP 2: Check your inbox or SPAM folder and you will 
have received an email from <[email protected]> with 
instructions. Click on "Change Password". 

 

 

 
Note: If your link expires again, you will have to go back to step 1 of this article. 

 
STEP 3: Finally, set your new password. 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/cdn-cgi/l/email-protection#0668692b7463766a7f46607467657272676a2865696b
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Your password has been successfully changed! 
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Forgot or want to reset your password? 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6217280-forgot-you-or-want-to-reset-your-contrast-countermark 

 
If you have problems logging in to Fracttal, because you forgot your password 
or because the access link has expired. Follow these steps: 

 

Has your login link expired? 
 

Forgot your password? 
 

If the password you entered is incorrect, you will see a message at the bottom 
of the screen that says: 

 

Your username or password is invalid. 
 

STEP 1: If you do not remember your password, reset it in 
the login window: 

 

Login 
 

STEP 2: Enter your email address and click on the "Next" button. 
 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6217280-olvidaste-o-quieres-restablecer-tu-contrasena
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6217416-tu-link-token-para-inicio-de-sesion-ha-expirado-realiza-la-solicitud-nuevamente
https://app.fracttal.com/signin
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STEP 3: Select the Company Account you want to access 
(if you are only registered to one account, skip this step). 

 

 
 
 

 
STEP 4: Click on "I forgot my password". 
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You will see a message on the back of the page: An email has been sent to 
your email address where you will find further instructions on how to reset 
your password." 

 

 
STEP 5: Check your inbox or SPAM folder and you will 
have received an email from <[email protected]> with 
instructions. Click on "Change Password". 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/cdn-cgi/l/email-protection#f59b9ad8879085998cb59387949681819499db969a98
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Note: If your link expires, follow these steps: Token expired 
 

STEP 6: Finally, set your new password. 
 

 

 

Your password has been successfully changed! 
 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6217416-tu-link-token-para-inicio-de-sesion-ha-expirado-realiza-la-solicitud-nuevamente
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Catalogs menu and how to enter? 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014975-catalog-menu-and-how-to-enter 
 
 

 
The catalog module is a drop-down menu, where you will find the sub-modules: 

 
Assets: Module that contains all the assets of the platform 
(Locations, Equipment, Tools, Spare Parts and Supplies, 
Digital). 

 
Inhouse personnel: Module that contains all the inhouse personnel 
related to maintenance management. 

 
Third parties: Module that contains all the third parties related to 
maintenance management (Service providers, Manufacturers, Suppliers 
and Customers). 

 
How to enter the catalog menu? 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014975-menu-de-catalogos-y-como-ingresar
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To enter the catalogs menu, first click on the menu button that you will find on 
the top left side of the main header bar of the platform. 

 

 
When clicked, the system will display a window with all the modules, there you 
must click again on "Catalogs" to finally display the sub-modules contained 
(Assets, Inhouse personnel and Third parties). 
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Actives : Fracttal One 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014983-assets 

 
In this module you will be able to register and keep track of all assets in the platform. 
Assets are defined as any set of tangible and intangible resources that have value, 
actual or potential to help meet organizational objectives. 

 

 
Types of assets 

 

In Fracttal there are 5 types of assets, which are classified as follows: 
 

Locations 

Equipment 

Equipment Tools 

Digital Spare Parts and Supplies 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014983-activos
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How to access the different types of assets? 
 

To access any of the asset views, access the catalog module, then click on 
assets. 

 

 
When clicked, a new window will open containing a drop-down menu where 
you can select the type of asset to be displayed. 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6105108-assets-type-map-and-as-add-maps-and-markers 

Map type assets and how to add maps and markers? 
 

 
Within the asset catalog, Fracttal offers you the possibility to create maps that will 
help you locate your assets within a plan or layout. 

 

 
How to enter the maps module? 

 

To use the maps in Fracttal, you must enter the main menu > catalog module. 
> assets > maps: 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6105108-activos-tipo-mapa-y-como-agregar-mapas-y-marcadores
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How to add a map? 
 

To add a map, just click on the add symbol at the bottom right of the platform. 
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Then a new window will open, where the information corresponding to the map to be added to 
the system must be filled in. 
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Where, the required data are as follows: 
 

1. Description: Name or description of the map. 
 

2. Classification 1 and 2: Correspond to free fields left by the platform to be completed 
as required. 

 
3. Image: In this field, the image of the map should be attached. To add image files, click 

on the "Drag or click to browse" option, after clicking, the system will display a window 
where you can drag or select the file in question. 

Finally, after completing all the required fields to register the map, click on the save option 
to finish the asset creation process. 
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What are bookmarks and how to add them? 
 

Markers are used to position and identify assets (already existing in Fracttal's catalogs) 
within a map. To add a marker within a map, click on the map in question: 
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Then a new window will open showing the map, where the user can zoom in or zoom 
out. 
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To finally add the marker, click on the 'add marker' indicator: 
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By clicking on it, a new window will open where the information corresponding to the marker 
to be added to the map must be filled in, placing the marker in the corresponding place in 
the layout. 
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Asset: Allows to choose the asset to be located with this marker on the map. 
 

Type: Allows to choose a marker type among 4 different types to categorize it. 
 

Note: Allows you to add a note to the corresponding marker. 
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Link to another map: Allows linking the marker to another previously created map. 
 

After completing all the required fields to register the bookmark, click on the save option to 
finish the bookmark creation process. 
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Finally, when you click on save, a new screen will open in which the cursor will have a (+) 
indicator to allow you to place the marker in the corresponding place on the map, click on it 
to fix the marker. 

 

Note: Within a map with markers, the team's file can be accessed quickly. 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014994-tree-of-all-assets view 

Tree view of all active triggers 
 

 
This view allows you to visualize in a structured way all the assets according to their 
hierarchical level, starting from the highest to the lowest level, depending on how they are 
constituted within the platform. 

 

 
Assets type Locations 

 

In this module you will be able to find in a list view all your location type assets, taking into 
account that a location is a place, site or location where people or other assets are located. 

 
A location can be a physical site, such as a building or a shed, but can also be used for the 
delimitation of work spaces, such as production areas, offices, among others. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014994-vista-arbol-de-todos-los-activos
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Note: It is important to take into consideration that locations can be used to locate both 
assets and user accounts, thus applying certain viewing restrictions (user accounts located 
in a location can only view information contained in hierarchical levels below where they are 
located). 

 

 
Assets type Teams 

 

By definition, a piece of equipment can be considered as a set of interconnected elements 
whose function is to provide a specific service, for example: industrial machines, vehicles, 
among others. 

 
Note: In the platform, a unit can be considered as an individual unit or as a parent unit 
which is composed of child units (systems, elements or components). 
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Assets type Tools 
 

Tools can be defined as assets required to complete or facilitate the execution of certain 
work management tasks. It is important to mention that tools, like spare parts, can be 
aggregated within a warehouse. 

 
Note: The tools are added in the asset module in a general way, since the quantity and cost 
management of this type of asset is managed directly in the warehouse module. 
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Assets type Spare Parts and Supplies 
 

Corresponds to the elements that are intended to be replaced by other similar elements 
(after reaching their useful life), with the purpose of guaranteeing the functional continuity of 
the machinery to which such elements belong. 

 
Note: Spare Parts and Supplies are added in the Assets module in a general way, since the 
quantity and cost management of this type of asset is managed directly in the Warehouse 
module. 
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Active Digital types 
 

Corresponds to non-tangible assets (such as licenses, patents, among others) that have 
value for the company and may also be subject to maintenance processes. 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6015001-tree-view-linear-tree-view-of-breadcrumbs 

View Linear tree (crumb of bread) 
 

 
This view allows you to visualize the assets in a hierarchical level, starting 
from the highest to the lowest level in a linear way and according to how they 
are established within the platform. 

 

 
Note: This view only allows us to visualize the type of asset according to the 
module we are in. That is to say, if we are in locations, we will only be able to 
visualize the assets of this type. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6015001-vista-arbol-lineal-miga-de-pan
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6015003-how-to-create-a-trigger-in-fracttal-one 

How to create an asset in Fracttal One? 
 

 
In Fracttal One there are two options for creating assets, the first is manually and the second 
is massively through import spreadsheets. 

 
Option 1: Manually add assets 

 

To add an asset just enter the module corresponding to the asset you want to add 
(Locations, Equipment, Tools, Spare Parts and Supplies, Digital), then click on the add 
option located at the bottom right of the window. 

 

 
When clicked, a new window will be enabled to fill in all the fields attributed to the assets. 
These attributes may vary depending on the type of asset being referred to. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6015003-como-crear-un-activo-en-fracttal-one
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The following is a brief explanation of each of the attributes found in the asset window. 
 

General: Tab where all the general information associated with the asset can be found. 
 

1. Equipment name: Name by which the asset is identified. 
 

2. Model: Model of the asset to which reference is made. 
 

3. Serial number: Serial number associated with the asset (usually the one 
established by the equipment manufacturer is used). 

4. Code: Unique identification code assigned to the asset within the system. 
 

5. Barcode: Barcode belonging to the asset. 
 

6. Priority: List where the assets are listed according to their priority. 
 

7. Type: Catalog with the different types of assets. 
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8. Classification 1 and 2: Correspond to free fields left by the platform for users to 
complete as required. 

 
9. Supplier: Supplier associated to the asset. } 

 
10. Date of purchase: Date on which the asset was purchased. 

 
11. Located in or is part of: Corresponds to the location where said asset is located 

within the system, taking into consideration the hierarchy that this represents for the 
visualization of said asset with respect to other users. 

 
12. Hours of average daily use: Corresponds to the total average number of hours 

worked by the asset (by default the system sets 24 hours of daily use). This value is of 
utmost importance for the calculation of the indicators in the system. 

13. Visible to all: Option that allows setting the asset visibility for all users, regardless of 
their hierarchical level of account location in the system. 

 
14. Work Management Plan: Reference to the planned maintenance to which the asset is 

linked. 
 

15. Notes: Text fields where a note associated to the asset can be added. 
 

16. Photo: Photograph of the asset in question. 
 

17. QR Code: Code automatically generated by the system once the asset is created. 
 

Custom Fields: Groups corresponding to a series of fields or labels that can be 
customized as required by the management of each company. Ideally, you can place 
asset information that cannot be added in the general tab, such as technical 
specifications of the equipment. 

 
Related Third Parties: List where the third parties associated to the asset can be 
added in a referential way. 

Financial: Corresponds to the straight-line depreciation of the asset, which is 
calculated based on the start date, annual depreciation percentage, purchase, 
replacement and salvage costs. 

Spare Parts and Supplies: List where the Spare Parts and Supplies used in the asset 
can be added in a referential way. 

History: Tab where you can view the history of work management, resources and 
availability associated with the asset. 
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Attachments: Tab where the different attachments associated with the asset can be 
added. 

 
Documentary Management: Tab where you can add the different documents or 
guarantees subject to expiration that are associated to the asset. 

 
Enabled: Option to enable or disable an asset at will so that it no longer appears in 
maintenance activities. 

 
Out of Service: State in which an asset is stopped due to a functional failure (this option 
comes directly from the failure of the asset). 

Note: The information shown above is referential for equipment type assets. Certain attributes 
may vary depending on the type of asset to which information is being added. 

Finally, after completing all the required fields to register the asset, click on the save option 
to finish the asset creation process. 

 

 
Option 2: Massive addition of assets 
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Go to: 
 
Bulk loading of Assets 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014634-importacion-masiva-de-informacion-en-fracttal
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How to edit an asset : Fracttal One 
 

 help.fracttal.com/articles/6015014-as-edit-a-trigger 

 
To edit an asset that has already been created, simply select the asset in 
question to enable the editing bar. 

 

 
Clicking on the edit option will open the asset information to be edited 
accordingly. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6015014-como-editar-un-activo
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Finally, after editing the desired fields, click on the save option to finish editing. 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6015018-what-are-customized-forms 

What are customized forms? 
 

 
Forms or custom fields are groups in which assets can be categorized, but 
having in common a set of fields or labels that can be created and 
customized as required. 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6015018-que-son-los-formularios-personalizados
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6390033-health-status-of-active-assets 

Health status of active  
 

 
With the new asset health status functionality you will be able to obtain a more direct 
visualization of the compliance with the work management plan of your assets (locations and 
equipment), allowing you to observe through a time series graph how the compliance with 
the plan that was developed for them has been. 

 
With this, you will have a better understanding of the availability of the assets, if the 
execution of the work management has been fulfilled according to the dates stipulated in the 
plan and where the turning points have occurred, so you can make decisions that go in favor 
of the continuous improvement of preventive maintenance activities. 

 
Process for monitoring health status 

 

1. Open the Catalogs > Assets module. 
 

 
2. Search for asset (Location or Equipment) 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6390033-estado-de-salud-de-los-activos
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3. Enter the asset's resume and select the Health Status sub-module from the details 
menu. 
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There you will see 2 time series graphs known as: 'Asset Reliability' and 'Work 
Management Compliance': 
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Reliability of the asset: graph of the performance of the tasks, in general of the work 
management, to which the asset is linked. 

Compliance with the Work Management Plan: it shows the details of each of the work 
management tasks that could have affected this reliability, as shown in the previous image, 
there are 4 types of statuses differentiated by color, which are explained below: 

 
● Operational (Blue): It is when the work management is executed respecting the calculated 
dates with a tolerance of 10% according to the periodicity of each task. 

 
● Caution (Green): This is when the 10% tolerance of the Operational status is exceeded 
and also has a tolerance of 10% according to the periodicity of each task. 

 
● Alert (Yellow): This is when 10% of the Caution state tolerance is exceeded and also has a 
tolerance of 10% depending on the periodicity of each task. 

 
● Stop (Orange): This is when 10% of the Alert state tolerance is exceeded and will be 
maintained until the task is completed. 

● Fault (red): This is when the equipment goes into fault, and will remain until the task 
associated with the fault is completed. 
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Example: If there is a task with a trigger every month and its calculated date is 01/01/2000, 
for this task it will have the operational status while its fulfillment is before 03/01/2000, if this 
date is exceeded the status will be Caution, if it is not finished until 06/01/2000, then it will 
pass to the Alert status where if it is not finished in this case until 09/01/2000 then it will pass 
to the last status which is Stop and it will maintain this status until the date it is finished. 

Note: The following should be considered when viewing the health status for location 
type assets: 

1) Two analyses will be available; one that corresponds to the general report of all the assets 
that have this location as children and the graphs of the location itself. 

 

 
2) In order to view the work management compliance graph, select a point on the graph 
with the cursor, so that you can see the detail at the selected time. 
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To keep in mind: 
 
For this first iteration, a balanced percentage of 10% tolerance has been defined for the 
periodicity of the work management. 

 
It is expected for the second iteration of the functionality that the user will be able to set the 
percentage according to the criticality of compliance with its work management plan. 
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Inhouse personnel and how to enter module? 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6015025-inhouse personnel-and-how-to-enter-module 
 
 

 
In this module you will be able to have a control and record of the company's 
personnel in terms of information and delivery of assignments (tools), 
regardless of the number of inhouse personnel you wish to add to the system, 
since there is no limit to the number of records. 

Note: It is important to mention that all access accounts to the platform (user, 
request or reading accounts) must first be registered in the inhouse 
personnel or third party modules, as appropriate. 

 
How to enter the inhouse personnel module? 

 

To enter the inhouse personnel module, click on the menu button located at 
the top left of the main header bar of the platform and drop down the catalog 
menu, and finally click on "Inhouse personnel". 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6015025-recursos-humanos-y-como-ingresar-al-modulo
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6015037-as-add-inhouse-personnel-resources 

How to add inhouse personnel : Fracttal One 
 

 
There are two ways to add inhouse personnel to the platform, the first option is to do it 
manually (one by one) from the add option and the second option is to do it massively by 
means of imports using Excel files. (To add inhouse personnel massively see the imports 
section). 

 
From the option to add 

 

To add an inhouse personnel to the platform, simply click on the add symbol at the bottom 
right of the platform. 

 

 
Then a new window belonging to the general tab will open, where the information 
corresponding to the inhouse personnel to be added to the system must be filled in. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6015037-como-agregar-recursos-humanos
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Where, the required data are as follows: 
 

Names, Last Names: Personal information of the inhouse personnel. 
 

Code: Internal identification code belonging to the inhouse personnel (in many cases the 
identity card is used). 

 
Classification 1 and 2: Corresponds to free fields that the platform leaves for users to 
complete as required. For example, they can be used to describe the position, 
specialization or department to which the human resource belongs. 

 
City, Address, Department / State / Region, Country, Area Code: 
Information corresponding to the location of the inhouse personnel. 

Latitude, longitude: Fields that are automatically added when "Search in the map" the 
address to which the human resource belongs. 

 
Ordinary Hourly Value: Catalog where the profile and man-hour value of the human 
resource is defined. 
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Working Hours: Catalog corresponding to the working hours of the human resources. 
 

Email: Email of the inhouse personnel. 
 

Primary, Secondary Phone, SMS Phone: Phone numbers of the human 
resources. 

Location: Corresponds to the location where the inhouse personnel is located within 
the system, taking into consideration the hierarchy that this represents for the 
visualization of the profile with respect to other users. 

Signature: Digital signature belonging to the inhouse personnel (it is loaded as an 
image of approximately 200 x 80 dimensions, the system auto-adjusts it) or there is 
also the possibility of adding the signature from this same field. 

Photo: Photograph of human resource 
 
After completing the information corresponding to the general tab, simply click on the save 
button at the top right of the window to register the human resources in the system. 
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Note: After making any edits, be sure to save the changes for them to take effect. 
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How to edit an inhouse personnel profile ? 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6015046-as-edit-a-human-resources-profile 

 
To edit an existing inhouse personnel profile, just select the profile to be 
modified and the system will display a bar with the option to edit, delete and 
options. 

 

 
In case you want to edit the inhouse personnel, just click on edit and the 
system will redirect you to the screen corresponding to the selected inhouse 
personnel. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6015046-como-editar-un-perfil-de-recursos-humanos
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In this screen you will find the following option tabs: 
 

General: General information corresponding to inhouse personnel. 
 

Custom fields: Group of custom tags with additional information about 
the inhouse personnel. 
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Assignments: Listing with the number of tools assigned to the inhouse 
personnel resource. 

 
Attachments: List where you can add, view, edit or download files, links 
and notes attached to the human resource profile. 

 
Documentary Management: Documents or certificates subject to 
expiration that are associated with inhouse personnel. 

 
Enabled: Option that allows enabling or disabling the inhouse personnel 
resource so that it is no longer visible in the rest of the platform modules 
(it will only be displayed in the activities prior to being disabled). 

 

 
To make any changes to the human resources profile, just click on the field you 
wish to edit and finally click on the save button located at the top right of the 
platform. 
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Third parties and how to enter the module? 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6015063-third-parties-and-how-to-enter-the-module 
 
 

 
In this module you will be able to control and register the different types of third 
parties that can be managed in the platform, no matter how many you want to 
add to the system, since there is no limit to the number of registrations. 

 
Note: It is important to mention that all platform access accounts (user, 
request or reading accounts) must first be registered in the inhouse 
personnel or third party modules as appropriate. 

 
How to enter the Third Parties module? 

 

To enter the third parties module, first click on the menu button on the upper 
left side of the main header bar of the platform, then click on the catalogs 
menu and finally click on "Third parties". 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6015063-terceros-y-como-ingresar-al-modulo
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6015068-as-add-a-third-party 

How to add a third party | Fracttal One 
 

 
There are two ways to add third parties to the platform, the first option is to do it manually (one 
by one) from the add option and the second option is to do it massively by means of imports 
using Excel files. (To add a third party massively see imports section). 

 
From the platform: 

 

To add a third party to the platform, simply click on the add symbol at the bottom right of the 
platform. 

 

 
Then, a new window belonging to the general tab will open, where the information 
corresponding to the third parties to be added to the system must be filled in. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6015068-como-agregar-un-tercero
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Where, the required data are as follows: 
 

Names: Name of the third party. 
 

Codes: Fiscal identifier or identification number of the third party. 
 

Type: In Fracttal there are four types of third parties (Service Provider, Manufacturer, 
Supplier, Customer), where a third party is allowed to cover more than one option. 

Website: Website of the third party. 
 

Classification 1 and 2: Correspond to free fields left by the platform to be completed as 
required. 

 
City, Address, Department / State / Region, Country, Area Code: 
Information corresponding to the location of the third party. 

 
Latitude, longitude: These fields are automatically added when you "Search on the 
map" the address to which the third party belongs. 
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Email: Email of the human resource 
 

Fax, SMS Telephone: Telephone numbers of the third party. 
 

Conditions: Condition catalog. 
 

Visible to all: Allows the display of such third party to users, regardless of the location 
of the account accessing the platform. 

Limit Access to This Location: Corresponds to the location where the third party is 
located within the system, taking into consideration the hierarchy that this represents for 
the visualization of said profile with respect to other users. 

After completing the information corresponding to the General tab, simply click on the save 
button located in the upper right part of the window, so that the third parties are registered in 
the system. 

 

 
Note: After making any edits, be sure to save the changes for them to take effect. 
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How to edit a third party | Fracttal One 
 

 help.fracttal.com/articles/6015073-as-editing-a-third-party 

 
To edit an existing third party, just select the third party to be modified and the 
system will display a bar with the options to edit, delete and more. 

 

 
If you wish to edit the third parties, just click on edit and the system will redirect 
you to the screen corresponding to the selected third parties. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6015073-como-editar-un-tercero
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In this screen you will find the following options: 
 

General: General information corresponding to the third party. 
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Custom fields: Group of custom tags with additional information about 
the third party. 

 
Branches: List of branches owned by the third parties in question. 

 
Contacts: Contact personnel within the third party. It must be taken into 
consideration that these contacts are the persons who may appear as 
responsible for a WO that is assigned to a third party. 

Services: Listing with the different services and costs offered by the third 
party. These services can be aggregated and their costs accounted for 
within a WO. 

 
Histories: List with the history of movements associated with the 
warehouses. 

 
Attachments: Listing where you can add, view, edit or download files, 
links and attached notes from the third party. 

Documentary Management: Documents or guarantees subject to 
expiration that are associated with the third parties. 

 
Enabled: Enables or disables the third party so that it is no longer visible 
in the rest of the platform (it will only be displayed in the activities prior to 
being disabled). 
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To make any changes in the third parties, just click on the field to be edited 
and finally click on the save button located at the top right of the platform. 
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Warehouses and how to enter the module? 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014789-stores-and-how-to-enter-the-module 
 
 

 
In the management of warehouses Fracttal allows you to create as many 
warehouses as you wish, since each one of them can be controlled and 
managed independently in terms of costs and stock. 

 
How to enter the warehouse module? 

 

To access the Warehouse module, simply pull down the menu located on the upper 
left side of the main header bar and click on "Warehouses". 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014789-almacenes-y-como-ingresar-al-modulo
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Then, when you click on it, a new window will open where you will find all the 
warehouses created in the system. 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014960-movement-historicals 

Fracttal One - Fracttal One 
 

 
The movement history is created to have a module where you can view in 
detail all the different types of movements made in the warehouse in a 
consolidated manner and have all the traceability in one place. 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014960-historiales-de-movimiento
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How to add a new store? 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014808-how-to-add-a-new-storage-room 

 
To add a new warehouse, simply click on the add symbol at the bottom right of 
the window. 

 

 
When clicked, a new window belonging to the general tab will open, where the 
information corresponding to the warehouse to be added to the system must be 
filled in. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014808-como-agregar-un-nuevo-almacen
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The required data are as follows: 
 

Code: Warehouse identification code. 
 

Description: Name assigned to the warehouse. 
 

City, Address, Department / State / Region, Country, Area Code: 
Information corresponding to the warehouse location. 

Latitude, longitude: These fields are automatically added when you 
"Search the map" for the address to which the warehouse belongs. 

 
Stock controlled by external integration: Advanced option to integrate 
Fracttal with other warehouse systems. 

 
Visible to all: Allows users to view the warehouse regardless of the 
location of their account access to the platform. 

 
Limit Access to This Location: Corresponds to the location where the 
warehouse is located within the system, taking into consideration the 
hierarchy that this represents for the visualization of a profile with 
respect to other users. 
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Movement ID: Corresponds to the correlative that is generated for each 
movement made within the warehouse. The ID is composed of the prefix, 
sequence and suffix (where in each movement only the sequence 
varies). 

 
Purchase Order ID: Corresponds to the correlative that is generated for 
each purshase order generated in the warehouse. The ID is composed 
of the prefix, sequence and suffix (where in each movement only the 
sequence varies). 

 
After completing the information corresponding to the general tab, simply click 
on the save button at the top right of the window to register the warehouse in the 
system. 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014812-how-to-add-items-to-a-storage-room 

How to add items to a warehouse? 
 

 
In Fracttal there are three ways to link an item to a warehouse, which are explained below: 

 
Note: It should be taken into consideration that to add an item to a warehouse you must 
have previously created the target warehouse, as well as the item you wish to link to that 
warehouse. 

 
From the Assets Module 

 

First you must enter the assets module, to locate the item you want to add to the warehouse. 
 

 
Then click on the asset and go to the "Warehouses" tab, where a list will appear with all the 
warehouses that contain that item among their stocks as a resource. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014812-como-agregar-items-a-un-almacen
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Finally, to add the item to the stock of a warehouse, simply click on the add symbol at the 
bottom right of the platform, and then complete and select the warehouse to which you wish 
to add the item. 
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From the warehouse module (manual form) 
 

To add an item directly from the warehouse module, go to the stock tab and then click on 
the add symbol at the bottom right of the platform. 
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Then, when you click on it, a window will open where all the items that can be added to the 
warehouse will be displayed. To do this, just select the item and it will be linked to the 
warehouse in question. 
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Note: Items that are manually added from the warehouse must be configured with an 
inventory adjustment to modify their costs and stock within the warehouse in question. 

 
From the warehouse module (mass import) 

 

This is the most recommended way to add items to a warehouse that has not yet made any 
movements, since in this way the items can be linked massively through an Excel 
spreadsheet, as well as the stock and unit costs of each item can be uploaded. 

 
To do this, just go to the stock tab and click on the plus menu to click on the "Import" option. 
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Note: For more information on how this process should be carried out, see the section on 
imports. 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014842-how-to-stock-stock-settings-in-a-storage-room 

How to make stock adjustments in a warehouse? 
 

 
In Fracttal's warehouse module it is possible to make different types of adjustments to the 
stock of items, these types are mentioned below: 

 
Initial Inventory: Corresponds to the initial movement of the warehouse, where the 
first history of movements in the warehouse is established and recorded. Ideally, it is at 
this stage that the massive import of resources through Excel spreadsheets should be 
carried out, since this import can only be done once, as well as the initial inventory 
(these processes can only be executed once in the system, before registering any 
movement in the warehouse). 

 
Inventory Adjustment: Type of movement that allows adjustments to be made to 
both the cost and quantities in the warehouse. 

 
Physical Inventory: Type of movement that allows only quantity adjustments to 
be made, without being able to modify the average unit cost of existing items. 

 
Note: It is important to mention that the unit costs of the existing items within the 
warehouses are valued by means of the average entry costs. 

 
To make any type of adjustment to a warehouse, you must enter the stock and then drop down 
the menu of options that you will find in the upper right part of the screen. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014842-como-realizar-ajustes-de-existencias-en-un-almacen
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Then select the type of adjustment to be made by clicking on the option in question, so that 
the system enters the editing mode (when an adjustment is made, the main menu of the 
warehouse is momentarily blocked until the process is completed). 
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Once the system enters edit mode, you can select the item to be modified and make 
the corresponding changes. 
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Finally, once the settings for the items in question have been made, the menu must be 
displayed and the end process clicked, so that the warehouse exits the editing mode. 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014918-how-to-create-a-purchase-order 

How to create a purshase order? 
 

 
A purchase order is a document issued by the buyer to request an item from a supplier. It is 
important to mention that, in order to generate a purshase order in the system, the supplier 
must be previously registered in the third parties module, and the item to be added to the 
purchase order must be linked to the stock of the warehouse in question. 

 
To generate a purshase order you must first go to the purshase order tab and then click on the 
add symbol at the bottom right of the platform. 

 

 
After clicking, a new window will open where all the parameters related to the purchase 
order to be generated must be set: 

 
Supplier: Catalog with the list of all the third parties that are suppliers of inputs and that 
can be selected at the time of generating the purchase order. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014918-como-crear-una-orden-de-compra
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Cost Center: Catalog where you can choose to which cost center the purchase of these 
materials will be associated. 

 
Delivery Date: Date on which delivery of the items to be purchased is stipulated. 

 
Reference / Material Request: Document number that refers to the purchase order 
(it can be the reference of a purchase request, if this functionality is contracted). In 
addition, the reference can be useful when generating the material entry to the 
warehouse. 

 
Priority: Priority of the purshase order. 

 
Terms and Conditions: Catalog of purchase conditions. 

 
Currency: Type of currency in which the material purchase is made. This list will 
depend on the catalog previously created in the Configuration-Financial module. 

 
Exchange Value: Conversion between the main currency handled in the system and the 
other currencies in which transactions can be made (the conversion can be set in the 
Configuration-Financial module). 

 
Note: Notes associated with the generated purshase order. 
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After completing the information, you must add the items you wish to place in the purshase 
order by clicking on the add symbol at the bottom right of the platform. 
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Finally, after adding the items, click on save to complete the process and create the 
purchase order. 
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How to make entry movements? 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014935-how-to-make-entry-movements 

 
To make an entry movement, you must enter from the corresponding module 
in the warehouse by clicking on "Entries" and then on the add symbol at the 
bottom right of the screen, in order to make a new entry in the system. 

 

 
Clicking on this button will open a new window where you must fill in the 
information corresponding to the entry movement and add the items you wish 
to add to the system. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014935-como-realizar-movimientos-de-entradas
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Note: It is important to mention that there are different concepts for which an 
entry can be made to the system and these types of entries are the following: 
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Purchase: Type of movement corresponding to the acquisition of a 
product by purchase. Purchases can be referenced to a previously 
created purshase order. 

Return: Type of movement corresponding to the return of a material. 

Fabrication: Type of movement corresponding to the manufacture of a 
material. 

 
Assignment return: Type of movement corresponding to the return of a 
tool previously assigned to an inhouse personnel. 

After loading the items and clicking on save, the entry movement will be made 
and will finally be reflected in the warehouse stock. 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014944-what-is-a-material-requisition-and-how-to-generate-it 

What is a material requisition and how to generate it? 
 

 
A material requisition is a request made by the warehouseman or warehouse 
manager to deliver a material requested through a work order for the 
execution of a task. 

 
Material requisitions are generated automatically when an inventory type 
resource is added to a work order (see section "How to make outgoing 
movements"). So, once the material request is made in a work order, the 
material requisition is generated and must be validated by the warehouseman 
from the "Material Requisitions" tab. 

 

 
Finally, after validation, the warehouseman must perform the outgoing of the 
material in the "Outgoing" tab so that the value is deducted from the 
warehouse stock (making reference to the type of outgoing by WO, so that the 
system shows all the items requested through that material requisition). 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014944-que-es-una-requisicion-de-material-y-como-generarla
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How to perform outgoing movements? 
 

 help.fracttal.com/articles/6014954-how-to-do-outgoing-movements 

 
To perform outgoing movements, you must enter the corresponding module in 
the warehouse, click on "Outgoing" and then click on the add symbol at the 
bottom right of the screen to perform the outgoing movement. 

 

 
Clicking on this button will open a new window where you must complete the 
information corresponding to the outgoing movement and add the items to be 
outgoing in the system. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014954-como-realizar-movimientos-de-salidas
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Note: It is important to mention that there are different concepts by which 
outgoing can be performed in the system and these outgoing types are the 
following: 
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Work Order: Corresponds to the outgoing referenced to the material 
requisitions associated to the work orders. 

 
General: Corresponds to outgoing goods made in a general way in the 
warehouse. 

 
Return to supplier: Corresponds to the outgoing goods that are 
returned to the supplier from whom the purchase was made. 

 
Warehouse Transfer: Type of movement that allows the transfer 
between existing warehouses in the system. 

 
Assignment: Type of movement in which tools can be assigned to a 
human resource. 

 
After loading the items and clicking on save, the outgoing movement will be 
reflected in the warehouse stock. 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/7338530-how-to-make-and-approve-a-transfer-between-warehouses-at-fracttal-one 

How to make and approve a transfer between 
warehouses in Fracttal One? 

 

 
In Fracttal One, it is possible to transfer items between warehouses. As a main 
requirement, the item(s) to be transferred must be previously declared in the 
destination warehouse. 

 
1. Warehouses, is the module in which the warehouses or warehouses exist within 

Fracttal One. It is accessed from the Main Menu. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/7338530-como-realizar-y-aprobar-una-transferencia-entre-almacenes-en-fracttal-one
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/714324413/d0304cb4a9d4cbf1b4a951c5/Captura%2Bde%2Bpantalla%2B2023-04-18%2Ba%2Blas%2B12.17.10.png
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2. The approval of an Entry movement to a warehouse in Fracttal One, due to a 
Transfer from a source warehouse, must be previously configured, from the detail 
menu of the warehouse that will receive the transfer, in the General section. 

 

 
NOTE: The functionality "Request approval for entries by transfers"; is an additional 
contracting functionality, Addon 'advanced warehouses'. 

 
3. In Stock, also of the destination warehouse or the warehouse that will receive the 
transfer, prior to the transfer, the item to be transferred from the source warehouse must 
be declared. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/714324413/d0304cb4a9d4cbf1b4a951c5/Captura%2Bde%2Bpantalla%2B2023-04-18%2Ba%2Blas%2B12.17.10.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/714329313/d29e64299b5c12c94d7eb3b6/one.fracttal.com_inventory_warehouses%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2846%29.png
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4. To generate the transfer, from the source warehouse, in the Detail menu, select 
Outgoing (1), Add outgoing (2). 

 

 
5. The respective form is filled in to execute the transfer: Select the 

transfer date, 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/714344894/c5090ff8d4c056055f734714/one.fracttal.com_inventory_warehouses%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2847%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/714353855/297f67c5b1a4f2a2e27c1a51/one.fracttal.com_inventory_warehouses%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2848%29.png
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In outgoing type: Transfer Warehouse, 
 

Responsible, which displays the list of our inhouse personnel, we 

created a reference for this movement, 

Destination Warehouse, to select the warehouse that will receive the transfer, Add, 

to select the item(s) to be transferred. 

 
In an example, we will transfer between Aramark Spencer Warehouse and ALM. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/714356511/835cb224a272da347d6ddb9f/one.fracttal.com_inventory_warehouses%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2849%29.png
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It remains to identify the item to be transferred, this from the Add button, which will display 
the existence of the source warehouse. 

 

 
We expand the Item list, 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/714366809/b2bd2e8c19b9c929eae3ac85/one.fracttal.com_inventory_warehouses%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2850%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/714368751/0391536099c8e0255352dbd3/one.fracttal.com_inventory_warehouses%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2851%29.png
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And select the corresponding one to be transferred 
 

 
Subsequently, we inform the amount to be transferred and at the top right, we save the 
request. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/714372826/b74b0dfa6e9ce645e3719f12/one.fracttal.com_inventory_warehouses%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2852%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/714374216/49569f3692f551f267132731/one.fracttal.com_inventory_warehouses%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2853%29.png
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The form is completed, and again at the top right, we save the movement. 
 

 
This form will be registered in the Outgoing section after clicking on the refresh icon. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/714375998/2ad12c9ef1b5523a8e1c1567/one.fracttal.com_inventory_warehouses%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2854%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/714377774/b0b985238c64aa69a8a9ba2e/one.fracttal.com_inventory_warehouses%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2855%29.png
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6. Once the outgoing goods have been created in the source warehouse, they are 
available for entry into the target warehouse after approval. 

 
To do this, go to the destination warehouse, to the Entry section, where the entries 
pending approval will be shown. 

 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/714381438/ed479dfdd8fb30e189b35b7a/one.fracttal.com_inventory_warehouses%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2856%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/714599326/8a8958e8ff7eb3e41cdb9aac/one.fracttal.com_inventory_warehouses%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2857%29.png
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Click on the switch to change the status. 
 

 
And we can then place a comment alluding to the approval that will appear together with 
the name of the person who has approved it. 

 

 
Save by clicking on the icon at the top right and the entry approval will be generated, 
with the respective changes in the existence of the transferred item in the destination 
warehouse. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/714600821/4061b683f07471de7d918b37/Captura%2Bde%2Bpantalla%2B2023-04-18%2Ba%2Blas%2B17.22.04.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/714604201/eb4a867e53978243bce803ac/one.fracttal.com_inventory_warehouses%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2858%29.png
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It is also reflected as a movement in the Movement History. 
 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/714606697/97115d43fa2bc926ef81b9fc/one.fracttal.com_inventory_warehouses%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2859%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/714611003/d26b335b8a8e5eac7e5ca861/one.fracttal.com_inventory_warehouses%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2860%29.png
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Work management and how to enter the module? 
 

 help.fracttal.com/articles/6004274-work-management-and-how-to-enter-module 

 
In the tasks module you can have control of all maintenance activities in one 
place, since in this module you can define task plans, reschedule pending 
tasks, manage work orders, as well as have access to the calendar of activities 
and budgets. 

 

 
How to enter the work management module? 

 

To enter the module, you must first click on the menu button that you will find 
on the top left side of the main header bar of the platform and display the Work 
management menu, so that the system will show you the different sub-
modules. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6004274-tareas-y-como-ingresar-al-modulo
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When you pull down the Work management menu, you will find the following sub-modules: 
 

Work management plan 
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Work Orders Budget 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6004291-work-management-plans 

Work management plans : Fracttal One 
 

 
In this module you will be able to create maintenance plans linked to assets, 
where work management can have different types of triggers (by date, meter 
reading and event triggers). 

 

 
Note: It is important to mention that in Fracttal a planned maintenance can be 
linked to many assets, while an asset can only have a single planned 
maintenance linked to it. Therefore, if an asset is linked to a work management 
plan, this plan must contain each and every one of the tasks associated with 
the asset in question, since it cannot be linked simultaneously to another 
different work management plan. 

For example: If you have a fleet of 100 vehicles all of the same model, you 
only need to make a single work management plan containing all the 
maintenance activities and frequencies applied to that vehicle model. 
Subsequently, the 100 vehicles must be linked, taking into consideration that 
the trigger dates or sequences can be configured independently for each of the 
100 vehicles. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6004291-planes-de-tareas
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6004296-how-to-add-a-work-management-plan 

How to add a work management planned maintenance? 
 

 
To add a new planned maintenance, click on the add symbol at the bottom right of the screen. 

 

 
When you click on it, a new window will open where you must load the information corresponding 
to the work management plan you wish to add, according to the following steps: 

 
Step 1: 

 

Add the corresponding general information to the work management plan, then click 
on save. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6004296-como-agregar-un-plan-de-tareas
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6004291-planes-de-tareas
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Where, the information requested is as follows: 
 

Description: Name that will describe the work management planned maintenance. 
 

Limit Access to This Location: Location where the work management planned 
maintenance is located, taking into consideration the hierarchy that this represents for 
the visualization of the planned maintenance with respect to other users. 

 
Associated tasks: Number of work management tasks contained in the plan 
(this information will be displayed automatically when completing step 2). 

 
Linked Assets: Number of assets that are associated to the work management plan (this 
information will be displayed automatically when completing step 3). 

 
Step 2 

 

In this step, all the information corresponding to each of the maintenance work management 
tasks associated to the plan should be added, identifying the general information of each 
task, as well as their respective subtasks, iterations, resources and attachments. 
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The following is a description of each of the fields that make up the tabs of information about the 
work management when they are added to the plan: 

 
General: 

 

Description: Short detail specifying the task in question. 
 

Task Type: Catalog with all the work management types registered in the system. 
 

Classification 1 and 2: Corresponds to free fields left by the platform to complete and give 
a classification to the task. 

 
Priority: List where the task is classified according to its priority. 

 
Estimated duration: Time it would take to perform the task (actual time is recorded directly 
in the WO). 

Maintenance Downtime: Theoretical time that the stopped asset would last while the 
activity is executed (the actual time is recorded directly in the WO). 
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Triggers: Corresponds to the trigger mode of the task, which can be of 4 types (by 
date, when, each and by event). 

 
Subtasks: 

 

Subtasks are the step-by-step or check-list of activities to be recorded or validated when 
completing a task. To add subtasks the following fields must be completed 

Order: Sequence of subtask ordering 
 

Type: Predefined list with the subtask types that the system has (Text, Yes/No, 
Number, Verification, One meter reading, GPS Location, List, Date and Time). 
Depending on the type of subtask, you can have open or closed answers depending 
on the case. 

 
Group/Part: Catalog where you can stipulate the groups or parts to which the subtask 
in question belongs. 

Description: Complete detail describing the activity. 
 

Mandatory: Option to make the subtask mandatory (filling cannot be completed if the 
subtasks that have this option activated have not been completed). 

 
Mandatory Attachment: Option that makes it mandatory to add an attachment 
associated to the subtask (the filling cannot be completed if the attachment has not 
been added). 

 
Iterations: 

 

It is a function that allows to establish independently which sub-tasks will be performed with 
each trigger, as well as the number of iterations that each execution cycle represents, thus 
obtaining a better control over the sub-tasks and avoiding overlapping activities. It is usually 
used in nested maintanance such as those performed on assets based on mileage or hours 
of use. 

 
Resources: 

 

Resources can be added to the work management in such a way that they are added each 
time the task is triggered and are reflected both in the quantities to be used and in the cost of 
the TOs. To do so, you only have to add the resources, which can be of the following types: 
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Inhouse personnel: Personnel that will participate in the execution of the activities 
and therefore their hourly costs are accounted for within the WO. 

 
Services: External services performed by third parties (must be previously 
added in the third parties module). 

 
Inventories: Resources such as tools or spare parts and supplies that come from a 
warehouse. 

 
Attachments: 

 

As in resources, attachments can be added to the work management so that they are added 
each time that task is triggered in a WO. For this purpose, there are different types of 
attachments that can be added and they are of the following types: 

Note: Corresponds to a field to add a text note. 
 

Link: Direct links to internet pages. 
 

Files: Corresponds to documents and images. 
 
Finally, once all the necessary fields are loaded to complete the previous steps and save 
them, the plan will be created with the detail of all the maintenance work management tasks 
involved, missing only the linking of the assets associated to the plan. 

 
Step 3 

 

After having created the plan together with its respective tasks (steps 1 and 2), the assets 
that will be governed by this work management plan for the execution of maintenance 
activities must be linked. To do this, click on the add symbol to open a new window where all 
the assets that can be linked to the work management plan will be displayed. 
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After selecting the asset, the date of the last job must be established so that the system can 
calculate and schedule the next maintenance with triggers by date. 
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It is important to note that the date set is a global trigger date for all the work management 
tasks in the plan. However, it may happen that the dates of the last maintenance tasks have 
not been executed on the same occasion or do not necessarily coincide, in which case you 
must configure the dates of the last work management for each of the tasks individually (For 
more information see section "How to configure the date of the last maintenance tasks for 
triggers by date"). 

Then, in a similar way, the meters associated to the triggers or subtasks of the plan must be 
configured (For more information, see section How to configure meters to a work 
management plan). 

 
Finally, after completing the 3 previous steps, the planned maintenance plan will be 
established and all the assets will be linked to this plan, for the execution and management 
of work management. 
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help.fracttal.com/articles/6007459-which-types-of-triggers-can-be-added-to-a-task 

What types of triggers can be added to a task? 
 

 
Currently in the platform there are 4 types of triggers to which a task can be associated. 
The operation of each of these will be explained below: 

 
Trigger by date 

 

 

Corresponds to the work management that has a scheduled execution frequency according 
to a calendar. That is, they are performed every certain period of time. When selecting this 
type of trigger, the following fields must be completed: 

 
Doing every: Frequency with which the task is repeated 

 
Frequency: Unit of frequency with which the task is repeated. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6007459-que-tipos-de-activadores-que-se-pueden-agregar-a-una-tarea
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Repeat: Option to set whether the task is repeated finitely or will remain active 
indefinitely. 

 
Times: Number of times in which the execution of the task is repeated (in case it has 
been established that it is repeated in a finite way). 

 
Fixed Schedule: Option that allows setting the date of the next schedule as fixed (as 
established) or to be rescheduled from the last execution. For example, if we have a 
task that has a trigger with a frequency of every 30 days and has a fixed schedule, it 
will not matter if the task is executed as scheduled or with a delay, since the following 
activations will be fixed every 30 days. On the other hand, if you do not have the fixed 
schedule option, the next trigger will be performed after 30 days, but starting from the 
date on which the task was executed. 

 
Event Trigger 

 

 

Corresponds to the work management that do not comply with a particular trigger frequency 
and that are only triggered through the execution of an unplanned task (the events are 
displayed through a list previously uploaded to the system). For example, the events 
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can be associated to situations such as, some types of failures, requests or activities that are 
not necessarily defined with a regular trigger frequency, but the procedure to follow in case 
they occur is known. 

 
Trigger Each 

 

 

Corresponds to triggers by means of accumulating meters or counters (kilometers, hours, 
etc.). This type of triggers works every time a certain meter accumulates the units required 
for the execution of some task. When selecting this type of meter, the following fields must 
be completed: 

Frequency: Number of cycles to be completed for the execution of the task. 
 

Unit: Measurement system associated with the meter reading and task trigger. 

Until: Number of cycles in which the task will be executed (in case the activity is 
executed indefinitely, it is left without limit). 
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Fixed scheduling: Analogous to the triggers by date, this option allows you to set the 
reading at which the next trigger will be executed, which can be fixed (as set) or taken 
from the last reading recorded at the time of executing the task. 

 
Trigger When 

 

 

Corresponds to triggers by means of non-accumulator meters or non-meters that can 
fluctuate over time (temperature, voltage, amperage, etc.). This type of triggers work when a 
reading is registered that meets the established conditions or outside a certain parameter. 
When selecting this type of meter the following fields must be completed: 

 
Unit: Measurement system associated with the meter reading and task trigger. 

 
Sea: List with the conditions that can be set to define the parameters that the recorded 
reading must meet to trigger the activation of the task. 

Value: Number that defines the numerical parameter to be considered for the trigger of 
the task. 
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How do subtask iterations work? 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6007474-how-subtask-iterations-work 

 
The iterations function is designed for those work management tasks that are 
cyclical or nested, such as vehicle maintenance where certain activities are 
performed repetitively according to the mileage traveled, thus being able to 
overlap some of these tasks. 

 
This is why, with the iterations function, it is possible to determine in 
which part of the cycle of a task each subtask should be executed and 
thus have a better control of the complete maintenance cycle. 

To activate the iterations function, we must go to and select the task of the 
plan in question and click on the iterations tab and activate the "Set as cyclic 
task" option. 

 

 
Then you must indicate the number of iterations in which each cycle of 
subtasks will be divided, and then select which subtask will be performed in 
each specific iteration. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6007474-como-funcionan-las-iteraciones-de-subtareas
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Finally, just click on the save option to register the editing done. 
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How to configure resources by iterations? 
 

 help.fracttal.com/articles/6007512-how-to-configure-resources-by-iterations 

 
Just as it is possible to establish subtasks by iterations, it is also feasible to 
define directly in a work management plan which resources will be used 
according to each iteration. 

 
To add resources based on iterations, only one resource must be added to the 
work management plan in the normal way. 

 

 
Then, when selecting the added resource (it can be an inventory, human 
resource or service type), an editing bar will be enabled. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6007512-como-configurar-los-recursos-por-iteraciones
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By clicking on edit, a new window will appear where you can define in which 
iterations this resource should be used. 
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Finally, after making the settings, click on the save button to make the changes 
effective. 
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How to set the date of the last maintenance for 
triggers by date? 

help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6007492-how-to-set-the-date-of-the-latest-maintenance-for-by-date triggers 
 

This option is ideal, since it allows to independently establish the next trigger dates for 
each of the work management tasks associated with a plan, based on the dates on 
which the last maintenance was performed on the asset in question. 

 
To do this, first go to the "Assets" tab to select the asset for which you want to configure the 
dates of its last maintenance for the triggering of the next work management (this procedure 
can be performed for each of the assets associated to the plan independently). 

 

 
When you click on edit, a new window will open in which all the task settings tabs will 
appear (Calendars, Triggers, Subtasks, Iterations), in which case you should select the 
calendar tab where all tasks with a trigger by date will be displayed. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6007492-como-configurar-la-fecha-de-los-ultimos-mantenimientos-para-activadores-por-fecha
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6007492-como-configurar-la-fecha-de-los-ultimos-mantenimientos-para-activadores-por-fecha
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Then, just select the task in question and the system will display a window where you can 
modify the date of the last maintenance and the date of the next trigger for the task. Finally, 
after making the modification, click on the "Save" button to make the changes. 
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Note: It is important to mention that the configuration and modification of the dates of the 
last maintenance can be performed as long as the asset recently linked to the plan does not 
have a work order associated to the task to be modified, otherwise the modification will not 
be possible, since the next execution will be governed by the maintenance performed in the 
work order already issued. 
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How to link meters to a work management planned 
maintenance? 

 

 help.fracttal.com/articles/6007500-how-to-link-meters-to-a-work-management-plan 

 
If a planned maintenance plan has triggers per reading, the meters must be 
linked to each associated asset. To do this, first go to the "Assets" tab and 
select the asset to which you want to configure the trigger (this procedure can 
be done for each of the assets associated to the plan independently). 

 

 
When clicking on edit, a new window will open in which all the task settings 
tabs will appear (Calendars, Triggers, Subtasks, Iterations), in which case the 
Triggers or Subtasks tab must be selected (depending on where the meters 
are added), where all the tasks with triggers or subtasks associated with the 
meter reading will be displayed. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6007500-como-vincular-medidores-a-un-plan-de-tareas
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Then, just select the task in question and the system will display a window 
where you can create a meter or select an existing one (in case it has been 
previously created from the meter module). Finally, after linking the 
corresponding meter for each task, click on the "Save" button to make the 
changes. 
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How to edit the work management contained in a plan? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6007519-how-to-edit-the-work-management-contained-in-a-plan 

 
To edit an existing work management plan, simply select the work 
management plan in question to activate the editing option. 

 

 
By clicking on the edit option, the work management plan will open and once 
there you will only have to select the field you wish to modify (General, Tasks 
or Assets) and finally save the changes made. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6007519-como-editar-las-tareas-contenidas-en-un-plan
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Other options in Work Management Plan 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6007525-other-options-on-work-management-plans 

 
To find other available options, just click on the "More" menu to display a 
window. 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6007525-otras-opciones-en-plan-de-tareas
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The following options are available in this window: 
 

Print: This option generates the selected work management plan in PDF 
format so that it can be printed or saved. 

Export: Option that allows exporting in an Excel template the work 
management planned maintenance table according to the selected plans. 

Bulk export: Option that allows you to mass export the entire work 
management planned maintenance table in an Excel template. 

 
Clone work management plan: Option to clone the selected work 
management plan (all the information contained in the task plan is cloned, 
without linking any asset to the plan). 

Share work management plan: Option that allows sharing the planned 
maintenance through the generation of a code that can be imported into 
another Fracttal database or account. 

Import shared plan: Option that allows the import of work management 
planned maintenance through import codes. 
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Update Costs: Option that allows updating the costs associated with the 
work management plans that are later used in the business intelligence 
module. 
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How to share and import a work management plan? 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6007530-how-to-share-and-import-a-work-management-plan 

 
To share a work management plan, simply select the plan and then click on 
the "Share work management plan" option and the system will generate an 
import code that can be shared with a different base in Fracttal. 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6007530-como-compartir-e-importar-un-plan-de-tareas
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Once the code has been copied, you only have to enter the import code in the 
other Fracttal database where you want to import the work management plan, 
so that it is finally added to the system. 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6007988-containing-the-fracttal-work-orders-module 

What does the Fracttal Work Order module contain? 
 

 
In this module you will be able to manage all your planned and unplanned maintenance 
activities by issuing and tracking work orders. When you enter this module you will find 3 
main tabs. 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6007988-que-contiene-el-modulo-ordenes-de-trabajo-de-fracttal
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Kanban: In this view you will be able to visualize in a simple way the flow and stages 
in which a task can be found, when it is managed in a work order. 

 
Calendar: Calendar view, where you will be able to visualize each of the work 
management with their respective status and duration times. 

 
List: Table where you will find detailed information about the work management, 
along with their respective times and status. 

 
Kanban View 

 

Here you will find the different states in which a task can be found, which are mentioned 
below: 
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Pending work management: Previous status of a task before it is executed as a 
work order. 

 
In Process: Initial stage of a work order that has already been assigned to a 
technician and its execution is in process. 

 
In Review: Stage in which the work order has already been executed and is in the process 
of being reviewed before being finalized. 

 
Completed: Last stage in which the WO is concluded. This process is irreversible, 
since once completed the system generates the next schedule for that task and the 
associated management indicators are calculated. 

 
TimeLine View 

 

Calendar view, where you can view each of the work management with their respective 
status and duration times, according to the selected calendar option. In addition, both work 
management and OTs can be rescheduled and managed from this same view. 
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List View (Pending Tasks/Work Orders) 
 

Table where you can view in detail all the information corresponding to the pending work 
management and work orders, with their respective status and times, as well as generate 
and edit TOs. 
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How to reschedule a Task : Fracttal One 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6008129-how-to-reprogram-a-task 

 
In Fracttal there are different options in which you can reschedule one or 
several work management tasks at the same time, either to attend to an 
overdue or an overdue task. To do this, simply enter the OTs submodule and 
select the pending work management tasks to be rescheduled from any of the 
available views (Kanban, TimeLine and List) to enable the editing bar, where 
the reschedule option will appear. 

 
From the Kanban view 

 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6008129-como-reprogramar-una-tarea
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From the TimeLine view 
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From List view 
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Subsequently, clicking on the rescheduling option will open a new window 
where you can enter the date and the reason why the task is being 
rescheduled. 

Finally, when editing, just click on Reset to save the changes made. 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6008158-as-edit-and-complete-a-OT 

How to edit and complete a WO? 
 

 
To edit or complete a WO you can enter any of the views associated to the Work Orders 
module (Kanban, TimeLine and List view). In this case, once the WO is generated, just click 
on the WO (or the task, in case it is in the list view), to start the editing process. 

 
For the Kanban view: 

 

By selecting a WO and clicking on it, a new window will be enabled where the general 
information of the WO is displayed, together with the work management included in that 
WO. 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6008158-como-editar-y-completar-una-ot
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To start the execution and completion of the WO, click on the task to be started. 
 
Note: It must be taken into consideration that each work management is independent and 
has its own execution times, even though there may be several work managements within 
the same WO, since in this way it is possible to have an individual traceability for each one, 
in terms of time and resources used. 
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After entering the task, the system will open a window where you can complete each of the 
requirements necessary to execute the task. The following is a brief description of each of 
the editable fields: 
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General: Tab containing the general information of the task (Type, Priority and 
Classifications), Times (Task Start and End Record, Execution Time, etc.) and the 
associated Trigger type. 

SubTasks: Tab where all the steps or check-list required to complete the task 
must be completed. 

Resources: Tab where the different resources (Human Resources, Inventories, 
Services, etc.) necessary for the execution and fulfillment of the task can be added. 

Attachments: Tab where attachments coming from a planned maintenance can be 
displayed and in turn new attachments can be added, as evidence associated to the 
task execution. 

Once we enter the general tab, the first thing to do is to start the activity by clicking on the 
"Start" button, so that the recording of the execution times begins. 
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When starting the task, the following options will be triggered: 
 

Stop: Option corresponds to the completion of the task once all the required fields have 
been completed to end the task. 

Pause: Option that allows you to record the actual time worked, excluding the 
intermediate pauses made in the execution of the task. When a pause is established, a 
registration window will open, where the reason for the pause must be identified, 
together with a brief descriptive note. Finally, the activity can be resumed by clicking 
on the "Resume" option and the records associated with the pauses can also be 
viewed in the "Records" option. 

 
Note: In case you need to record the time manually (without the start and pause counter), 
you can enter the "Records" button and add the start and end date of the task from this 
option. 
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Then, go to the subtask tab to complete each of the steps or points required in the execution of 
the task. 
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As for Resources, to add them, go to the Resources tab and click on the add symbol at the 
bottom right of the window. 
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Clicking on it will open another window where you can find different types of resources 
to add to the WO: 
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Inventory: Corresponds to the resources (Tools, Spare Parts and Supplies) coming from a 
warehouse and that are necessary in the execution of the task. 

 
Inhouse personnel: Corresponds to the man-hours to be accounted for in the WO. 

 
Services: Corresponds to the costs associated with external services performed by third 
parties registered in the platform (third parties module). 

 
Inventory (Unclassified): Corresponds to inventory type resources that do not 
come from a warehouse and therefore are not registered in the platform. 

 
Service (Unlisted): Corresponds to services associated with an external party that is 
not registered in the platform as a third party. 

 
Note: All costs associated with inventories and cataloged services come directly from 
the Warehouse and Third Party modules. 
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It is important to mention that, when adding an inventory type resource, a material requisition 
is automatically generated (both in the WO and in the Warehouse Material Requisitions sub-
module), which functions as a validation document that guarantees that the material order 
comes from a work order. 
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Once the material requisition is generated, the corresponding outgoing must be made in the 
warehouse module. In which case, the material requisition will change status from 
"Undelivered" to Total or Partial delivery as the case may be. 
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Once the material has been delivered, the technician who completes the WO must verify the 
actual quantity used and if there is material left over, the material must be returned to the 
warehouse as a return. 
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Now as for the attachments tab, it works in a similar way, since, in order to visualize the 
attachments associated to the work management plan, you only have to enter this tab. 
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But to add a new attachment, click on the add link at the bottom of the window and then 
select what type of attachment you want to add. 
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Types of attachments: 
 

Note: Text field in which you can add any note related to the task performed. 
 

Link: Text field in which a link can be added. 
 

File: Field in which files, such as documents, images, etc., can be attached. 
 
Finally, once you have made the edits and completed filling in each of the 4 tabs of the WO 
(Task, Subtasks, Resources, Attachments) just click on the save option and on the Stop 
option to register the end of the task. 
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For TimeLine and List views: 
 

When entering the TimeLine and List tabs respectively, select the WO in question and click on 
view WO detail to start the editing process. 
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TimeLine View 
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List View 
 
After clicking (for both options), a window will open for editing and filling out each of the work 
management associated with the WO, which is done in a similar way as in the Kanban view 
(For more details see the section "How to edit and complete a WO"). 
For the Kanban view") 
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TimeLine View 
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List View 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6008207-as-change-of-states-from-an-OT 

How do I change the status of a WO? 
 

 
Once a WO is generated, it is automatically in process to be completed each of its work 
management. Subsequently, once the WO has a 100% progress percentage, the next step 
is to sign and qualify it (this signature and qualification can be done by a person who 
validates the WO execution on site), to do so, the options menu on the upper right side must 
be deployed and click on "Send to WO in Review". 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6008207-como-cambio-de-estados-de-una-ot
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When clicked, the system will open a window where you will be asked to qualify and sign the 
WO before it is sent to Review status. 
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Note: If the asset associated to the WO has any meters subject to work management 
triggers, the system will always show the option to update all the readings of those meters. 
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After completing the above steps, the WO will automatically change to Review so that it can 
be validated or verified by the corresponding person before being finalized. At this point, the 
printed format of the WO is displayed, where the signatures of both the person who qualified 
it and the person responsible for the WO will appear. 
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After validation of the WO the system allows two options, return the WO to Process again (in 
case it does not comply with any requirement) or pass the WO directly as Completed 
(caution must be taken as this process is irreversible). 
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Finally, once the WO has been completed, the process is finished and it can be 
validated that the 3 associated signatures will appear in the print format. 
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How to create a WO triggered by Event? 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6008101-how-to-create-a-WO-trigger-by-event 

 
Tasks with event type triggers are only executed as unplanned tasks and 
there are different ways to manage such an event. To do this, you must first 
generate an unplanned task (from any of the available options) and select an 
asset associated to a planned maintenance that has event-triggered tasks. 

 
 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6008101-como-crear-una-ot-activada-por-evento
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When doing so, the system will display a new window with all the event-
triggered work management for that asset, in which case there are 3 ways of 
how to manage that event: 
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1. Launch Event: This option allows executing the task as if it were a 
planned maintenance task coming from a work management. When the 
event is triggered, the task will appear in the pending work management 
module (the scheduling date will be the same date as when the event 
was triggered). 

 
2. Bring selected task data: This option allows to execute the task with all 

the details added to the plan (as if the event was triggered), but being an 
unplanned task. In addition, this option also allows you to edit the task 
details without affecting the associated maintenance plan. 

 
3. Skip: This action allows you to generate an unplanned WO from 

scratch. That is, a WO can be recorded that has no relation to any of 
the events associated with that asset. 

 
After defining how the event will be managed, just follow the usual procedure 
to generate the WO associated to the task in question and thus finalize the 
process. 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6007995-types-of-ots 

Types of TOs : Fracttal One 
 

 
A work order can be of a Planned nature (coming from an already established 
work management plan) or Unplanned (coming from a work request or some 
activity not contemplated in a work management plan). Therefore, there are 
different ways to manage a work order. 

 
Planned TOs 

Planned TOs 

Unplanned TOs 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6007995-tipos-de-ots
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6007997-as-create-a-scheduled- WO-work-order 

How to create a Planned WO (work order)? 
 

 
From the Kanban view 

 

Once a planned maintenance plan has been established and linked to an asset, the tasks 
included in this plan will appear as "Pending Tasks" (depending on the type of trigger the 
tasks have), then enter the Kanban view and select the tasks to be included and executed 
as WO. 

 

 
Then, by clicking on "New WO" the system will open a window where all the 
necessary fields for the generation of the WO must be configured. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6007997-como-crear-una-ot-orden-de-trabajo-planificada
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These fields are described below: 
 

Type of person responsible: Option that allows establishing the type of person 
responsible for the WO, which may be a Human Resource or a Third Party. 

Responsible: Person who will appear as responsible for the WO and his/her signature 
will appear on the printed WO. 

Execution time: Estimated duration it will take to perform the work management tasks 
contained in the WO (it is the sum of the times of each task). 

 
Creation mode: Option to set whether the selected work managements will all be 
included in a single WO, or whether a WO will be generated per asset or per work 
management. 

 
If derived from another WO, select parent WO: Option to identify whether the 
generation of this WO is a consequence of a previous WO. 

 
Approved by budget: Option that allows establishing as mandatory the creation and 
approval of a budget so that the WO can be edited. 
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Note: In case the work management requires resources, they can be added directly at 
the time of generating the WO: 

 

 
From the TimeLine view: 

 

To generate a WO from the TimeLine view, click on the asset that has the pending task in 
question and then enable the editing bar at the top of the window. 
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Once there, just click on the "New WO" option and the system will display the required 
options to execute the WO. 
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From List view: 

 

Similarly, from the list view you can also execute the pending work management as WO's. 
To do so, go to the "List" tab and select the work management you wish to include and 
execute as WO's, and then click on "New WO". 
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Then, by clicking on it, the system will open a window where all the necessary fields for the 
generation of the WO must be configured. 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6008011-as-create-ots-not-planned 

How to create unplanned TOs? 
 

 
From Rapid Action: 

 

The quick action is a button that you will always find available in the top bar of the platform. To do 
so, just click on this option and then on unplanned task. 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6008011-como-crear-ots-no-planificadas
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Clicking on it will open a new window, where all the information corresponding to the 
unplanned task must be filled in, which can be sent to pending task (to be scheduled later) or 
generated as a new work order. 

 
To do this, they must establish 4 steps before managing the task: 

 
Step 1 (Assets): Information associated with the asset and status of the asset. 

 
Step 2 (Task): Information associated with the unplanned task. 

 
Step 3 (Sub-Tasks): List with the sub-tasks or check-list (step-by-step) that must be 
accomplished to successfully complete the work management. 

 
Step 4 (Resources): Resources to be used in the execution and accomplishment of the 
task. 

 
Step 1: 
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In this step, the following information must be completed: 
 

Active: Active associated with the unplanned task 
 

Date of the incident: Date on which the incident occurred. 
 

Requested by: Person reporting the unscheduled task (by default the owner of the account 
under which the task is being created). 

Asset failure: Option where you can indicate if the unplanned task involves the failure 
of the asset. 

 
Type of failure: Catalog with the types of faults associated with the assets. 

 
Cause of failure: Catalog with the causes that can lead to asset failures. 

Fault detection method: Catalog with the detection methods by which a fault can be 
identified. 
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Severity of the failure: Listing of fault hierarchy options according to severity. 
 

Type of damage caused: List with default options to identify the type of damage 
caused by the asset failure. 

 
Interruption time to other assets: Time in which the failure directly affects other assets. 

 
Active Out of Service: State in which the equipment is stopped due to a functional 
failure. This field is of utmost importance, since when it is triggered, the date and time 
since the equipment was stopped must be entered (this time is the one used for one of 
the availability indicators in the Business Intelligence module). 

 
Step 2: 

 

 
 

In this step, the following information must be completed: 
 

Task Description: Short detail specifying the task in question. 
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Note: Free field where you can add some details of the task. 
 

Task Type: Catalog with all the work management types registered in the system. 
 

Classification 1 and 2: Corresponds to free fields left by the platform to 
complete and give an additional classification to the task. 

 
Priority: List where the task is classified according to its priority. 

 
Estimated Duration: Theoretical time duration it would take to perform the task 
(actual time is recorded directly in the WO). 

 
Request Number: Identification correlative of the request that generates the 
unplanned task. 

 
This job has already been done: Option that allows to identify in the system if the 
task has already been executed or not. 

 
Options: Options available to manage the unplanned task through a WO (add the 
person responsible for the WO) or Task pending (add the date on which the task will be 
scheduled). 

 
Step 3: 

 

In this step, the associated subtasks must be added, to do so, click on the add symbol at the 
bottom right of the platform and then add the subtasks as appropriate. 
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There are 6 types of subtasks: 
 

Text: Corresponds to subtasks that will be completed in a text type field. 
 

Yes/No: Corresponds to subtasks that will have a predefined answer with the 
options of Yes, No and N/A. 

 
Number: Corresponds to subtasks that will be completed with numeric characters. 

 
Checks: Corresponds to subtasks that will have a predefined response with the 
options of Passed, Alert, Failure. 

 
GPS Location: Corresponds to the subtasks in which the geolocation of the device 
used at the time of completing the subtask will be taken in order to establish the time, 
date and geolocation instantly. 

List: Corresponds to subtasks where several options are shown and only one of them 
can be selected. 
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Step 4: 
 
In this last step you can add the resources associated to the unplanned task, where you can 
add: Inventories, Human Resources, Services, Inventories (Unlisted), Services (Unlisted). 
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Then click on finish to generate the work order or the pending task associated with the 
unplanned task. 

 
From the TOs module: 

 

To add an Unplanned Task from the TOs module, you can enter any of the views (Kanban, 
Timeline and List) that you will find in that module and click on the add option that you will 
find available all the time at the bottom right of the window. 
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Kanban View 
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Timeline View 
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List View 

 

After clicking, all the necessary steps to create the unscheduled task must be completed. 
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Note: In the session on how to generate an unplanned WO "From Quick Action" you 
will find a detailed step-by-step guide to complete each of the fields required to 
generate an Unplanned WO. 

 
From Work Requests: 

 

Once a work request has been generated, the system allows you to manage this request 
through an unscheduled task by clicking the add symbol 
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Then clicking on it will enable a new window, where all the information corresponding to the 
unplanned task must be completed before it is generated as a WO. 
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Note: In the session on how to generate an unplanned WO "From Quick Action" you 
will find a detailed step-by-step guide to complete each of the fields required to 
generate an Unplanned WO. 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6008316-how-to-complete-a-WO-subject-to-budget-approval 

How to complete a WO subject to a budget approval? 
 

 
A WO subject to the approval of a budget cannot be edited until a budget has 
been added and approved. To add a budget to a WO, click on the budget 
symbol that appears on the WO (only appears on WO's that have been created 
with this option). 

 

Then, by clicking on it, a new window will appear where the different budgets 
associated to the WO execution must be added. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6008316-como-completar-una-ot-sujeta-a-una-aprobacion-de-presupuesto
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Finally, once the budgets have been added, the only thing to do is to approve 
them, which can be done directly from the TOs or Budgets module. 

 
From OTs 
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From Budget 
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Then, when approving the budget (by any of the options), the user who made 
the approval will be indicated, together with a comment. 
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Finally, the WO will be enabled for editing and execution. 
 

Note: When a budget is approved, it will not automatically be reflected in the 
resources added to the WO. 
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How to enter the meter module? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6000490-what-is-a-meter-and-how-to-enter-the-meter-module 

 
In this module you can have a complete traceability of all meter readings 
associated with the assets, along with the registration and control of the 
triggering of related work management. 

 

 
To enter the module, you must first click on the menu button that you will find 
on the top left of the main header bar of the platform and display the Monitoring 
menu, so that the system will show you the different sub-modules. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6000490-que-es-un-medidor-y-como-ingresar-al-modulo-de-medidores
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When the menu is displayed, you will find the following sub-modules: 
 

Meters 
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Fracttal Box 

Fracttal On Board 

Then, just click on "Meters" and the system will finally display the meters 
created in the system. 
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Types of meters : Fracttal One 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6000513-types-of-meters 

 
In Fracttal there is the possibility of adding two types of meters, depending on 
their nature of registration: 

 
Meters Meters or Accumulators 

 

The meter counters or accumulators, as their name indicates, are meters that 
allow to register readings in an ascending way according to the accumulated of 
previous registers. Some examples of this type of meter are the accumulated 
mileage readings of a vehicle or the accumulated operating hours of a 
machine. 

 

 
Non Accumulator Meters 

 

Non-accumulator meters are meters that only register the momentary value of 
the reading, where the reading may fluctuate or oscillate over time. Some 
examples of this type of meters may be 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6000513-tipos-de-medidores
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The temperature records of a refrigerated room which may vary over time or 
the recording of variables such as voltage and amperage of an equipment 
which may vary depending on the operating conditions. 
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How to create a new meter? 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6000522-how-to-create-a-new-meter 

 
To create a new meter, click on the add symbol at the bottom right of the 
window. 

 

 
Then, the system will display a new window asking you to complete certain 
information from the general tab: 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6000522-como-crear-un-nuevo-medidor
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Depends on another meter: Option to indicate if this meter depends on 
the reading of a parent meter. 

 
Located in or is part of: Option that allows you to link the meter to the 
asset to which you want to record readings. 

 
Sensor/Meter Description: Name that the meter or sensor will have in 
the system. 

 
Serial: Option to add a serial number associated to the meter (not 
mandatory). 

Unit: Catalog in which the unit of measurement of the readings must be 
selected. 

Non-accumulator/non-accumulator: Option to identify whether the 
meter is an accumulator or a non-accumulator. In case the option is 
enabled, the system will display other options for the previous historical 
record of the meter (Last value recorded, calculate average, date of last 
value recorded). 

 
Finally, after completing the required information, click on the "Save" option to 
create the meter in the system. 
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Note: New meters can also be created from the work management plan 
module, when linking an asset to that plan, as long as the plan is subject to a 
trigger or subtask with meter registration. 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6000533-what-information-shows-a-meter 

What information does a meter display? 
 

 
To enter a meter that has already been created, just click on it and the system 
will display a new window with all the options that are offered and where the 
following are available: 

 

 
General: Tab where you will find the basic information associated with 
the meter. 

 
Dashboard: Graphical panel where you can quickly view the meter's 
records, together with their average and accumulated values. 

 
Reading: Table showing all recorded reading histories, source of the 
reading and whether the reading triggered any task. 

Alarms-Task Trigger: Tab where you can view the readings that have 
triggered work management, together with their next activation. 

Linked elements: Tab where you can see in detail to which plan the 
meter is associated, together with its respective triggers by reading and 
by subtasks. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6000533-que-informacion-muestra-un-medidor
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How to add a new reading? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6000536-as-add-a-new-reading 

 
To add a reading directly on the meter, just click on "MORE" to display a menu 
of options. 

 

 
Then, click on "Add a Meter Reading" for the system to display a registration 
window for the new reading. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6000536-como-agregar-una-nueva-lectura
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6000536-como-agregar-una-nueva-lectura
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/469268824/5b48d5818a95de638024fffa/11.png
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Note: The "Read as history, does not affect work management triggers" option 
is used to record old readings without affecting work management triggers 
since, if the option is not enabled, the system will not allow 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/469269003/2165cc0176baf367883eb974/12.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/469269149/c1a3ce38168aa699318b5881/13.png
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register readings lower than the last reading registered in the system. 
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What is a Fracttal X? 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6717682-what-is-a-fracttal-x 

 
Fracttal X Digital Input model, is an IoT device that allows to monitor ON/OFF 
inputs and machine status, in the Fracttal One meter dashboard, recording 
events of stop status, machine trigger status, related asset such as: a motor, 
an actuator or parts of interest subjected to a work, it is equipped with 6 digital 
inputs at 24VDC. 

Its IoT technology allows monitoring, alerts, alarms and notifications, oriented 
to the generation of maintenance protocols in the Fracttal One platform. 

 
It consists of the following parts: 

 
1. Touch screen 

 
2. Wifi Antenna 

 
3. Digital entry port 

 
4. AC cable 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6717682-que-es-un-fracttal-x
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You can find more information at: https://www.fracttal.com/es/fracttal-x 

https://www.fracttal.com/es/fracttal-x
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6717730-installation-of-fracttal-x 

Fracttal X | Fracttal One Installation 
 

 
Precautions: 

 

1. Verify that the equipment is in perfect physical condition, with no scratches on 
the screen, or bumps or deformations on the casing. 

 
2. Verify that no part of the equipment is loose. 

 
3. Ensure that the installation site does not receive direct sunlight or water, this 

equipment is not waterproof. 
 

4. Handle the equipment with care, a fall may result in damage to the display, housing 
or internal components of the equipment. 

 
5. This equipment is powered through a power cable that can be connected to an 

electrical source from 100 VAC to 2. 

6. The installation site must have an electrical outlet no more than 1.30 meters away from 
the equipment, and must be of the characteristics mentioned in the previous point. 

7. The equipment requires access to wifi connection, ensure that the place where you 
are going to anchor the equipment has unrestricted wifi network coverage. 

 
Tools and preparation of the installation. 

 

To perform the installation you will need the following tools: 
 

1. A drill. 
 

2. A ¼ in wall drill bit, use shortening chaso for the drill bit, use 6mm screw. 
 

3. A screwdriver for assembly. 
 
To anchor the Fracttal X to the wall you must drill 4 holes where you are going to anchor the 
unit, these holes must coincide with the holes that are in the anchoring fins of the central 
unit, as shown in the following image: 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6717730-instalacion-de-fracttal-x
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Note: After drilling the holes in the surface, insert the 4 holes and proceed with the 
installation of the central unit with the screws. 

 
Installation of entry peripherals 

 

It has 6 digital inputs at 24 VDC, related by the color of their wires as shown in the following 
image: 

 
 

 
Cable 1: 6 24VDC digital inputs - BLACK: GND 

identified in black color. 
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Note: Polarize the entry with an industry standard 24 VDC supply. 
 
Fracttal communication ports 

 

The port settings are visible on the physical label with the port configuration path in Fracttal. 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6717821-how-to-configure-communication-between-fracttal-x-and-fracttal-one 

How to set up communication between Fracttal X and 
Fracttal One 

 

 
The following provides the procedure for communication and data transfer settings between our 
Fracttal X device and Fracttal One, the intelligent maintenance platform: 

 
Monitoring module 

 
Login to Fracttal One account, select the Monitoring module, to continue click on the 
Fracttal X icon, as shown in the following image. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6717821-como-configurar-la-comunicacion-entre-fracttal-x-y-fracttal-one
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Note: Your business account must have the meter module active to perform this operation. 
 
Enter new Fracttal X 
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In the following window you will find the list of active Fracttal X devices in the enterprise 
account. To enter a new Fracttal X click on the add icon, as shown in the following image. 

 

Click on the MAC tab to activate an auxiliary window on the right side to select the Fracttal 
X device available for registration, identified with its MAC, then add the description of the 
IoT device and click on save to finish. 

 

 
Note: Your company must have active Fracttal X devices in order to select the device's 
MAC. 

 
Meter API code 

 

In the general information of the selected Fracttal X device, the API code of the meter will be 
available to perform the integration. The use of the API will be necessary to enter it in the 
Fracttal X configuration page, which we will see in the following section. 
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Note: The API code is required to display data on Fracttal meters and must be associated 
with its corresponding MAC. 

 
Add new meter 

 

By clicking on Meters in the Monitoring module of the Fracttal One main menu, using the add 
icon, you will see the window to create a meter, as shown in the following image. Create the 
meter with topology in easy to identify description including the type of sensor or variable of 
the meter. 
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Note: 
 
1: Depends on another meter: It is optional, it is not necessary to make this operation. 

 
2. Located in or is part of: The asset or part to associated with the meter must be 
selected. 

 
3. Serial field: It is optional to make reference to the MAC identification of the meter. 

 
4. Unit selected: ESselects from the catalog of units according to sensor. 
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5. Counter/ Accumulator: Used to monitor cumulative variables such as mileage or 
hour meter. 

 
Meter settings 

 

Selecting the meter tab, we will have available the meter created later in the add new meter 
section, the associated data will be loaded as shown in the following image, to continue with 
the configuration we select the type of sensor and port number. The port configuration 
information is physically available on the Fracttal X device label, to finish we click on save. 
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Note: 
 
1: The use of easily identifiable meter topology is recommended, 

 
2: The type of sensor selected must be in accordance with the Fracttal X model and its 
corresponding ports and available sensors, 
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Operation of my Fracttal X device 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6718391-start-up-and-operate-my-device-fracttal-x 

 
Turning on my Fracttal X device 

 

Connect the equipment to a power source that complies with the power supply 
characteristics. The equipment turns on automatically, the system self-test 
screen will appear with the Fracttal X logo and a bar indicating the start-up 
process, as shown in the following image. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

After finishing the power-on self-test, the initial screen will be displayed. Where 
we can observe the entry values recorded by the device and navigate the GUI 
of the device. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6718391-encendido-y-operacion-de-mi-dispositivo-fracttal-x
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The unit will display the ON/OFF trigger on the screen. 
 
 
 

OFF/ Red to indicate that the input signal is not active ON/ Green to indicate 

that the input signal is active 
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Fracttal X | Fracttal One settings 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6719620-configuration-of-fracttal-x 

 
To configure the equipment it is necessary to have a wifi network connection 
device and an internet browser. The configuration can be done using a tablet, a 
smartphone or a laptop, follow the steps described below in detail. 

 
Step 1 

 
Press the Fracttal X icon located at the top left of the device screen. The 
settings and reports screen will be displayed. 

 
 
 

 
 

Step 2 
 

Press the settings icon as shown in the following image to continue. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6719620-configuracion-de-fracttal-x
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Step 3 
 

Press the AP/ mode icon as shown in the following image. To generate the 
Fracttal X device network. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Step 4 
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Subsequently, you will see the host screen with the FRACTTAL X domain 
name criteria and the IP address from the configuration page. 

 
 
 

 
By entering the wifi network settings of a device such as a tablet, smartphone 
or laptop, the Fracttal X network will be available. Below is an example of the 
available network of a FRACTAL X + MAC device: 84:0D:8E:E4:36:A0, this ID 
number is unique for each device. 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6719891-configuration-of-web-page-for-fracttal-device-x 

Web page settings for Fracttal X device 
 

 
After establishing the connectivity of your device to the Fracttal X generated network. Open 
the internet browser on your device and type in the navigation bar the IP address 
192.168.4.1, exactly as shown in the image, click on the enter key and the Fracttal X 
configuration page will be displayed. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6719891-configuracion-de-la-pagina-web-para-dispositivo-fracttal-x
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• SSID: Set the working wifi network for the Fracttal X, i.e. the wifi network designated 
for the IoT device. Select the tab in the SSID field as shown in the following image, the 
wifi networks available for connection will appear, 
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then enter the network password, if you do not have a password leave the field blank. 
 
 

To connect to the internet via ethernet or GSM, the equipment must have the hardware available, 
select the network option and skip entering your wifi credentials. 

 
 

 

• Geographic zone: Next, the geographic zone where the device will be located must be 
configured, this will help Fracttal X to configure its internal time according to its geographic 
location, with this configuration the data will be established in the Fracttal One platform. 
Selecting the drop-down list of the field, you will see the time zones available for 
configuration. 
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• Sampling time: This field allows configuring the number of seconds that the equipment 
will take to send data to the Fracttal One platform. 
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NOTE: Minimum sampling times of 1 hour are recommended. 
 
• Fracttal X Name: Set a name for the device, it is recommended that you choose a name 
with easily identifiable typology, related to sensor, installation site or monitored asset. 
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Api Code: This allows communication with Fracttal X and transmits the data from the IoT 
devices to the Fracttal One CMMS software. To communicate between the devices and the 
platform it is necessary to enter the Api code, which is an alphanumeric text composed of 21 
characters. The code will be active and visible in Fracttal One, in the monitoring module as 
seen in the previous section on entering a new Fracttal X. 

 
 

When the user acquires Fracttal X, his local Fracttal provider will follow up and implement the 
activation. 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6725395-configuration-of-alarms-on-device-fracttal-x 

Alarm configuration in Fracttal device X 
 

 
The alarm configuration allows Fracttal X to send data to the platform, skipping the sampling 
time when the threshold is reached. Fracttal X is also equipped with a buzzer to activate the 
audible alarm on site when the programmed condition is met. 

 
HIGH alarm: High alarm value limit HIGH alarm: 

High alarm value limit LOW alarm: Low alarm 

value limit 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE: Configure the available inputs or sensors according to Fracttal X model, for digital 1 
logic alarm set the value to 0.9. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6725395-configuracion-de-alarmas-en-dispositivo-fracttal-x
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When you finish the settings press the SAVE button at the bottom of the web page to save 
the changes click OK and we are almost ready to transmit. 

 

 

NOTE: If at the moment of pressing the SAVE button, the Accept window is not active, 
validate that the equipment is in AP/MODE screen, otherwise go back to enter and perform 
the configuration again. 

 
This last step allows us to restart the equipment, by applying this process all the settings 
made will be saved in the internal memory of the Fracttal X, thus the equipment will start 
working on these settings. To do this, it is necessary to press the lightning bolt icon located 
at the bottom right of the screen. 
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NOTE: The equipment will restart automatically. 
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Verification of Fracttal device configuration x 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6725625-fracttal-x-device-configuration-checks 

 
To validate the correct network configuration of the equipment, click on the wifi 
network icon located at the top right of the screen. 

 
 

 
 
 

Next, you will see the device information screen. Here we can consult the 
correct and current configuration of the Fracttal X device, such as the MAC of 
the device, device model, IP address, Wifi network, current firmware version of 
the device and screen. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6725625-verificacion-de-la-configuracion-de-dispositivo-fracttal-x
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NOTE: The device MAC is the unique identification number for each device. 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6725627-how-to-reset-to-factory-meters-a-fracttal-device-x 

How to reset a Fracttal X device to factory settings. 
 

 
1: Click on the Fracttal logo located at the top left of the device screen. Next, 
the screen with the settings and reports icon will come into view. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

2: To reset to factory default, press the configuration icon as shown in the 
following image, to generate report to Fracttal, press the Manual data icon this 
allows to generate real time event of the IoT devices. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6725627-como-reiniciar-a-parametros-de-fabrica-un-dispositivo-de-fracttal-x
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3. You will see the settings screen. Press the reset icon on the right side to 
enter the factory reset confirmation screen. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

4. Pressing the Reset icon again will return the equipment to factory mode or 
default settings, the system will restart automatically. 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6725647-how-to-configure-automatic-updates-on-a-fracttal-x-device 

How to configure the automatic updates of a Fracttal X 
device. 

 

 
Fracttal X, has the ability to perform updates automatically, at the time of 
performing this operation will be displayed on screen Updating firmware, it is 
recommended not to turn off or disconnect the equipment while the update is 
performed, the download time is approximately 5 minutes depending on the 
quality of the network. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6725647-como-configurar-las-actualizaciones-automaticas-de-un-dispositivos-fracttal-x
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How to enter the module? 
  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6000401-what-is-the-dispatcher-and-how-to-enter-the-module 

 
In this module you will be able to create logical rules that will allow you to 
customize the sending of notifications through e-mails, depending on the 
conditions and actions that you establish for the execution of these rules. 

 

 
To enter the Dispatcher module, you must go to the main menu, drop down 
the options and then click on "Dispatcher" so that the system redirects you to 
the module in question. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6000401-que-es-el-automatizador-y-como-ingresar-al-modulo
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What kind of rules can be created? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6000418-what-kind-of-rules-can-be-created 

 
The Dispatcher module is one of the most flexible in the platform in terms of customization, 
since there is the possibility of choosing between different modules and options to 
establish the most appropriate way to send notifications according to the requirements of 
the organization. 

 
The following combinations may be applied: 

 
 
 

Modules Sub-module Event 

Assets Locations New installation 

Assets Locations Edit installation 

Assets Locations Remove installation 

Assets Equipment New equipment 

Assets Equipment Edit equipment 

Assets Equipment Remove equipment 

Warehouses Entries New entry 

Warehouses Purshase order New purshase order 

Warehouses Purshase order Cancel OC 

Warehouses Purshase order Change status to full delivery 

Warehouses Outgoing New outgoing 

Warehouses Stocks Existence of an item is below the minimum 
level 

Warehouses Existence Existence of an item is above the maximum 
level 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6000418-que-tipo-de-reglas-se-pueden-crear
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6000418-que-tipo-de-reglas-se-pueden-crear
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Warehouses Material requisitions New material requisition 

Work 
management 

OTS Process Revision Work Order 

Work 
management 

OTS New WO 

Work 
management 

OTS Work Order under review 

Work 
management 

OTS Canceled Work Order 

Work 
management 

OTS Work Order completed 

Work 
management 

OTS Expired work management in TOs 

Work 
management 

OTS Update of readings by TOs 

Work 
management 

Pending work 
management 

New Unplanned Unfinished Business 

Work 
management 

Pending work 
management 

Issue Unplanned pending task 

Work 
management 

Pending work 
management 

Overdue or pending work management 

Work 
management 

Budget Approved Budget 

Work 
management 

Budget New Budget 

Monitoring Meters Meter launched a Task 

Monitoring Meters Reading out of range 

Monitoring Meters Meter without update 

Settings Document 
Management 

Expiration of a warranty 

Settings Document 
Management 

Expiration of a document 
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Work requests My Applications New Application 

Work requests My Applications Change of status 

Work requests My Applications Finalize a request 

Teams Agenda 
Programming 

New scheduling 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6000442-how-to-create-a-rule-on-the-Dispatcher 

How to create a rule in the Dispatcher? 
 

 
To create a new rule you must enter the Dispatcher module, then click on the add option 
located at the bottom right of the window to open a window where you can set the 
parameters of the rule you want to create. 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6000442-como-crear-una-regla-en-el-automatizador
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In this last window you will find the following three tabs: 
 
General 

 

Tab composed by a series of options that will allow you to choose on which module, sub-
module and event the rule in question will be established, as well as to add the name you 
want in the description field. 
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It should be taken into consideration that once the information in the general tab is 
completed, the save option must be clicked in order to enter the following tabs of Conditions 
and Actions. 
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Note: To see the possible combinations that can be made to generate a rule, see section on 
"What type of rules can be created?" 

 
Conditions: 

 

Tab where you have the option to indicate whether the rule will be subject to conditions or 
not. If it is indicated that the rule has a condition, the condition must be added by clicking on 
the add button at the bottom of the window. 
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Once clicked, a new window will be displayed where the available conditions must be added 
according to the module and previous options that have been established. 
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Shares: 
 

The actions to be performed on the platform after the rule is fulfilled can be added in this 
tab. For example, you can choose to which email or group of emails notifications should 
be sent. To add these actions, you should click the add button located in the lower right 
part of the screen: 
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Then, the system will display a new window where you must add the available actions 
according to the module you are working in. 
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Note: After making any edits, be sure to save the changes for them to take effect. 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6000465-what-are-notification-groups-and-how-to-add-them 

What are notification groups and how to add them? 
 

 
Notification groups are a list of predefined e-mails that can be used to send 
mass notifications according to the rules that have been defined. 

 
To add a group of notifications, click on the "more" button at the top right of 
the Dispatcher module and select the "Group of notifications" option. 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6000465-que-son-los-grupos-de-notificaciones-y-como-agregarlos
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Then a window will open to edit or modify the existing groups (in case they 
exist) or add a new one. In this case, just click on the add or edit option to 
display the description fields (group name) and e-mails of the people that 
make up the notification group. 
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Note: After making any edits, be sure to save the changes for them to take 
effect. 
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Has your question been answered? 
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How to edit an existing rule? 
 

 help.fracttal.com/articles/6000472-how-to-edit-an-already-existing-rule 

 
To edit the conditions and actions of an existing rule, simply click on the rule in 
question to activate the editing options menu. 

 

 
When clicking on edit, the system will display the window with the general, 
conditions and actions tabs in order to perform the desired edition. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6000472-como-editar-una-regla-ya-existente
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Now, if you want to enable or disable an existing rule, just click on the enabled 
button of each rule. 
It should be taken into consideration that once a rule is disabled, it will no longer 
have any effect in terms of sending notifications. 
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Note: After making any edits, be sure to save the changes for them to take 
effect. 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/5997750-economics-analysis 

Economic analysis : Fracttal One 
 

 
In this module you will be able to analyze the economic resources that have 
been executed or planned in maintenance management (such as: inventories, 
services and inhouse personnel) in a given period of time, by means of the 
following sub-modules: 

 
Resources to be Executed 

Resources Executed 

Dynamic table of costs. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5997750-analisis-economico
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How to enter the Economic Analysis module? 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/5997769-how-to-enter-economic-analysis-module 

 
To enter just click on the main menu and look for the "Business Intelligence" 
module. 

 

 
Then, all the associated sub-modules will be displayed, where you must click 
again on "Economic Analysis", to finally display the window with the section to 
analyze the resources associated with maintenance management. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5997769-como-ingresar-al-modulo-de-analisis-economico
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/5997777-resources-to-execute 

Resources to be executed : Fracttal One 
 

 
In this sub-module you will be able to analyze the different types of resources 
coming from the work management planning, in terms of quantities and costs 
that will be executed according to the times stipulated in the previous planning. 
The detail of these results will be shown in a parameterized way in time periods 
such as: days, weeks or months. 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5997777-recursos-a-ejecutar
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/5997782-running-resources 

Resources executed : Fracttal One 
 

 
In this sub-module you can analyze the different types of resources that have 
been added and executed by means of work orders, according to the different 
stages in which they can be found (process, review and finalized). 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5997782-recursos-ejecutados
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Fracttal One dynamic cost table 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/5997786-table-dynamic-cost-table 

 
This sub-module consists of a dynamic table, which allows for customized 
economic analysis, offering different settings that include a large number of 
parameters related to maintenance activities. 

 

 
In addition, different types of graphics and operations can also be performed, 
depending on what is to be displayed. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5997786-tabla-dinamica-de-costos
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/5997794-technical-analysis 

Technical analysis : Fracttal One 
 

 
In this module you will be able to inspect the results obtained in terms of the 
maintenance management performed, through the analysis of work 
management, compliance, failures and KPI's, among other options. 

 

 
This module consists of the following sub-modules: 

 
Work Management Analysis 

 
Key Performance Indicators Failure 

Analysis 

TO analysis 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5997794-analisis-tecnico
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How to enter the Technical Analysis module? 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/5997799-how-to-enter-the-technical-analysis-module 

 
To enter just go to the main menu and look for the "Business Intelligence" module. 

 

 
When clicked, all the associated sub-modules will be displayed and you must 
click again on "Technical Analysis" to finally display the window with the 
technical analysis section. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5997799-como-ingresar-al-modulo-de-analisis-tecnico
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Filtering options in Technical Analysis 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/5997803-filtering-options-in-technical-analysis 

 
In this module you will have two types of filters: 

 
Filter by date range: 

 

 

Filter where the following filtering options will be available: 
 

Current Month: Allows you to view the information of the current month. 
 

1 Month: Allows the display of information for only one month (counting backwards from 
the current day to the month). 

 
6 Months: Allows you to view the information for the last 6 months (counted backwards 
from the current day to 6 months). 

 
Current Year: Allows you to view the information for the current year. 

 
Advanced Filters: 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5997803-opciones-de-filtrado-en-analisis-tecnico
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5997803-opciones-de-filtrado-en-analisis-tecnico
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/468672748/3945d727dec3a36510f63400/12.png
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Filter where you can perform more specific searches of parameters associated with the 
following aspects in the platform: 

 
Assets: Allows searches based on general asset information such as type of asset, 
location, description, code, etc. 

 
Tasks: Allows advanced searches based on the associated parameters of the work 
management, such as dates, types of tasks, classifications, etc. 

Work Orders: Allows advanced searches based on the associated parameters of the 
work orders, such as WO ID, status, progress percentage, etc. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/468673059/5364220932880db013fa9ba9/13.png
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help.fracttal.com/articles/5997814-work-management-analysis 

Work management analysis : Fracttal One 
 

 
In this sub-module there are 4 types of graphs that will allow you to analyze the 
fulfillment of work management, TOs and other options that we will show below: 

 
Scheduled TOs vs. Performed TOs work management 

 

 

Bar chart, which allows you to quickly contrast the work orders that have been scheduled 
versus those that have been completed according to their date. 

 
Fulfillment of work management plans 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5997814-analisis-de-tareas
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Bar chart, which allows a quick comparison of month-to-month compliance based on the 
work management tasks that have been planned, scheduled and completed, bearing in mind 
that these tasks are not cumulative (tasks are not extrapolated to following months), since it 
is a monthly work management compliance chart. 

 
Planned vs. Unplanned work management 

 

Pie chart where the number of planned versus unplanned work management can be compared 
as a percentage. 
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Types of work management 
 

Pareto Diagram which allows to graphically classify the information in percentage and 
numerical form in order to highlight which are the types of tasks with the greatest impact 
on work management. 
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Note: All these graphs can be analyzed in detail by clicking on "See More", where the 
system will display a table with a detailed description of what is shown in the graphs. 
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In addition, all the information displayed in the module can be exported using the additional 
options menu that accompanies each graph and table. 
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Key performance indicators : Fracttal One 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/5997824-indicators-key-performance-indicators 
 
 

 
At Fracttal there are 4 types of fundamental indicators in all maintenance management: 

 
Availability due to maintenance 

Availability due to failures 

Mean time between failures 

Mean time to repair 

Where the system will allow you to apply advanced filters to perform better 
analysis. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5997824-indicadores-clave-de-desempeno
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In this way, the overall results can be visualized, together with the details and 
formulas on which the calculation of these indicators is based. 
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Note: 
 

The following aspects must be taken into consideration when calculating and 
formulating the indicators: 

 

 
Total hours in the period (HTP): Corresponds to the total hours 
evaluated in the period of time (this data outgoing from the filter by date 
range) in which the indicator is being evaluated by the number of hours 
of average daily use of the assets evaluated (this data outgoing from the 
general tab of each asset). 

Sum of maintenance downtime hours: Corresponds to the actual 
downtime of the asset that is recorded in the Planned TOs. 

Sum of downtime hours due to breakdowns: Corresponds to the out-of-
service time recorded in the Unplanned work management. 
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Failure analysis : Fracttal One 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/5997834-fault-analysis 
 
 

In this module you will be able to analyze all the failures recorded in the 
system through a Pareto diagram, which will allow you to graphically classify 
the types of failures in percentage and numerical form in order to highlight 
which ones have the greatest impact on asset management. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5997834-analisis-de-fallas
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Additionally, clicking on the bars of the graph will open a new window with a 
second Pareto diagram associated to the causes that originated the failure. 
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Note: All these graphs can be analyzed in detail by clicking on "See More", where 
the system will display a table with a detailed description of what is shown in the 
graphs. In addition, all the information in the module can be exported by making 
use of the additional options menu that accompanies each graph and table. 
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OTs analysis : Fracttal One 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/5997840-analysis-of-ots 

 
In this module you will be able to analyze in detail all the work order 
management in the platform, since you will have a graphical consolidation of 
scheduled vs. completed TOs, qualification tables and detailed information of 
each of the TOs that have been completed. 

 

 
In addition, in each section of the module you will have advanced filters and 
additional options to perform minor analysis and exports. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5997840-analisis-de-ots
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/5998129-filter-bar-on-application-analysis 

Filter bar in Request Analysis 
 

 
At the top of the window you will find a bar at any time which will allow you to perform search 
filters for the following options: 

 

 
Filter Located in or is part of 

 

Considering that in Fracttal assets can be aggregated and structured in an organized tree 
view, the "Located in or is part of" filter allows searching for assets contained below the 
asset to which the filter is applied. 

 
For example: If in our database we have a main location called Parent Company, which 
contains as sub-locations Plant 1 and Raw Material Area, which in turn contains conveyor 
belts as equipment (see image). If we apply the filter on the Parent Company, the system will 
show us the information associated with the assets contained in that location (Plant 1 - Raw 
Material Area and Conveyor Belts). 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5998129-barra-de-filtros-en-analisis-de-solicitudes
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Understanding its functionality, to apply it you only have to click on the filter 
 

Then the system will display a list with all the assets (locations and equipment) so that it can 
be selected according to the location to be analyzed and displayed. 
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Date filter 
 

Filter that allows you to select different date ranges to be displayed. To do so, click on the date 
and then the system will show all the available options. 
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Current Month: Allows you to view the information of the current month. 
 

1 Month: Allows the display of information for one month only (it is counted 
backwards from the current day to the month). 

6 Months: Allows you to view the information for the last 6 months (counted backwards 
from the current day to 6 months). 

Current Year: Allows you to view the information for the current year. 
 

1 Year: Allows you to view the information for a whole year (counting backwards from 
the current day to the year). 

Date range: Allows you to select the specific date range to be evaluated. 
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How to enter the Request Analysis module? 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/5998102-as-entry-application-analysis-module 

 
To enter just go to the main menu and look for the "Business Intelligence" 
module. 

 

Clicking on it will display all the associated sub-modules, where you must 
click again on "Request Analysis" to finally display the window with the 
request analysis section. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5998102-como-ingresar-al-modulo-de-analisis-de-solicitudes
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/5998112-dashboard-on-application-analysis 

Application Analysis Dashboard 
 

 
The dashboard found in the request analysis module corresponds to one of 
the 3 tabs that make up the module. The dashboard contains a series of 
graphical and numerical indicators that allow you to quickly examine the 
following aspects of work request management: 

 

1. Comparative bar chart of the number of work requests reported vs. 
solved, along with the trend line. 

 
2. Totalization of work requests that have been created, resolved 

and unresolved. 

3. Ring chart of total work requests based on their current statuses 

4. The average calculation of responses associated with the management of 
requests. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5998112-dashboard-en-analisis-de-solicitudes
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Analysis of Applications: Qualification by responsible 
party 

 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/5998119-analysis-of-applications-qualification-by-responsible-respondent 

 
In this tab you can have full traceability of the amount and qualification 
obtained by each of the managers associated to the work requests reported in 
the platform. 

 

Other filtering options will also be available to facilitate the analysis as required. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5998119-analisis-de-solicitudes-calificacion-por-responsable
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Request Analysis: Reported Assets 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/5998127-analysis-of-applications-assets-reports 

 
In this tab you can quickly find out the list of assets that have submitted work 
requests, as well as a count of the number of requests for each of these 
assets. This type of analysis is of utmost importance, since it allows you to 
identify which assets have presented the highest number of events for which 
an unplanned work request has been raised. 

 

Other filtering options will also be available to facilitate the analysis as required. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5998127-analisis-de-solicitudes-activos-reportados
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/5998086-analysis-of-applications 

Fracttal One application analysis 
 

 
In this module you can analyze and have full traceability of the work requests 
that have been reported and managed on the platform. 

 

Here you will find sub-modules composed of the following tabs: Dashboard 

Qualification by Responsible Party 

Reported Assets 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5998086-analisis-de-solicitudes
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/5998295-fracttal-bi 

Fracttal BI | Fracttal One 
 

 
In this module it is possible to create customized dashboards composed of 
graphical information generated from different types of widgets, in order to 
improve the way of interpreting and analyzing in detail the information 
managed in the other modules of the platform. 

 

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/P8-GzTHGMBk 
 

Note: The Fracttal BI module is included in all Fracttal commercial plans and 
will have by default 2 dashboards, in which you can add up to 6 graphs or 
widgets in each one. In case you need to add more dashboards or widgets, 
you will have to contract it as an Add-On or additional functionality. 

 
You may also be interested in: 

 
How do I use Fracttal BI? 
What are widgets in Fracttal BI? 
How to add a dashboard in Fracttal BI? 
How to add a widget to a panel or dashboard in Fracttal BI? 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5998295-fracttal-bi
https://youtu.be/P8-GzTHGMBk
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6109754-como-se-utiliza-fracttal-bi
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5998320-que-son-los-widgets-en-fracttal-bi
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5998317-como-agregar-un-panel-o-dashboard-en-fracttal-bi
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5998328-como-agregar-un-widget-a-un-panel-o-dashboard-en-fracttal-bi
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How to enter the Fracttal BI module? 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/5998315-how-to-enter-the-fracttal-bi-module 

 
To enter just go to the main menu and look for the "Business Intelligence" module. 

 

When you click on it, all the associated sub-modules will be displayed and you 
will have to click again on "Fracttal BI" to finally display the dashboard window. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5998315-como-ingresar-al-modulo-de-fracttal-bi
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How to add a dashboard in Fracttal BI? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/5998317-how-to-add-a-panel-o-dashboard-in-fracttal-bi 

 
To add a panel you must first enter the "Fracttal BI" module and then click on the 
"select or create panels" option. 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5998317-como-agregar-un-panel-o-dashboard-en-fracttal-bi
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Once clicked, the system will display a new window with the option to add, 
when clicked the system will open a new window in which you must add the 
description and date range (this range is the one that will be taken into 
account in the analysis) of the dashboard or panel that we want to add. 
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Finally, once the information has been completed, click on the save option for 
the system to make the changes. 
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Note: Depending on the contracted plan, you will have the option to add other 
dashboards, as well as to mark the favorite option. 
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What are widgets in Fracttal BI? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/5998320-what-are-the-widgets-in-fracttal-bi 

 
Widgets are the different graphs or tables that can be added to the Fracttal BI 
module panels. 

 

There are different types of widgets that allow to detail and analyze the 
information managed in the platform in different ways. The different types of 
widgets that can be added to a dashboard are listed below: 

 
Area Line 

Barra 

Torta 

Polar 

Zone 

Radar 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5998320-que-son-los-widgets-en-fracttal-bi
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5998320-que-son-los-widgets-en-fracttal-bi
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/468838090/366618c18fdaa7f670b74f5e/e9d75f28-1aee-4155-8c94-c7ee3ead7336
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Radial bar 

Bubble Box 

Candle 

Heat map 

Dispersion 

Timeline Time 

line Tree 

Table 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/5998328-how-to-add-a-widget-to-a-panel-o-dashboard-in-fracttal-bi 

How to add a widget to a panel or dashboard in Fracttal 
BI? 

 

 
To add a widget just click on the add option that will appear on the screen. 

 

Note: in case no widget has been created yet, the system will display an additional window 
with the option to add a widget (it has the same function as the add option). 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5998328-como-agregar-un-widget-a-un-panel-o-dashboard-en-fracttal-bi
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Once the add option is clicked, the system will display a new window in which we must set 
the name and type of widget we want to add as step number 1 and then click next. 
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Then, step 2 will be enabled where we must choose the data source or origin of the values 
that will feed the graph. 
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Once you click on the add data source option, the system will display a new window where 
you must choose between the different types of existing sources to take the data from. 
These sources are the following: 

Work management: Displays all the data coming from the pending work management. 

Work orders: Displays all the data coming from the work orders. My requests: Shows 

all the data coming from the work requests. 

Meter reading: Displays all the data coming from the meters associated to the 
assets. 

Work management: Displays all the data coming from the subtasks associated to the 
work orders. 
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After selecting the desired data source, the next step is to add the name of the series and 
complete the parameters associated with the type of widget chosen in step 1, and then click 
on accept. 
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Note: The parameters will depend on the type of widget selected, as well as the origin of 
the data source. 

Once all the steps have been completed, you have the option of adding another data source 
(which consists of overlapping different widgets on the same graph, for example, displaying 
the reading of different meters on the same graph) or completely finishing the process so 
that the system generates the graph in question. 
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When you click on finish, the graph will have been generated and all that remains is to click 
on the save option to save the changes made in the dashboard. 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6109754-how-to-use-fracttal-bi 

How do I use Fracttal BI? 
 

 
Fracttal BI is a tool that allows you to create custom dashboards containing widgets. In the 
widgets we can create in a customized way graphs with different data sources such as 
pending tasks, meter readings, planned maintenance, my requests and work orders. 

 

 
There are different types of graphs: area, line, column, bar, pie, polar zone, radar, radial bar, 
box, bubble, candle, heat map, scatter, timeline, tree and table. The choice of the type of 
graph will depend largely on the data source to be analyzed. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6109754-como-se-utiliza-fracttal-bi
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To perform an example, we will plot the entry and outgoing temperatures of a cooling tower 
over time. The first thing to do is to create the panel, define a description and a 
predetermined time range. 
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We added a new widget. 
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Select a chart name and chart type. 
 

 
We add the data source. 
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Once we have defined the data sources, we are done. 
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Then, we can define the size of our widget and save the changes, this way we have finished 
the creation of the widget in Fracttal BI. 
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Fracttal BI - Default Charts 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6997660-fracttal-bi-charts-predetermined 

 
Fracttal BI is a module that allows you to create different types of reports 
according to the needs of each user. It is possible to obtain different graphs 
combining the multiple variables that are in Fracttal One, this information 
allows to obtain a compact analysis of the different traceability, allowing in a 
practical way to know the states of management and from this to take all the 
decisions that go in favor of the continuous improvement. 

 
To make these reports, different fields must be completed to illustrate the data 
in a correct and simple way. Now there is a new feature known as default 
graphs where the most common and most relevant graphs for most users are 
offered, thus further streamlining the generation of reports, since depending on 
the type of graph and the data source, the information can be obtained by 
default. 

Procedure for generating default graphs 
 

1. Enter Fracttal BI submodule 
 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6997660-fracttal-bi-graficos-predeterminados
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2. Enter the dashboard where you want to create the new graphic and select 
new widget or click on the icon (+). 

 

3. Assign a name to the graph and select the Default Graphs 
option and click the Next button. 
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4. Select the Type of graphs and the Data Source, this will filter the 
supported options. 

 

It is also possible to directly select the type of graph among the options, 
where the type of graph and the data source are detailed and illustrated. 
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5. Click on the Finish button 
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What is the cloud disk and how to access the module? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6000367-what-is-the-cloud-disk-and-how-to-enter-module 

 
The cloud disk is a module where you can create folders and upload digital 
files so that they are always available when you log in to your database and 
can be used as attachments in your work management plans. 

 

 
How to enter the Virtual Disk module? 

 

To access the Cloud Disk, you only have to drop down the menu that you will 
find in the upper left side of the main header bar of the platform and click on 
"Virtual Disk". 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6000367-que-es-el-disco-virtual-y-como-ingresar-al-modulo
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When you click on it, a new window will open where you will find all the folders 
and files hosted on the cloud disk. 
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How to add information to the cloud disk? 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6000381-as-add-information-to-virtual-disk 

 
To add information just click on the add symbol at the bottom right of the 
window. 

 

Clicking on it will open the options to add a new folder or a new file. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6000381-como-agregar-informacion-al-disco-virtual
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If the option to add a new folder is chosen, the system will display a window 
requesting the name of the folder to be added to the system. 
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To add files such as images, documents, etc., you must click on the new file 
option (being in the destination folder so that it is loaded in that location), after 
clicking, the system will display a window where you can drag or select the file 
in question. 
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6000391-how-to-rename-or-delete-files-and-folders-on-the-cloud-disk 

How to rename or delete files and folders in the Virtual 
Disk? 

 

 
To rename or delete a file or folder you must select the document in question 
so that the system enables a bar, where you can select the option to delete or 
rename as appropriate. 

 

 
In case you select the edit option, the system will display a new window where 
you can modify the name of the file or folder and then save the changes made. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6000391-como-renombrar-o-eliminar-archivos-y-carpetas-en-el-disco-virtual
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Work requests and how to enter the module? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6000885-work-requests-and-how-to-enter-module 

 
In this module, platform users may report incidents through work requests, 
which may be filled out and managed on the platform as appropriate. 

 

 
How to enter the Work Request module? 

 

To enter the work request module, look for the module in the top left menu of 
the main header bar of the platform and click on "Requests" and then on "Work 
Requests". 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6000885-solicitudes-de-trabajo-y-como-ingresar-al-modulo
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When clicked, a new window will open with all the work requests that have 
been made in the system with their corresponding statuses. 
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The states in which an application can be found are as follows: 
 

Open: Status in which the application has not yet been processed. 
 

In process: State in which the request is in execution or planning, but has not yet 
been executed in a WO. 

 
WO in Process: State in which a request is once it has been planned 
and converted into a WO. 

 
Resolved without WO: Status in which the request has already been 
resolved without having generated a WO. 

Cancelled: Status of a request that has been cancelled. 

Resolved with WO: Status in which the request has already been 
resolved through a WO. 

 
Waiting for a WO: State where the request has been sent to the 
pending work management module and is waiting to be executed in a 
WO. 

 
WO in Review: Status in which the request has already been generated 
as a WO and is under review. 
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WO Cancelled: State in which the request was generated in a WO, 
which was subsequently cancelled (in this case the work management 
associated with the WO returns to Pending Tasks). 

Request removed from Pending Work management: Status in which 
the request was removed from the Pending Tasks module and must be 
rescheduled from the Work Requests module. 

Rejected: Status of a rejected application. 
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How to create a work request? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6001171-how-to-create-a-job-application 

 
In the platform there are two ways to make a work request, the first is to make it directly 
from the work request module and the second option is to add it from the quick action 
button located in the main header bar of the platform. 

 
From the work request module: 

 

To add a new work request, click on the add symbol at the bottom right of the platform. 
 

After clicking on add, a new window will open where the applicant must complete all the 
necessary information in the "General" tab in order to detail the application to be reported 
in the system. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6001171-como-crear-una-solicitud-de-trabajo
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6001171-como-crear-una-solicitud-de-trabajo
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/469418063/060b0fdcec4f5a91a331b513/5.png
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The information that can be added when reporting a work request is as follows: 
 

Created by: Name of the profile of the person raising the request, this name is 
taken directly from the login account registered in the system of that person. 

Creation date: Date on which the request is being reported in the system. 
 

Application description: Short description identifying the application. 
 

Do you know the asset: Option that allows the user reporting the request to 
indicate if he/she knows the name of the asset in question (this option can be set 
as mandatory in the module Configuration-OTs). 

 
Asset: Name or identification of the asset associated to the work request in the 
system. 

Remarks: Detailed description of the work request. 
 

Incident Date: Date on which the incident for which the work request is being 
raised occurred (this date does not necessarily need to coincide with the date on 
which the request is reported in the system). 

 
Urgent: Option where the degree of criticality of the request is established as 
urgent. 

 
Image: Image or photograph where the reported work request is illustrated. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/469418416/5389862256895d17ab78c318/6.png
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Additionally, the system allows you to add advanced information to the work request 
where you can detail the following: 

 
Reference: Name or reference code that can be added to the request. 

 
Location: Option that allows to establish the geolocation of the site where the 
request was raised (this information is taken from the GPS system of the device 
used to raise the request). 

 
Group: Catalog where you can create groups of colors that can be used to be 
assigned to the requests (the configuration of the name and colors of these groups 
is done from the Configuration-Catalogs module). 

 
Classification 1 and 2: Corresponds to free fields left by the platform to be 
completed as required (the configuration is done from the Configuration-Catalogs 
module). 

 
Keywords (Multiple Selection): Catalog where identification keywords can be 
established at the moment of creating a work request (the configuration is done from 
the Configuration-Catalogs module). 

 
Note: It is possible to set which fields are mandatory when opening an application in 
Fracttal One. To do this, go to the settings menu, in the submenu 'modules - work 
requests' and make the corresponding settings. For more information, please refer to the 
article Settings - work requests. 

 

Finally, after completing the necessary information, the application will be generated, 
which must then be processed as appropriate. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/7920892-solicitudes-de-trabajo
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From the quick action button 
 

The quick action is a button that is always available in the main header bar of the 
platform. To do so, just click on this option and then click on work request. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/469420047/8b36523fae656255910b0271/7.png
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After clicking, a new window will open where you must perform the same procedure as 
above to complete and generate the work request. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/469420499/52dc832e11f360a1de397255/8.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/469420694/9e072d0a85daa80d1b047cb4/9.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/469420976/89646b9b9ea53f51763aed07/10.png
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How to edit a work request already created? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6001192-as-edit-an-already-created-job-request 

 
To edit a work request already created, just select the request in question and 
the system will enable a bar with the edit option. 

 

Clicking on it will open the application where you will be able to edit the 
information contained in the General tab, as well as in the Application Status 
and Attachments tabs. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6001192-como-editar-una-solicitud-de-trabajo-ya-creada
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6001355-how-to-manage-and-convert-a-work-request-into-OT 

How to manage and convert a work request into a WO? 
 

 
Once a request has been generated, the system allows you to manage this request through 
an unscheduled task by clicking on the add symbol. 

 

Then when you click on it, a new window will be enabled, where all the information 
corresponding to the unplanned task must be filled in, which can be sent to pending task (to 
be scheduled later) or generated as a new work order. 

To do this, 4 steps must be established before managing the task: 

Assets: Information associated with the asset and its status. 

Task: Information associated to the unplanned task. 

SubTasks: List with the subtasks or check-list (step-by-step) that must be accomplished 
to successfully complete the task. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6001355-como-gestionar-y-convertir-una-solicitud-de-trabajo-en-ot
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Resources: Resources to be used in the execution and fulfillment of the task. 
 
Step 1: 

 

 
 

Asset failure: Option where you can indicate if the unplanned task involves the failure 
of the asset. 

 
Type of failure: Catalog with the types of faults associated with the assets. 

 
Cause of failure: Catalog with the causes that can lead to asset failures. 

 
Fault detection method: Catalog with the detection methods by which a fault can be 
identified. 

 
Severity of the failure: Listing of fault hierarchy options according to severity. 

Type of damage caused: List with default options to identify the type of damage 
caused by the asset failure. 
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Interruption time to other assets: Time in which the failure directly affects other 
assets. 

 
Active Out of Service: State in which the equipment is stopped due to a functional 
failure. This field is of utmost importance, since when it is triggered, the date and time 
since the equipment was stopped must be entered (this time is the one used for one of 
the availability indicators in the Business Intelligence module). 

 
Step 2: 

 

 
 

Task Description: Short detail specifying the task in question. 
 

Note: Free field where you can add some details of the task. 
 

Task Type: Catalog with all the work management types registered in the system. 
 

Classification 1 and 2: Corresponds to free fields left by the platform to be completed 
and give an additional classification to the task. 

Priority: List where the task is classified according to its priority. 
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Estimated Duration: Theoretical time duration it would take to perform the task (actual 
time is recorded directly in the WO). 

 
Request Number: Identification correlative of the request that generates the 
unplanned task. 

 
This job has already been done: Option that allows to identify in the system if the 
task has already been executed or not. 

 
Options: Options available to manage the unplanned task through a WO (add the 
person responsible for the WO) or Task pending (add the date on which the task will be 
scheduled). 

 
Step 3: 

 

In this step the associated subtasks must be added by clicking on the add symbol at the 
bottom right of the platform and then add the subtasks as appropriate. 
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Step 4: 
 

In this last step you can add the resources associated to the unplanned task, where you can 
add: Inventories, Human Resources, Services, Inventories (Unlisted), Services (Unlisted). 
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Then, at the end of the unplanned task management, you can see the change of status of 
the request and the correlative of the generated WO (in case this option was chosen to 
manage the task). 
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Module content 
 

   help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6010704-how-to-access-the-module-configuration-and-module-content module 

 
To access the module, go to the options menu located on the top right bar of the 
platform and display the options available in this menu, then click on the 
"Configuration" option. 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6010704-como-acceder-al-modulo-de-configuracion-y-contenido-del-modulo
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6010704-como-acceder-al-modulo-de-configuracion-y-contenido-del-modulo
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/744836406/a831a96bc8ef624a749f0d73/app.fracttal.com_dashboard%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29.png
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Finally, by clicking on it, you will have access to the platform settings window: 
 

 
Once you have entered the configuration module, a series of sub-modules will be 
displayed that will allow you to establish all the necessary settings in the platform, in order 
to use the tool correctly according to the conditions of each management. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/744868534/76251ec62bffa7446c4fc85c/app.fracttal.com_config%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2810%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/744847182/651b0eb488c0ebea7c5f83fa/app.fracttal.com_config%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%286%29.png
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The submodules to be found in settings are as follows: 
 

General 
 

User Accounts Work 

Calendar Modules 

Financial 
 

Auxiliary Catalogs 

Document 

Management 

Transaction Log 

Security API 

Connections 

Guest Portal (add-on) 
 

Account 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/744847528/8852d3cba57c4a865c1369f0/app.fracttal.com_config%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%286%29.png
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How to select a currency | Fracttal One 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014267-how-to-select-a-currency 

 
To select the main currency in which the transactions will be made in the base, 
just click on currency. 

 

 
Then, the system will open a new window where the catalog of currencies 
registered in the platform will be displayed. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014267-como-seleccionar-una-moneda
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014267-como-seleccionar-una-moneda
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472205013/b8cc091b56558765b95aea71/7.png
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Finally, just select the currency you want to choose and then click on save. 
 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472205096/ea9dfdd42bfca12fa36a3c44/8.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472205175/013edf0f654d9372313fa104/9.png
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Note: The currency catalog must be added directly from the Financial Sub-
Module. 
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General Module : Fracttal One 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014245-modulo-general 
 
 

 
In this sub-module you will be able to register the main data of your own 
company, such as: 

 
Code: Fiscal identifier of your company. 

 
Name: The name of your company. 

 
Email: Your company's main email address. 

 
Currency: Main currency in which your company carries out its 
transactions. 

 
Address, City, Department / State / Region, Country, Area Code: 
Your company's main address data. 

Latitude, Longitude: Geolocation of your company (you can also use 
Google Maps to find the geolocation of your company). 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014245-modulo-general
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014245-modulo-general
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472202393/2a57c997abf0dd1935bdbced/3%2B%281%29.png
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Primary Phone, Secondary Phone, SMS Phone: Phones associated to 
your company. 

 
Language: Main and default language of your base. You must choose 
among the three available options (English (USA), Spanish, Portuguese 
(Brazil), etc.) It is important to define the language, since the notifications 
sent by the platform and their language may vary depending on this. 

 
Stock Values: The way in which the total costs of the items in your 
warehouses are weighted and calculated. 

Web page: Your company's website. 
 

Logo: Logo or image that represents your company, this image will be 
reflected in all printed documents in the system (such as work orders, 
asset cards, purshase orders, etc). 
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How to add or edit a logo? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014257-as-add-or-edit-a-logo 

 
To view, add or remove the company logo, just click on the add symbol 
located in the space designated for the image (upper left side of the window). 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014257-como-agregar-o-editar-un-logo
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014257-como-agregar-o-editar-un-logo
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/634247499/c87f9ca686f02edb69158934/app.fracttal.com_config%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2814%29.png
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After clicking on the desired option, a window will open where you can edit the 
image to be used (here you can simply drag the image or click to browse 
through the folders on your computer). 

 
Once the image has been uploaded, the process must be completed by 
clicking on the save button. 

 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/634247583/acfc8f373ec62405aff2d744/app.fracttal.com_config%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2815%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/634251090/2de371e3c4c21da7d0cfe512/app.fracttal.com_config%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2818%29.png
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How to unlock a Fracttal user account? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6467623-how-to-unlock-a-user-account-in-fracttal 

 
To unlock a user account in Fracttal, you must make sure that you have an 
administrator account, so you will be able to unlock the access accounts that 
have been blocked by multiple failed password attempts. 

 
1. Go to the Configuration module > User accounts: 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6467623-como-desbloquear-una-cuenta-de-usuario-en-fracttal
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6467623-como-desbloquear-una-cuenta-de-usuario-en-fracttal
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/562399777/e3879846b8bb5e4b30422447/image.png
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2. Then, apply a search filter to quickly find accounts that are blocked: 
 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/562401259/8b7723a2366d794bfac01103/image.png
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3. Then, once the blocked account has been identified, the user must 
enter the account in order to view the "Actions" section where the 
"Unblock" option is displayed. 

 

 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/562402268/657300fe68a272d38ab9100b/image.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/562401953/35d7fc16ec90cb806d4f36d3/image.png
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4. Finally, once you click on "Unblock" you must save the changes made 
so that the account can have access to the base again. 

 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/562402785/f47d3446ff009e73082b74a8/image.png
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What to do if my account has been blocked? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/articles/6420818-what-to-do-if-my-account-has-been-blocked 

 
If your company has the password security option configured, it is possible 
that your login account can be blocked after several unsuccessful attempts to 
enter your password by mistake. 

 

In these cases, you must contact the account administrator directly. 
 

Fracttal of your company, since he is the only person who has the permits. 
 

inside the base to unlock your account and give you access. 
 

Note: Due to the security of our customers' information, Fracttal's support 
team ([email protected]) does not have the permissions to enable, unlock or 
create user accounts in our customers' databases, so it will not be possible to 
help you directly from our support channels. 

 
You may also be interested in: 

 
How to unlock a Fracttal user if I am an Admin of the account? 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6420818-que-hacer-si-mi-cuenta-ha-sido-bloqueada
https://help.fracttal.com/cdn-cgi/l/email-protection#eb98849b84999f8eab8d998a889f9f8a87c5888486
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6467623-como-desbloquear-una-cuenta-de-usuario-en-fracttal
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6420818-que-hacer-si-mi-cuenta-ha-sido-bloqueada
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/553331095/804bb5efbc51b6503ae8152e/app.fracttal.com_signin%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29.png
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Has your question been answered? 
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How to add a user account? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014311-user-account-and-how-to-add-a-user-account 

 
In this sub-module you can configure and establish the access accounts, as well as the 
permissions and restrictions that each user will have in the platform, according to their 
functions and location in the system. 

 

 
To add a new user account, simply click on the add symbol at the bottom right of the platform. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014311-cuenta-de-usuarios-y-como-agregar-una-cuenta-de-usuario
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014311-cuenta-de-usuarios-y-como-agregar-una-cuenta-de-usuario
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472210687/1c4e28f60052485068b8b5c0/16.png
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Then a new window will open, where you must fill in the information corresponding to the user 
account you wish to add to the system. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472210848/7ddcaec0840c74b21bcbad1f/17.png
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Where the requested parameters are as follows: 
 

Type of user: Option to identify whether the account to be added corresponds to a 
company's own inhouse personnel or to an external third party. 

Name, Email: Catalog where all inhouse personnel or third parties that have been 
registered in the platform and can be assigned a user account are displayed. 

Profile: Corresponds to the type of profile or role that the user account will have within 
the platform. 

Permission group: Catalog of the various permission groups that can be assigned to 
user profiles as appropriate. 

Only show assets associated to: Option that allows you to locate the user account, 
taking into consideration the hierarchy and restrictions that this represents for the 
display of assets within the platform. 

Other options: Additional functions for user account settings. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472210919/c5bfdc49a30f79f049a0d28d/18.png
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Finally, after completing the requested fields, click on the save button at the top right of the 
window to register the user account on the platform. 

 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472210995/36669255a15096417d8a2391/19.png
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Types of user profiles 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014320-types-of-user-profiles 
 
 

 
In Fracttal there are 6 types of user profiles that are distinguished by the different 
actions they can perform within the platform. Below is a description of these 6 types 
of profiles: 

 
Administrator Profile: This type of profile, as its name indicates, does not require a 
group of permissions, since being an administrator will not have any type of restriction. 

 
Technical Profile: This type of profile requires a group of permissions and its main 
characteristic is that people with this type of profile can only view the work orders for 
which they are responsible, thus excluding the viewing of other work orders belonging 
to other users. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014320-tipos-de-perfiles-de-usuarios
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014320-tipos-de-perfiles-de-usuarios
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472212036/c24bf0328e1272b3df07a85c/20.png
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Limited Technical Profile: This type of profile is designed for those companies that 
have a large number of technicians that only need to complete their own TOs. For this 
reason, this profile only has the option to complete WOs and raise work requests. In 
addition, it does not require permission groups because it has them by default. 

Custom Profile: This type of profile depends on the permission groups assigned to it, 
but has the advantage of being able to view both the work orders assigned to it as 
responsible, as well as those of the other users on the platform. 

 
Read-only profile: Corresponds to accounts that are only allowed to view the platform 
modules without being able to perform any type of editing, but may also have the ability 
to generate work requests. This type of account is designed for those people who will 
not interact with the platform in an editing way, but need to monitor the information 
contained in it. For example: managers, some types of supervisors, clients who need 
to monitor the contracted management, etc. 

 
Requests profile: Corresponds to accounts that will only be used to raise incidents or 
make work requests. This type of account is ideal for people who do not interact in 
maintenance, but are capable of requesting work to the maintenance department. For 
example: production supervisors, equipment operators, customers to whom a service 
is provided, etc. 

 
Note: The request and read-only profiles are unlimited in number, while the manage, 
technical and custom profiles are subject to the plan contracted on the platform. On the other 
hand, the limited technical type profile is marketed as additional users. 
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How to locate a user account? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014324-how-to-locate-a-user-account 

 
To locate a user account, simply select the profile to edit and then click on the 
location option. 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014324-como-localizar-una-cuenta-de-usuario
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014324-como-localizar-una-cuenta-de-usuario
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472212801/4e06cb3471df24f9998d31cf/21.png
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When clicked, the options corresponding to the locations previously created in 
the assets module will be displayed, where the account in question can be 
located. 

 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472212875/5a25e3ce2553c1f46469fc80/22.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472212942/72446e4fea055c217f627a76/23.png
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Finally, click on the save button at the top right of the window to save the 
changes you have made. 

Note: Once the location type assets have been created in the assets module, 
the user accounts can be localized to these locations. It must be taken into 
consideration that the accounts that are localized have certain visualization 
restrictions since, when a user account is localized, it will only be able to 
visualize the information contained in hierarchical levels below where it is 
located. 
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How to add/create permission groups? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014331-how-to-add-create-permissions-groups 

 
To add permission groups, first go to the "Permissions" tab and then click on 
the add option at the bottom right of the window. 

 

 
After clicking, the system will open a new window where you will have to set 
the name you will give to the permission group you want to create, as well as 
indicate whether this group will correspond to a read-only or request account, 
and finally click on save and register the permission group created. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014331-como-agregar-crear-grupos-de-permisos
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014331-como-agregar-crear-grupos-de-permisos
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472213676/dba97e599402801300cd6d4f/24.png
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Once the permission group has been created (read-only or not), the 
permissions and restrictions that this group will have must be established. To 
do this, click on the group created. 

 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472213814/5c4198d8443db1f2feac228c/25.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472213886/8ae330888f16b747feb92903/26.png
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When you click on it, the system will display a window with a series of boxes that 
will allow you to identify the modules and sub-modules in which you can set the 
options to view, add, edit, delete and generate reports according to the 
permission group you wish to establish. 

 
 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472213954/e2a248d5bff9961453de322d/27.png
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014288-labor-calendar-and-how-to-establish-and-edit-labor-day-or-fessional-days 

Labor Calendar and How to set and edit working days or 
holidays? 

 

 
 

In this sub-module the company's working days can be established so that, if a maintenance 
activity is calculated for a day that is not a working day, the system will automatically 
reschedule the activity for the next working day. 

 
How to establish working days? 

 

To set the working days of your Fracttal base, just click on the "Working Days" category. 
Once you have established which days will be working days, click on "Save". 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014288-calendario-laboral-y-como-establecer-y-editar-dias-laborales-o-festivos
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472207527/f220d2add872066df931d747/9%2B%281%29.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472207966/409967e54de55778c4bd58d5/10.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472208048/3691cd6473a01d440a7fa92a/11.png
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How to add holidays? 
 

To add holidays, simply click on the add button at the bottom right of the screen. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472208169/879af0a69519d8c0fc495bbc/12.png
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Clicking on it will open a new window that will allow you to enter the description and date of 
the holiday you wish to add, as well as whether the holiday is a working and/or recurring 
holiday. Once the holiday information has been added, click on the "Save" button to 
complete the registration of the holiday in your database. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472208536/ed674add9bbb09a9ad16e41e/13%2B%281%29.png
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Where the fields to be completed are the 

following: Description: Name of the holiday 

Date: Date of the day 

Working day: Specify whether this day is a working day or not. 
 

Recurring: Determine if the holiday applies recurrently. That is, if the holiday is 
applicable in future years (Example: Christmas, which is celebrated on the same day, 
regardless of the current year). 

 
How to edit holidays? 

 

To edit an existing holiday, just select the day to be modified and then the system will 
display both the option to modify and delete the holiday. Once the modification has been 
made, just click on the "Save" button for the modification to be made. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472208635/fbd355fd94e8ffc7f99f7e50/14.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472209414/3932e09bd4ba4629d8485454/15.png
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Work orders | Fracttal One 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014364-work-orders 

 
In this section you can configure settings and permissions in the TOs: 

 

 
Options and permissions: 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014364-ordenes-de-trabajo
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014364-ordenes-de-trabajo
https://fracttal-6c0385989d1a.intercom-attachments-7.com/i/o/744937142/d9ef254ed7b9df098709f3c2/pictures
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Allow to add attachments in finished TOs: Fracttal One is a fully auditable 
software, complying with the most important quality standards. For this reason, 
once the WO is finished it is not possible to cancel it or make any kind of editing to 
it. However, by enabling this permission it is possible to add attachments (notes, 
links or files) to the finished TOs. 

 
Allow to finalize or cancel WOs with pending material requisitions: Naturally, 
Fracttal One does not allow a WO with pending material requisitions (i.e., the 
material has not been outgoing from the warehouse module) to be finalized or 
cancelled, forcing the respective process to be performed in the warehouse. 
However, by enabling this permission it is possible to finalize or cancel a WO in 
which the material requisition has not been issued from the warehouse. 

 
Set the out-of-service end date of the assets with the task end date: By 
default, the out-of-service end date is the date on which the WO linked to the task 
is terminated. By enabling this option, the out-of-service end date will be the task 
end date (i.e. the end date of its execution): 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/744929629/1d5a3c1659e9565580591a33/app.fracttal.com_config%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2812%29.png
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Allow assigned inhouse personnel to be responsible for the WO (multi-
responsible): By enabling this function, any user with a technical profile (or limited 
technical profile) who is added as a human resource within a WO will be able to 
see the WOs in which he/she is participating as a service performer. Remember 
that if this option is disabled, the user with a technical profile will only be able to 
see the TOs in which he/she is declared as 'responsible'. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/645935578/90683e8a8906a716f1350602/oi1.png
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Allow to edit the actual quantity used with pending material requisitions: 
Naturally, the actual quantity used of inventory type resources is set according to 
the outgoing made in the warehouse, however, by enabling this option it is possible 
to edit this field (actual quantity used) within the WO: 

 

Allow users with a technical profile to view costs in WO's: By enabling this 
function, any user with a technical profile (or limited technical profile) who is added 
as a human resource or manager within a WO will be able to view the costs 
associated with the resources assigned to the work management within the WO. 

Allow to rate WO under review: Enabling this function allows to rate the WO that 
is under review, since being disabled only allows to rate the WO when it goes from 
'in process' to 'review' status. 

 
Filter inhouse personnel according to the selected profile (within a task): By 
enabling this function, when choosing an inhouse personnel profile within a task, 
locating the source of the inhouse personnel will show only those inhouse 
personnel that have that profile in the 'regular hour value' field. 

 
Automatically generate link to share all TOs: Enabling this function allows you 
to generate automatic links to share TOs. 

 
Work order ID: 

 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/645959808/5ecf8c4dda07bc1c8d415973/oi1.png
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Here you will be able to customize the correlatives that the work orders will have in terms 
of prefix and suffix, together with the sequence in which the generated work orders will be 
issued. 

 
Impressions: 

 

 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/744930503/db9702cd05df069d00284a34/app.fracttal.com_config%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2813%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/744934238/caf28ef97ca59ca5f10c2980/app.fracttal.com_config%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2814%29.png
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Print format: Here you will be able to choose between the three types of formats 
existing in the platform for your work orders. Note: The formats are not editable 
beyond the editing options you will find in this sub-module. 

 
Printing options: Allow to print (or not): Inhouse personnel, inventories, services, 
costs of resources used within a WO, customized asset forms and last reading 
recorded on the accumulator meters associated with the asset. 

 
Note: Once you have made the edits as needed, click on the save button to save the 
changes you have made. 
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Warehouses : Fracttal One 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6867788-storages 
 
 

 
In this section, settings related to the Fracttal One 'warehouses' module are made: 

Establish or not the actual amount used in zero for resources coming from an 
integrated warehouse. 

Allow or disallow the elimination of resources with quantity delivered greater than 
zero from an integrated warehouse 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6867788-almacenes
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6867788-almacenes
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/745005593/97c7a2536b7106743445755a/app.fracttal.com_config%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%281%29.png
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Work requests : Fracttal One 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/7920892-job-requests 
 
 

In this section, settings related to the Fracttal One 'requests' module are made: 

Set the 'attachments' field as mandatory. Set the 'active' 

field as mandatory. 

Set the 'remarks' field as mandatory. 
 

Set the 'requested by' field as mandatory. Set the 'applicant's e-

mail' field as mandatory. Set the 'reference' field as mandatory. 

Set the 'location' field as mandatory. Set the 'group' field 

as mandatory. 

Set the field 'classification 1' as mandatory. 

Set the field 'classification 2' as mandatory. Set the 

'keywords' field as mandatory. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/7920892-solicitudes-de-trabajo
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/7920892-solicitudes-de-trabajo
https://fracttal-6c0385989d1a.intercom-attachments-7.com/i/o/746970078/e72012b2f6e37042bad7a6af/pictures
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How to add a tax? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014335-financial-how-to-add-a-tax-and-currency-exchange-rate 

 
In this sub-module you will be able to set the different currencies in which you can make 
transactions (apart from your main currency), as well as define tax rates. 

 

 
Where you will find the following tabs: 

 
Tax: Corresponds to the different tax schemes and percentages with which the 
company works. 

Currency exchange: Corresponds to the conversion between the different currencies in 
which transactions are made, in order to unify them based on the main currency and 
thus have a better criterion in terms of economic analysis. 

To add a new tax, just click on the add symbol at the bottom right of the window. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014335-financiero-como-agregar-un-impuesto-y-un-cambio-de-moneda
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014335-financiero-como-agregar-un-impuesto-y-un-cambio-de-moneda
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472215706/268553fd83d4545f841c9ed0/28.png
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When you click, the system will display a new window where you will have to fill in the 
information corresponding to the tax you want to add (name of the tax scheme, name of the 
tax and tax rate in percentage) and finally click on the save button to generate the new tax in 
the system. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472217760/0dfc172e8b4284b48e863345/29%2B%281%29.png
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How to add a currency exchange? 
 

To add a currency exchange, just click on the add symbol at the bottom right of the window. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472217993/6cec37b782fd50c91de94666/30%2B%281%29.png
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When you click, the system will display a new window where you will have to fill in the 
information corresponding to the currency exchange you wish to add (currency, exchange 
value) and finally click on the save button to generate the new currency exchange. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472216021/daf398179db4eea80c707734/31.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472216112/125a7d77ccee69a77288adaf/32.png
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Auxiliary catalogs and their types 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014369-catalogs-auxiliaries-and-their-types 

 
In this sub-module you will find a consolidated view of the different catalogs used in the 
platform, where you can also add, edit and directly disable each one of them according to 
the catalog they belong to. 

 

 
Note: Catalogs are listed with predefined options for some processes within the platform, 
such as selection of fault types when completing a WO, types of assets by which they can 
be listed, units to define measurement methods, etc. 

 
Types of auxiliary catalogs 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014369-catalogos-auxiliares-y-sus-tipos
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014369-catalogos-auxiliares-y-sus-tipos
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472221136/8da0f04ad8e7b2531fade5e5/35.png
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The following is a description of each of the catalogs found in this sub-module: 
 

Failure Catalog: This catalog shows the types, causes and fault detection methods 
defined by each of the assets that make up your company. 

 
Overtime: Here you will be able to define the different factors by which overtime (in 
percentage) could be charged to the man-hours used in the execution of work 
management. 

 
Assets: This catalog shows the types and classifications that can be given to the 
different assets registered in the database. 

 
Unit: Catalog where you can define the measurement units associated with your assets 
and different meters registered in the database. 

 
Cost Center: Catalog with the different cost centers managed in the company. 

Budget: Catalog with the different budgets managed in the company. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472221388/e7c029c56552d8f7e9a68d7b/36.png
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Work management: This catalog shows the types and classifications that can be 
given to the work management associated with the assets registered in the base. 

 
Third parties: Catalog with the different classifications assigned to the third parties 
registered in the database. 

 
Inhouse personnel: This catalog shows the profiles and regular hourly values 
that can be assigned to the inhouse personnel registered in the database. 

 
Fracttal Box: Catalog with the different classifications that can be assigned to Fracttal 
Box (IoT) devices. 

 
Work Requests: This catalog shows the groups, classifications and keywords that 
can be used when registering a work request. 

 
ISO Codification: In this catalog ISO codes can be defined, together with their 
revision number, so that some printed documents of the platform can be visible, such 
as: Purchase Orders, TOs, Asset Catalogs, Work Management Plan. 

 
UTC Time Zones: Here you can define the UTC time zone in which your company 
works. 
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How to add, edit or delete a catalog? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014379-how-to-add-edit-or-delete-a-catalog 

 
How to add a catalog? 

 

First you must select the catalog you want to work with by clicking on the catalog 
type menu. 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014379-como-agregar-editar-o-eliminar-un-catalogo
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014379-como-agregar-editar-o-eliminar-un-catalogo
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472222892/f1170a41972e71825ff2073b/37.png
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Then, click on the add symbol at the bottom right of the window, so that the 
system displays a window where the parameter to be added to the catalog must 
be added. 
Finally, click on save to register the changes made. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472222229/fd1a6564008264f855b5e180/294956d2-a9f5-4f77-83a7-5f6a968fcb5c
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How to edit or delete a catalog? 
 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472223032/708d8aba898799908539bbe0/38.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472223182/4486284691d6376e1e649c04/39.png
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Once you have selected the type of catalog you wish to work with, you 
must select the parameter to be modified so that the system displays the 
options to edit or delete as the case may be. 

 

 
If the edit option is chosen, the system will display a new window where the 
different editions to the catalog can be made. Finally, click on save to register 
the edits made. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472223275/6c22f56c16d8c5f4c21d71de/40.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472223751/55e2f9a35721bb07dfe0f98d/42.png
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Document management : Fracttal One 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014400-document-management 
 
 

 
In this sub-module you will find a consolidated view of all the documents or guarantees 
registered in other modules of the platform. Additionally, assets, inhouse personnel and third 
parties can be added, edited and linked to each of the documents and/or guarantees 
registered in the platform's document management modules. 

 
How to add a guarantee or document? 

 

To add a new warranty or document from the document management sub-module, just click 
on the add symbol at the bottom right of the platform. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014400-gestion-documental
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014400-gestion-documental
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472226393/457712ac9878a19dd5c3d7a7/42%2B%281%29.png
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Then, when you click on it, the system will open a new window where you can add the 
general information corresponding to the document management you wish to register. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472226814/7311fbd726f448aa2764d656/43.png
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Where the information requested is as follows: 
 

Name: Name to be given to the document or guarantee to be registered. 
 

Description: Description of the document or guarantee to which reference is made. 

Group: List of groups to which the document or warranty may belong. Version: 

Version number of the document or warranty in question. 

Dates: Start and end dates corresponding to the validity of the document or guarantee 
in question. 

 
ISO Code: ISO code to which the document or warranty belongs. 

 
Author: Author of the document or guarantee. 

 
Warranty: When this box is triggered, the system recognizes that the document 
management to be registered is a warranty. Otherwise, the system will take it as a 
document. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472226942/2b72bcd7e66f131236768ae1/44.png
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Once you have entered all the information, click on save. 
 

 
When saving the document or guarantee, it must be linked either to the asset, third party or 
human resource as appropriate (attachments can also be added). To do this, just click on 
the corresponding tab and then click on the add symbol at the bottom right of the window. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472227288/666967d1f05543a795ead1d4/45.png
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Then, the system will open a new window with the list of assets, inhouse personnel or third 
parties available to be linked to the document management. Then, you only have to select 
and link the document management, and finally click on save. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472227437/3f18c6f046adc9779a7b2a41/46.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472227538/cdb463ed9bb420c3e3d4dc00/47.png
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How to edit a warranty or document? 

 

To edit a document management system, just select the warranty or document in question 
and the system will show you the options to edit or delete it. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472227622/af9ead0ced3d429f1ea6670a/48.png
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If you click on the edit option, the system will show you a new window where you can make 
all the corresponding edits. Remember that after making the changes you must click on 
save. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472227920/fdb28ef38a38231da1e0829b/49.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472228071/5d3c628a6ae2abc32f46522e/50.png
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Fracttal One transaction log 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014417-log-of-transactions 

 
This sub-module contains a consolidated view of all transactions performed in 
each of the platform's modules, according to the date and IP address used by 
the users that make use of the tool, in order to have an internal traceability of 
the actions performed by each of the users within the base. 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014417-log-de-transacciones
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014417-log-de-transacciones
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472229095/530de762db20ba2cc76011a9/51.png
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Security | Fracttal One 
 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014424-security 

 
In this sub-module you can configure and establish certain settings for user access to 
the platform, as well as obtain the connection keys for the APIs. 

 

 
These parameters and settings are made up of the following tabs: Password 

Two-step authentication API 

connection 

SSO 
 
Passwords 

 

In this tab you can set the settings for access passwords and logins to the platform, by 
means of the following parameters: 

Minimum password length 
 

Frequency in months for password change 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014424-seguridad
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014424-seguridad
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/743151371/f59dbd962ecd8261b85839ff/app.fracttal.com_config%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29.png
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Number of failed login attempts before locking account Must contain special 

characters 

 
 
Note: The above options will depend on the type of plan or addons that have been 
contracted. 

 
Additionally, there is a section that allows users to update their passwords to access the 
platform. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/743152252/3d4dcbd7bf67e761a39cc193/app.fracttal.com_config%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%281%29.png
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Two-step authentication 

 

In this tab you can establish a double-pass settings, by reading a QR code that must be 
verified with applications such as Google, Authenticator, Microsoft Authenticator or Authy 
from a smartphone, thus achieving an extra level of security in accessing the platform. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/743152607/f7c8ccfb24d3ffd3dc1c4090/app.fracttal.com_config%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%281%29.png
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SSO 

 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/743153588/3d3fb5fad6b951378038188c/app.fracttal.com_config%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%282%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/743154929/f964d0100f70e8197c8db243/app.fracttal.com_config%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%283%29.png
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In this tab you can set parameters to authenticate access to the platform by means other 
than the default ones (Google and Microsoft accounts). 

 

 
SAML (Security Assertion Markup Language) is a standard that enables the exchange of 
information for single sign-on (authentication and authorization) or SSO between different 
parties (applications). The participants in this authentication are the identity provider and 
the service provider. The service provider is the entity that grants a user permission or 
access to a resource. 

Fracttal acts as the service provider. The identity provider is the entity that has the 
infrastructure necessary for user authentication. In this case, the identity provider is the 
application that registers the users and controls their access. Some examples of 
applications that can be identity providers are Active Directory, Okta, among others. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/743156323/5445af60d5fb272e2802177e/app.fracttal.com_config%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%284%29.png
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Give access to Fracttal One support 
  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6105385-giving-access-to-support 

 
At Fracttal we take care of our users' data, that is why we have developed the 
new functionality to provide access to support from the platform. 

 
With this, every time our support team needs to perform a technical review 
within a user's base or company, they will request the release of support 
access to their base. 

To grant access to our support team, simply enter the options menu, go to 
the 'Help & Support' submenu and choose the 'Grant Access to Support' 
option: 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6105385-dar-acceso-a-soporte
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6105385-dar-acceso-a-soporte
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/489573204/7340cec93b85db78d9cc0efb/one.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%286%29.png
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Note: This action can only be performed by a user with an administrator 
profile, as it authorizes our team to perform support or audit actions on the 
corresponding database for 24 hours. After this time, the access automatically 
ends, so if our support team requires more time to continue its review, it will 
request the release of access again. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/489573421/df225cf1d7054d01790a967b/one.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%287%29.png
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API Connections - Fracttal One 
  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/7909177-connections-api 

 
In this sub-module the person who has the Super Administrator account, will be able to 
create the keys for the access and use of information of the APIs. That is to say, from 
this option you will be able to obtain the API Key and API Secret of your contracted 
base in Fracttal. 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/7909177-conexiones-api
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/7909177-conexiones-api
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/743160583/a614c7f136e6c049950ddeec/app.fracttal.com_config%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%285%29.png
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How to generate the API key for integrations? 
  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6105719-how-to-generate-api-key-for-integrations 

 
Fracttal offers its customers a service (FRACTTAL API) that allows them to access their 
company to keep information updated, connect external applications and have instant 
access to your data. 

 
The data needed by the client to connect to FRACTTAL API are the unique ID and a 
SECRET KEY which can be generated from the platform. 

 
 
To access the API key that will allow you to connect to the service, you must log into your 
account as 'super administrator', entering the options menu > settings: 

 

 
In the configuration menu, enter the 'API Connection' submenu: 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6105719-como-generar-la-api-key-para-integraciones
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6105719-como-generar-la-api-key-para-integraciones
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/743728091/2baf4b6483a26c7e5f812bf9/MicrosoftTeams-image%2B%2826%29.png
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Upon login, the API Key required to establish the connection to the service is displayed. 
 
Access to the secret API will be available only to the 'super administrator' user, by clicking 
on the 'view secret API' button. Please note that when generating a new secret API, the 
previous one is deleted: 

 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/743729375/dd7a7b78fd099e514cf162f9/MicrosoftTeams-image%2B%2827%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/743730905/fcf2718a2b4b1a11b5cb8a07/MicrosoftTeams-image%2B%2828%29.png
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Finally, when the generation of the API secret is confirmed, it is displayed and made 
available for use in the user's code. 

 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/743732063/6b26ccbf8bd072aca078e572/MicrosoftTeams-image%2B%2829%29.png
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Fracttal One Account 
 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6014436-account 

 
In this sub-module you will have the information associated with the type of 
plan you have contracted with Fracttal, as well as the Add-Ons or additional 
complements that have been added to the contracted plan. 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014436-cuenta
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6014436-cuenta
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472233962/a957189c45e71ea8095fde14/one.fracttal.com_config%28iPad%2BMini%29.png
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How to share and import a work management plan? 
  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6008390-as-share-and-import-a-work-management-plan 

 
To share: 

 

To share a work management plan, simply select the plan and then click on 
the "Share work management plan" option and the system will generate an 
import code that can be shared with a different base in Fracttal. 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6008390-como-compartir-e-importar-un-plan-de-tareas
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6008390-como-compartir-e-importar-un-plan-de-tareas
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470692000/874c260604708201fbdc40a7/33.png
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To import: 
 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470692138/655bee41af57949ac29c6157/34.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470692279/5216ea1f48b563970d738971/35.png
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Once the code has been copied, you only have to enter the import code in the 
other Fracttal database where you want to import the work management plan, 
so that it is finally added to the system. 

 

 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470692505/f76c8d81d34bad768233ba08/36.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470692606/84f9088fb17ab9d90bc12347/37.png
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Suggested work management plans (Beta) 
  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6865949-suggested-work-management-plans-beta 

 
When creating an asset in the catalog module, Fracttal One makes the 
recommendation of maintenance plans created by our team of specialists 
within our Library of maintenance plans for import. When the name of the 
asset is typed when creating it, Fracttal One checks the database of available 
plans, suggesting to the user the plans that could be useful to them. 

 

If you wish to see the suggested plans, just click on the "YES" option, and 
the platform will send you to a new window in which you will see both the 
list of suggested plans (with their compatibility percentage) and the general 
list with all the existing plans in your base. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6865949-planes-de-tareas-sugeridos-beta
https://help.fracttal.com/es/collections/3287834-biblioteca-de-planes-de-mantenimiento-para-importacion
https://help.fracttal.com/es/collections/3287834-biblioteca-de-planes-de-mantenimiento-para-importacion
https://help.fracttal.com/es/collections/3287834-biblioteca-de-planes-de-mantenimiento-para-importacion
https://help.fracttal.com/es/collections/3287834-biblioteca-de-planes-de-mantenimiento-para-importacion
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6865949-planes-de-tareas-sugeridos-beta
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/645365042/e0a95d9c93477e009303fdae/oi1.png
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When you choose one of the plans, you are immediately given the option to 
configure the plan linked to the active one: 

 
Date of last job 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/645380623/7141466bde10eceb568d4ef9/oi1.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/645381624/c494547bf96b284f8012cb02/oi1.png
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Configure triggers Configure 

subtasks 

 

When the settings are finalized and click on 'Save', the chosen plan is linked to 
the asset created. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/645383566/478e6d7aeac1616f8c4f8cde/oi1.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/645385717/14cc97d8fd6a293870f41bcd/oi1.png
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Nested maintanance : Fracttal One 
  help.fracttal.com/articles/6133529-nested-maintanance 

 
Nested maintanance is a function of iterations designed for work management 
that is cyclical. An example of this type of maintenance can be found in 
vehicles, since certain activities are performed repetitively according to the 
mileage traveled, and some of these work management tasks may overlap. 

 
That is why, with the nested maintanance add-on, it is possible to determine in 
which part of a task cycle each subtask should be executed and thus have a 
better control of the complete maintenance cycle. 

 
This functionality is not only limited to the execution of work management, but 
also allows configuring the resources to be used, depending on the iteration to be 
executed in the maintenance cycle, 

For further information, please refer to the articles: 
 

How do subtask iterations work? 
 

How to configure resources by iterations? 
 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6133529-mantenimiento-anidado
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6007474-como-funcionan-las-iteraciones-de-subtareas
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6007512-como-configurar-los-recursos-por-iteraciones
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6133529-mantenimiento-anidado
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470680466/79e125cb4494be9b367c6f21/19.png
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Budgets : Fracttal One 
 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6707688-budgets 

 
Budgets 

 

The budget functionality within Fracttal One is used to link a WO to budgets 
that require approval before being executed. With this, a WO subject to budget 
approval cannot be edited until a budget has been added and approved. 

 
To learn more about this addon we leave this article: 

 

How to complete a WO subject to a budget approval? 
 

Has your question been answered? 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6707688-presupuestos
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6008316-como-completar-una-ot-sujeta-a-una-aprobacion-de-presupuesto
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6707688-presupuestos
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Personalized Branding (Corporate Image) | Fracttal One 
  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6143311-customized-branding-corporate-image 

 
This function allows us to customize the system in its "Web" version by 
modifying the access URL, the logo that appears at login and in the main 
menu. 

 
Example of URL Modification. 

 

Conventional URL. 
 

 
Custom URL. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6143311-marca-personalizada-imagen-corporativa
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6143311-marca-personalizada-imagen-corporativa
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497593506/193de7920414cd22968c5c49/Captura%2Bde%2BPantalla%2B2022-04-14%2Ba%2Bla%28s%29%2B16.21.00.png
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Login Logo Example 
 

Conventional logo. 
 

Custom Logo 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497593149/f8e44625855f724aaff6a720/Captura%2Bde%2BPantalla%2B2022-04-14%2Ba%2Bla%28s%29%2B15.46.00.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497595541/0301f3f011acb923e498bc49/Captura%2Bde%2BPantalla%2B2022-04-14%2Ba%2Bla%28s%29%2B16.22.30.png
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Conventional logo in main menu. 
 

 
Customized logo in main menu 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497595794/f6bd571039d55ca83fbbb5f1/Captura%2Bde%2BPantalla%2B2022-04-14%2Ba%2Bla%28s%29%2B16.22.30%2B2.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497602677/4c21a3a315e599c8c12135a6/Captura%2Bde%2BPantalla%2B2022-04-14%2Ba%2Bla%28s%29%2B16.47.14.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497603153/d7af2b94ad1e0d3a3fc10b6e/Captura%2Bde%2BPantalla%2B2022-04-14%2Ba%2Bla%28s%29%2B16.35.00.png
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Fracttal One application portal 
  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/5992108-applications-portal 

 
This Add-On consists of the creation of a request portal, where you can 
customize the way in which work requests are visualized and reported in 
Fracttal. The objective is to be able to adapt each of the fields of the request 
module to the way in which the company's users report their requirements on a 
regular basis. 

 

 
With this add-on you will be able to: 

 
Have a personalized URL for users to report requests. 

 
Customize each of the fields in the work request module. 

 
Establish the fields that users will see when making incident reports. 

 
Establish default responses to facilitate the generation of requests by users 
reporting incidents. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5992108-portal-de-solicitudes
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5992108-portal-de-solicitudes
https://fracttal-6c0385989d1a.intercom-attachments-1.com/i/o/467544771/fcd1a1f8fd9a21434d0754b4/customerequest-fracttal-com_workrequest%28iPad-20Mini%29-png.png
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Transaction log (add-on) | Fracttal One 
  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6133489-log-of-transactions-add-on 

 
This Add-On consists of the activation of the transaction log sub-module in the 
configuration menu, where all the actions performed by each of the users 
within the platform will be recorded. Thus, allowing to have a complete 
traceability of all these transactions registered according to the date and IP 
address used by the users. 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6133489-log-de-transacciones-add-on
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6133489-log-de-transacciones-add-on
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/472229095/530de762db20ba2cc76011a9/51.png
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Advanced API's : Fracttal One 
  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6105380-api-s-avanzadas 

 
Fracttal API Advanced (or advanced APIs) are a set of APIs that offer 
advanced features and are marketed as an additional add-on. 

 
These APIs allow the user to perform actions that are part of Fracttal's scope or 
function as a CMMS. 

These APIs are: 
 

(PUT) Updating a task within a WO 
 

(POST) Create an unscheduled task 
 

(POST) Create work order 
 

(PUT) Update values to subtasks within TOs 
 

(GET) View work order attachments 
 

(GET) View work request attachments 
 

(GET) View work management plan attachments 
 

Note: Advanced APIs are part of the Advanced APIs add-on. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6105380-api-s-avanzadas
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5964316-put-actualizar-una-tarea-dentro-de-una-ot
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5964100-post-crear-una-tarea-no-planificada
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5964285-post-crear-una-orden-de-trabajo
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6104020-put-actualizar-valores-a-subtareas-dentro-de-ots
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6458508-get-consultar-archivos-adjuntos-de-una-orden-de-trabajo
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6314864-get-consultar-adjuntos-de-solicitudes-de-trabajo
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6326185-get-consultar-adjuntos-de-planes-de-tareas
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6105380-api-s-avanzadas
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Dispatcher Basic vs Dispatcher Pro 
  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6142756-dispatcher-pro-vs-automatizer-basic 

 
The Dispatcher module is the module with which we will be able to generate 
customized notifications of several events in different modules. 

 
With the Dispatcher Basic, two rules are automatically triggered: Notify users 

with administrator profile about new requests. Notify managers when a 

WO is assigned to them. 

Dispatcher Pro 
 

Enables a series of functionalities within the Dispatcher module, so that the 
user can customize one or several automatic notifications following some rules 
with conditions. 

Note: To observe this functionality, you must enter directly into the Dispatcher 
module. When creating a new rule, the different modules, sub-modules and 
events will be displayed. 

 
How to create a rule? 

 

To enter the module and create rules we do the following. We will enter the 
main menu that we have on the upper left side. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6142756-automatizador-pro-vs-automatizador-basic
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6142756-automatizador-pro-vs-automatizador-basic
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From the main menu go to the Dispatcher module. 
 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497453508/62833023b3048c791e9816c8/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497453976/ce7dafe1c1fa14e9ad103baa/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%281%29.png
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Click on the plus symbol at the bottom right to create a new rule. 
 

 
It will direct us to the first of three tabs that we can configure for the rule and 
once there we will select the "Module", "Submodule" and "event" that we will 
use for our rule. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497454285/48dc9e509d71cac6c02f72f4/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%282%29.png
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There are different Modules with Submodules and events which are shown 
below: 

 
Assets -Locations 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497455899/abd8bb29d154cac907bf05ef/one.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29.png
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Assets -Equipment 
 

 
Warehouses -Purchase Orders 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497458409/01babc2c105344009e5f51e1/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%283%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497458890/492b54e9f91aedeb96dad011/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%284%29.png
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Warehouses -Existence 
 

 
Warehousing -Requisitions 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497459245/08cd02fd622e0b1f48513b53/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%285%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497459595/da6c156176aafe4cb0b8561b/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%286%29.png
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Settings -Documentary Management 
 

 
Monitoring -Meters 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497459925/dcb27b2bbf55ff77dbfd9a8a/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%287%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497460451/0c7b959c6a3aa06dc570ef50/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%288%29.png
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Job applications -My applications 
 

 
Work management - Work Orders 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497460742/a010c336df93ab1688c5388d/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%289%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497461132/2b8396d3ef23f4255e9a25e3/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2810%29.png
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Work management -Pending Tasks 
 

 
Work management -Budget 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497461622/662612b34faf06ad52791fa6/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2812%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497461985/2999a76de8c6373067a9c706/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2813%29.png
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Teams - Agenda Scheduling 
 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497462391/ae35dc7611344e31ff6008cb/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2814%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497462886/87416dc775b60632b551de4a/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2815%29.png
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Once we have the event to generate we will put in "Description" the name of 
the rule to identify it in the main list of created rules, we will click on save with 
the icon that appears in the upper right part and back with the icon on the left. 

 

 
Now we will go to the "Conditions" tab and there we can create specific 
conditions that the event should meet to be triggered, conditions such as asset 
locations equal or different to any specified, asset codes that contain some 
data or are equal to the condition, asset types, priorities, etc., different 
conditions can be created and depending on the window will open some that 
have more or less conditions. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497464697/4d7f4a89ce45c889828ed5b4/Copia%2Bde%2Bone.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497466601/b9fc3422eb0dca9a7d7db3ca/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2820%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497465887/49ee2dfd9fa9af1171d8bf90/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2818%29.png
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Finally in the third tab we have the action, in this option we configure what the 
rule will do in this event when it is activated, mainly we will have the option to 
send the notification via email to a specific address or to a group of people 
among others depending on the event. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497465927/27549dcf85420ba0e1d6a41d/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2819%29.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497467846/dc5d4955354d4b4526f3ad58/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2820%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497468521/917599c0e4519a208ecb7b98/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2821%29.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497468788/c07755628464cc8dfb8c81f8/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2822%29.png
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Fracttal One Advanced Warehouse Functionalities 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6143019-advanced-warehouse-functionalities 

 
With the addon "Advanced Warehouse Functionalities" additional functions are triggered 
in the system, mainly in the "Warehouses" module: 

 
1. Extra options in the general configuration of each warehouse. 

 
2. Automatically outgoing a material requisition within a warehouse. 

 
3. Enable the 'purchase request' sub-module within the request module. 

 
1) Extra options in the general settings: 

 

When creating or opening any of our warehouses, we will see three additional check 
boxes with the following options: 

Allow negative existence. 
 

Approval request for created material requisitions. Request for approval for 

entries by transfer. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6143019-funcionalidades-avanzadas-de-almacen
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6143019-funcionalidades-avanzadas-de-almacen
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/746989281/94e114c2f03632a6a2d8c0f4/app.fracttal.com_inventory_warehouses%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%284%29.png
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Allow negative existence: 
 

When we have "Allow negative stock" activated, it will allow us to perform material 
outgoing even without having the requested quantity, situation that in a normal way 
would send us a message telling us that "There is not enough stock in the 
Warehouse", however, with the advanced warehouses addon this message will not 
appear, and the stock will be reflected in the following way: 

 

 
Request for approval for material requisitions created: 

 
On the other hand, with the 'Request approval for created material requisitions' 
option activated, a block will be generated regarding material outgoing by means of 
work orders. With this, you must manually approve each material requisition before 
outgoing the requested resource: a switch will appear to approve it: 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497522964/7f660d820e0794adbc519867/app.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%281%29.png
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Clicking on that switch will open an option, where the user who is approving the 
requisition is detected and gives us the possibility to enter a comment of the approval. By 
clicking on the save button, the requisition will finally be approved and the outgoing 
process can continue: 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497523867/e6c4c91ce6522af9ce437ad4/app.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%282%29.png
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Request for approval of entries by transfer: 
 

With the option 'Request approval for entries by transfers' activated, it is possible to 
request approval of entries coming by transfer between warehouses, this is 
enabled in the destination warehouse: 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497531231/cfa0139c4823c89f4b398c34/app.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%283%29.png
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2) Automatic outgoing of a material requisition 

 

With this addon is also available a function in the "Dispatcher" module, with which we 
can make outgoing from the warehouse automatically when we receive a requisition. To 
do this, enter the main menu on the upper left side. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/714599326/8a8958e8ff7eb3e41cdb9aac/one.fracttal.com_inventory_warehouses%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2857%29.png
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In the main menu go to the "Dispatcher" module. 
 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497532267/182ddd7c4c80b550d54946b0/Copia%2Bde%2Bone.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B2.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497532709/630707ed823c513cfe18ca63/app.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%284%29.png
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Click on the plus symbol at the bottom right to create a new rule. 
 

 
Thus, we can configure our Dispatcher rules in the three corresponding tabs: 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497533223/101a20eab8bd8eb2b617932e/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%282%29.png
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There we will select the "Module", "Sub-module" and "Event" that we will use for our rule, 
for the case of automatic outgoing we will do the following: 

 
Module >Storage > Sub-module: Material Requisitions >Event: New Material 
Requisition 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497534593/3ddfbbb60bcf56c7e30d3f30/one.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29.png
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Subsequently, the conditions of the rule should be added, if necessary: 
 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497535909/f5fbd6cf323c2d7e16b9a59a/app.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%285%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497564464/15728b8952b7be705b00db84/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2818%29.png
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In the actions of the rule, we add one more option "Generate Warehouse Outgoing 
automatically", we select it and select the person responsible for the outgoing, to finalize 
the creation of our automatic outgoing of requisitions: 

 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497572367/78090f2eed7fbd0f134e95d3/app.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%286%29.png
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3) Material purchase requests 
 

This addon allows us to enable the "Material Requests" function, with which we will be 
able to generate such requests that we can then use for purchase orders. 

To make a purchase request, go to the main menu on the left side: 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497572520/8352c792e0d89db056921514/one.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29.png
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Go to the "Requests" module and enter "Material Requests". 
 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497573469/0c5a317c22266fb406ee0601/Copia%2Bde%2Bone.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B2.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497573719/b79ccbccafdbf8aa4210213c/app.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2810%29.png
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Within this module we will be able to create new purchase requests, in which we will be 
able to put everything we need in stock for its purchase. 

 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497574032/6893e37279be9799f9fd9e12/app.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2811%29.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497574621/14f37dd49416c3edd5c5696b/app.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2812%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497574963/89a4a4208a258f8068519b8e/app.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2813%29.png
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After saving this request, it will appear in the list of all purchase requests and can be 
linked to a purchase order within that warehouse: 

 

 
Here we will enter purshase orders and generate a new one by clicking on (+): 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497575338/f5ccc56463416d7ed1453dab/app.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2814%29.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497575751/268bc2bfd6b16b84140c511a/app.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2815%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497575945/9293166385c47d622dadfa33/app.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2816%29.png
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In the material reference/request field we can search for the request generated in the 
previous step: 

 
 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497576161/861838b0797fc2312d681d71/app.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2817%29.png
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All the itens added in the Request will appear, and we would only have to add the 
additional data such as supplier, conditions etc, and even add or modify the selected 
products. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497576322/105d87b024e74635c3d4b411/app.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2818%29.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497576598/3720ddcf1be4e3e68a937ac8/app.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2819%29.png
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Guest Portal : Fracttal One 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/5992103-portal-of-guests 

 
This Add-On consists of the creation of an external portal for requests, where it 
is not necessary to have a Fracttal access account to be able to enter a work 
request. When obtaining this functionality, a new section will be enabled in the 
configuration module, where you can customize the fields that will be displayed 
in the external portal. 

 
With this add-on you will be able to: 

 
Have a custom URL that you can share so that users can report 
requests, without the need to use a login account. 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5992103-portal-de-invitados
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/5992103-portal-de-invitados
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/650285118/4484a84da461349ac5b212a3/MicrosoftTeams-image%2B%28131%29.png
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Establish and customize the fields that will be displayed to users in the 
request portal when reporting an incident. 

 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/650286580/d9e682b1ff6aae970598b112/oi1.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/650586173/900973b6234efc87980d48c1/03256855-2426-43fd-a486-279322df4392
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/650586635/dc9418b4ba3966fd3a441d09/c25b6ae3-7b5f-4f19-8b1d-89ad721e515f
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/650586913/c0738c75f4f5370ce370fa13/832fa509-ab78-4eed-8bd0-9fd38f07b14f
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All requests made from the guest portal can be managed and deleted 
from Fracttal. 

 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/650552904/de5c877e2b2d81b898b87dcc/oi1.png
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Virtual planner : Fracttal One 
 

  help.fracttal.com/articles/6142820-virtual-planner 

 
The virtual planning add-on allows the generation of two additional rules in the Dispatcher 
module, namely: 

 
Generate a WO automatically from a new work request. Generate WO 

automatically from pending work management. 

Generate WO from a new work request 
 

In order to be able to generalize the unplanned work orders coming from a request, you have 
to do the following. 

 
Enter the main menu on the upper left side. 

 

 
From the main menu go to the "Dispatcher" module. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6142820-planificador-virtual
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6142820-planificador-virtual
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497472904/ca62fbc2040892030eed9f95/app.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini00%29.png
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Click on the plus symbol at the bottom right to create a new rule. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497473584/932532703ae6d88d18d3682f/app.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2801%29.png
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It will direct us to the first of three tabs that we can configure for the rule once there we will 
select the "Module", "Submodule" and "event" that we will use for our rule. 

 
Module: Applications Sub-module: My Applications Event: New Application 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497473940/199dee8d17911ffde9ba8c1b/app.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2802%29.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497474490/46b053f2d12470dc90e5dbec/app.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2803%29.png
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We will put in "Description" the name of the rule to identify it in the main list of created 
rules, we will click on save with the icon that appears at the top right and back with the 
icon on the left. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497475337/1b40aee94b70f690237becc3/app.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2804%29.png
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Here we will go to the second tab that we can configure for the rule and click on the 
"Conditions" tab. 

 
In this option we can create specific conditions with the plus symbol that appears at the 
bottom right, these conditions must be met to activate the rule, in the case of not setting any 
condition the rule will be activated when any new request arrives regardless of the asset or 
location or any special feature. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497475853/503bd89296d65160fb8b7fb9/app.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2805%29.png
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Click on the plus symbol and you will be able to see the different conditions that can be 
configured for the triggering of the rule. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497480064/42bdc16b838e4f46789e1d44/app.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini%29.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497487370/f86f51ad68da89b1ba5e10d4/app.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%281%29.png
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For example, we could select that the Location of the new request comes from a specific 
Branch, area or sub-area or that the type of equipment is only one specific one. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497506367/31a989f31a9a6eb2796bb89a/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29.png
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We will have in the upper part of the conditions 3 options which will work for the following: 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497485966/77a21082b950ed7bd4b6761d/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%281%29.png
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No conditions: No conditions apply for the triggering of the rule. 
 

At least one is true: The new request must have any of the 2 conditions in its 
properties for the rule to be triggered. 

All are true: The new request in its properties must meet all the specified conditions, 
for example based on our exercise shown in the image the asset will have to be of 
type "Air conditioners" and belong to the specified location "Branch 2" or else the rule 
will not be triggered in that event. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497488326/030faa485124cf5dbd5f9acd/one.fracttal.com_signin%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%284%29.png
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Once the condition has been configured, click on the save and back icon. Go to the last tab 
"Actions" and then click on the plus symbol. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497490908/754822459de6eaa287581b0d/one.fracttal.com_signin%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%284%29.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497492793/3faaf32994011fc3c904c610/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%282%29.png
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Here we will have five actions to choose from and we will select the one that says "Generate 
Work Order with:" 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497493056/6f437cf0e762eb6644f835fe/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2812%29.png
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We will indicate who will be the Responsible and the type of Task that the WO generated by 
the rule will have. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497494509/e1914b20632b3345cff966a0/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%283%29.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497494971/1566130a6303e4e700a22fb1/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%284%29.png
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Now we have the action ready, we just have to save it and go back to the main list and we will 
have the rule to automatically generate Work Orders coming from a new request. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497495328/f1defa175c21d39e79f2a448/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%286%29.png
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Generate WO from pending work management 
 

In order to be able to generalize the work orders coming from a planned Task, you have to 
do the following. Enter the main menu on the upper left side. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497495961/2a6ac34c9bb2c28642171461/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%287%29.png
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From the main menu go to the Dispatcher module. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497496680/75b887ada87e20481eb034ac/app.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini00%29.png
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Click on the plus symbol at the bottom right to create a new rule. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497496892/b95aec16b5e4ea82dde7409f/app.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2801%29.png
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This will take us to the first of three tabs that we can configure for the relay. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497497130/df3409d3afeee9b187a53373/app.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2802%29.png
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There we will select the "Module", "Submodule" and "event" that we will use for our rule. 
 
Module: Tasks Sub-module: Pending Tasks Event: Pending or overdue work management 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497500239/3256474f3dafeff5bc897c11/app.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2803%29.png
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We will put in "Description" the name of the rule to identify it in the main list of created 
rules, we will click on save with the icon that appears at the top right and back with the 
icon on the left. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497503652/5c51590d73175f105a0735ba/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%288%29.png
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Here we will see the 3 tabs that we can configure for the rule and click on the "Conditions" 
tab. 

 
In this option we can create specific conditions with the plus symbol that appears at the 
bottom right, these conditions would have to be met to activate the rule, in the case of not 
putting any condition the rule will be activated when any new "Pending Task" touches 
regardless of the asset, location or any other specific condition. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497503919/53028119423fa5e2e7c203bc/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%289%29.png
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In the following image we can see the different conditions that can be configured for the 
activation of the rule. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497505658/0c48549d7c5ad05668e9ed53/Copia%2Bde%2Bapp.fracttal.com_dashboard%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%281%29.png
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For example we could select that the Location of the equipment is a specific Branch, area or 
sub area or that the type of equipment is only one or even that the pending task is x number 
of days overdue. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497505958/f3fd1c5245884336aec10a39/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2810%29.png
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We will have in the upper part of the conditions 3 options which will work for the following: 
 

No conditions: No conditions apply for the triggering of the rule. 
 

At least one is true: The pending Task must have any of the 2 conditions in its 
properties to trigger the rule. 

All are true: The Pending Task in its properties must meet all the specified conditions, 
for example, based on our exercise shown in the image, the asset would have to be of 
type "Air Conditioners", belong to the specified location "Branch 2" and be "Three days 
or more overdue", otherwise the rule will not be triggered in that event. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497507359/4d532b1615e6050ecf7b4996/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%281%29.png
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Once the condition has been configured, click on the save and back icon. Go to the last tab 
"Actions" and then click on the plus symbol. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497511115/d63a2c36d7e458e78768f0d3/Copia%2Bde%2Bapp.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2811%29.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497511842/6e6bc4eb866ef4b8efa93bc0/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%282%29.png
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Here we will have 3 actions to choose from and we will select the one that says "Generate 
Work Order with:". 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497511991/43f8d92d5846c10a8efbefa6/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2812%29.png
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We will indicate who will be the Responsible, Inventory Resource Source, Inhouse 
personnel Resource Source and Service Resource Source that will have the WO 
generated by the rule, these data are mandatory and can be edited in the WO if 
necessary or in the case of not applying the step will be omitted at the time of assigning 
the WO. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497512135/07dc33e4403a684ca5b2ccff/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2813%29.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497514160/3f6917133c6f67270e1ec2b4/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2814%29.png
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We will have the action ready, we will only have to save it and go back to the main list 
and we will have the rule to automatically generate Work Orders coming from Pending 
Tasks. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497514404/a64136dd683cd08a29d5495b/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2815%29.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/497514934/d32097058e7d2834e1041988/app.fracttal.com_dispatcher%28iPad%2BMini%29%2B%2817%29.png
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Additional user accounts and What types of users can 
be contracted in Fracttal One? 

help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6139762-additional-user-accounts-and-which-types-of-users-can-be-hired-at-fracttal-one 
 

Fracttal differentiates the types of users as follows: 

Users with transactional profiles: are those users who have an 
administrator, personalized or technical profile. Each time a new user with 
a transactional profile is created, it is discounted from the number of 
contracted users. 

 
Users with non-transactional profiles: are those users who have a 
read-only or request-only profile. The number of users created that are 
associated with these profiles is unlimited. 

Users with limited technical profile: these are users that have a profile 
created especially for those companies that have a large number of 
technicians that will be in charge of executing work orders that have been 
assigned to them and that wish to hire these profiles, generally by 
quantity. It is a type of user that is hired additionally. 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6139762-cuentas-de-usuarios-adicionales-y-que-tipos-de-usuarios-se-pueden-contratar-en-fracttal-one
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6139762-cuentas-de-usuarios-adicionales-y-que-tipos-de-usuarios-se-pueden-contratar-en-fracttal-one
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/496863586/daba825a588d66b061cc0855/1.png
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SandBox Accounts | Fracttal One 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6139699-accounts-sandbox 

 
Everyone at some point would like to log into Fracttal and test each of its 
functionalities, make changes, create new records, upload assets, modify 
meters and verify each of the changes we make to further understand the use 
of the platform. 

 
Thanks to SandBox accounts, we will be able to create a test environment that 
will not modify our real database. If you want to test the functionality of the 
software without affecting your real database in order to learn more about all 
the features of Fracttal, then a SandBox account is the right choice. 

Fracttal offers Sandbox accounts without any preloaded information so you 
can have a clean database and start learning Fracttal from scratch. If you want 
to learn and practice on a real database but do not want to affect it, we can 
load information from a "mirror" database where your test actions will not alter 
the real database. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6139699-cuentas-sandbox
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6139699-cuentas-sandbox
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Fracttal BI and differences between Pro and Corp version 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6139249-fracttal-bi-and-differences-between-version-pro-and-corp 

 
Fracttal BI is a tool that allows to visualize in a more graphic way the 
maintenance activity in order to have a better interpretation and analysis of 
the information registered in the platform. 
Depending on the version contracted, different dashboards and widgets can 
be created. 

 

 
The Pro version allows the creation of 6 widgets and 4 dashboards, where you 
can customize the different graphs obtained from data sources associated with 
tasks, meters, planned maintenance, work requests and work orders. On the 
other hand, the Corp version allows our customers to create 15 unlimited 
widgets and dashboards with examples included. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6139249-fracttal-bi-y-diferencias-entre-la-version-pro-y-corp
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6139249-fracttal-bi-y-diferencias-entre-la-version-pro-y-corp
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/496734658/5c4cc508caef40fdda7c3f69/11.png
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Fracttal Teams and How to create and configure a 
schedule? 

 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6008341-fracttal-teams-and-how-to-create-and-configure-a-timetable 

 
Fracttal teams 

 

This functionality allows planners to have greater control over the allocation and distribution 
of work hours that are established as inhouse personnel resources aggregated within a work 
order (technical personnel). 

 

 
How to create and configure a team schedule? 

 

To start using Teams, the first thing to do is to create the schedules associated with this 
functionality. To do this, go to the Configuration-Auxiliary Catalogs module: 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6008341-fracttal-teams-y-como-crear-y-configurar-un-horario
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6008341-fracttal-teams-y-como-crear-y-configurar-un-horario
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470896344/7fa55017435437349cdf15bb/1%2B%285%29.png
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Then, select the "Inhouse personnel" option as the auxiliary catalog type and click on the 
"Schedule" tab. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470896468/f9098de349b2261833f7c4cf/2.png
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Afterwards, click on the add symbol to open a new window where the parameters of the 
timetable must be set. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470896504/33f7d628cd25a48375ca085d/3.png
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The configurable parameters for establishing a new schedule are described below: 
 

Enabled: Option to enable or disable the schedule in question. 
 

Description: Name to identify the schedule to be created. 
 

Type of schedule: Option to set the type of schedule (currently there is only one 
option). 

Working days: Option to choose the working days associated with the calendar. 
 

Calendar: Option to display in calendar format the time range set for the timetable. 
 

Add: Option to add the different blocks of hours associated with the timetable in 
question. 

 
After completing the parameters for the schedule configuration, the associated blocks of 
hours must be added. To do so, just click on the add option: 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470896546/88091925d060d325e571eabf/4.png
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Once clicked, a window will open where the name must be set, together with the start and end 
times of the block: 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470896692/b501316eff9d2bba7e3021bc/6.png
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Finally, once the parameters and blocks of hours associated to the calendar have been 
added, just click on the save option. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470896736/58cd3c4ab8560a99147eda35/7.png
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Note: This procedure for adding new team schedules can also be performed from the 
"Inhouse personnel-Teams" module in a similar way. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470896803/5f3e334e30dd671443d7fd1d/8.png
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6008355-as-associating-a-human-resource-to-a-teams-schedule 

How to associate an inhouse personnel with a team 
schedule? 

 

 
Once the schedules associated with the teams function have been 
established, we only need to enter the "Catalogs-Inhouse personnel" module 
and select the profile of the person to whom we are going to link the teams 
function. 

 

 
After entering the profile of the user in question, click on the "Teams" sub-
module: 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6008355-como-asociar-un-recurso-humano-a-un-horario-de-teams
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470898601/b271d7da8203efa1d9b745c7/9.png
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In this sub-module you will find the following options: 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470898661/95768bbb81895416a3a9f8b7/10.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470898714/0b16dbae537758a69d97dd99/11.png
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Schedules: Option to set the time zone (according to the place where 
the person in question is located), together with the different team 
schedules that can be linked to the user's profile. 

 
Out of Office: Option where out of office hours can be established for 
the unavailability and blocking of schedules associated with human 
resources. 

 
Documents: Option where restrictions or unavailability may be added 
according to the validity of the documentation associated with the 
human resource. 

 

 
After the time zone of the inhouse personnel profile has been set and saved, 
the associated team schedule must be selected. To do this, click on the add 
option and then select the corresponding schedule. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470898854/91c2d78f40b1589e97993f80/12.png
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Finally, just click on save and verify that the teams schedule is enabled. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470898921/e41ed045a6cf8978413987ad/13.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470898979/a7a6f38a85e8ff34794ecb49/14.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470899012/0defcf5c845bad2ab3ecb8e3/15.png
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What is out-of-office and how to add it? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6008365-what-is-outside-office-and-how-to-add-it 

 
The out-of-office is a space or block of time, where the inhouse personnel will 
not be available to be assigned as a human resource within a task. For 
example, the out of office can be implemented to assign work leaves, 
vacations, medical appointments, among others. 

 
In order to add an out-of-office employee, you must enter the teams sub-
module found in the inhouse personnel profile of the user in question (this user 
profile must be previously associated with a teams schedule). 

 

 
Then, click on the add option to open a new window where you can add the 
description, type and dates associated with the out-of-office you wish to add. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6008365-que-es-el-fuera-de-oficina-y-como-agregarlo
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6008365-que-es-el-fuera-de-oficina-y-como-agregarlo
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470900158/adb0d0692030984964547304/16.png
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Finally, clicking on save will set the off-duty hours for the person in question. 
 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470900258/38682c9b7676ca87f433fd59/17.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470900307/c470adc9ba98e4f27e6fcb3a/18.png
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6008367-what-is-the-teams-documentation-and-how-to-add-it 

What is teams documentation and how to add it? 
 

 
Unlike the document management of other modules, teams' documentation 
generates restrictions at the time of performing activities, so that if a human 
resource has an expired document, he/she will not be able to perform the task 
until this document is renewed. For example, it can be used for 
documentations that are restrictive for the execution of certain activities. 

 
In order to add documentation in teams, you must enter the "Documentation" 
sub-module found in the inhouse personnel profile of the user in question (this 
user profile must be previously associated with a teams schedule). 

 

 
Then, click on the add option to open a new window where you can add 
the description and date range associated to the documentation you wish 
to add. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6008367-que-es-la-documentacion-de-teams-y-como-agregarla
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470901338/dd5749f7ae7f16b70a258905/19.png
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Finally, when you click on save, the documentation associated with the person 
in question will be established. 

 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470901396/5fef81767d671ab479040883/20.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470901445/b2b6a8824d90648a8008b0b6/21.png
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6008368-how-to-assign-or-link-an-inhouse-person-to-a-task-through-teams 

How to assign or link inhouse personnel to a task by 
means of teams? 

 

 
Once the Teams schedules have been triggered and linked to the inhouse personnel user 
profiles, the only thing left to do is to assign them as resources to a task. 

 
To do so, once a WO (both planned and unplanned) has been generated, we only need to 
go to the resources sub-module and click on the add option. 

 

 
Then, a window will open to configure the resource we want to add. In this case, we must 
select "Inhouse personnel" as the resource type. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6008368-como-asignar-o-vincular-un-recurso-humano-a-una-tarea-por-medio-de-teams
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470902419/733049e02f31b7fe188db022/22.png
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Subsequently, we must select the profile and specific name of the user we want to add as a 
resource. Here we will notice that inhouse personnel with a linked teams schedule will have 
an option to preview their schedules in calendar format. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470902501/df6d85725a80743025669f89/23.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470902540/b7aecd4ff7f8259c6be8d6bf/24.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470902602/8fcd9c2f92d3f0af348e9460/25.png
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After having selected the human resource, the actual date and time at which he/she will 
execute the activity must be established. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470902647/f40f1e8b3fbe11668a995816/26.png
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Finally, after adding the rest of the parameters and clicking on the save option, an 
option will be enabled to view in calendar format the activity programmed for the 
inhouse personnel according to the date and time established. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470902735/6cd78ddd53743af10655e4df/27.png
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Note: Please note that the assignment and visualization of schedules in teams only applies 
to users who are added as resources to the work management. 
Excluding in this way those responsible for the WO (in case the person responsible for the 
WO is the executor of the task, he/she must be added as inhouse personnel to the task in 
question). 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470902786/ee8d4eec26474783630924ad/28.png
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6008369-how-to-display-on-a-calendar-all-scheduled-work-management-in-teams 

How to visualize in a calendar all the work management 
tasks scheduled in teams? 

 

 
A very useful option in the platform is to globally view a calendar with all the 
activities that have been associated with the teams function. To do this, we 
only need to enter the TOs calendar view. 

 

Then, select the calendar options and enable the display of teams' schedules. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6008369-como-visualizar-en-un-calendario-todas-las-tareas-programadas-en-teams
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470903858/dd505167ae1b58bcb3fe5a40/29.png
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Once you have selected this option, you will finally be able to view all the 
activities that have been programmed by teams. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470903919/b8954f8a1057c803930c8190/30.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470903970/240e6c54b233add6011e224a/31.png
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Note: If necessary, you can further customize the calendar display by using 
the platform's filters. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/470904026/ccf1f4e1bcbc823e69a0f36c/32.png
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How does Predictto work? | Fracttal One 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6065426-as-it-works-predictto 

 
This guide was developed to help you use and understand Predictto, Fracttal's predictive 
maintenance tool. It is divided into two main parts: first, we explain the basics of predictive 
analytics, and the different models you can calculate with Predictto; and then, we show you 
how to navigate through the Predictto website and use the tools it has available for you. 

 
Predictive Analytics and Forecasting 

 

At Predictto we want to help you make the best decisions for your maintenance 
management system. For this, we use advanced analytics to create predictive models and 
deliver forecasts regarding the future state of your assets. Our algorithms use Machine 
Learning in combination with statistical models to provide you with a complete, 
mathematically based, yet simple to understand forecast, so you can make informed 
decisions regarding your asset maintenance plans. 

 
Reliability models 

 

First, it is necessary to clarify what reliability is: also called survival probability, reliability 
estimates the probability of an asset to work without failure from the beginning of its 
operation until a certain point in time. Reliability is decreasing in time, as the asset reaches 
the end of its useful life. 

Reliability models describe the behavior of systems, and are built using mathematical and 
statistical tools to show, explain and predict the ability of such systems to operate without 
failure over time. 

Predictto recommends using reliability models for those assets that are more susceptible to 
failures, and that do not have continuous monitoring. This is because reliability models use 
failure records (obtained from the asset's work order history) as training data. 

 
Degradation models 

 

In simple terms, degradation models allow estimating how the state of an asset evolves over 
time by analyzing relevant physical and/or chemical variables measured over time. Using 
Machine Learning and analytics 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6065426-como-funciona-predictto
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6065426-como-funciona-predictto
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In this advanced stage we can predict the values of these variables in the future, and 
make a prognosis of the equipment's condition. 

 
In Predictto, we use an algorithm that allows us to establish a probabilistic model of the 
behavior of one or more variables over time, using measurements of these variables as 
training data. With this algorithm it is possible to estimate the behavior of the variables in the 
future, and thus make forecasts of the state of the asset over time. These forecasts have a 
degree of reliability associated with them, since they are based on a mathematically based 
analysis. Therefore, we do not make a blind prediction, but we deliver a reliable forecast. 

 
It is important to mention that if you want to perform this type of analysis you need to have 
monitoring data, either from meters connected to Fracttal, or from other external meters 
integrated to your Predictto account. 
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What can I find in Predictto? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6065436-what-can-I-find-at-predictto 

 
Predictive models 

 

In this section you can find all the predictive models calculated for different devices. The 
name of the data grouping (assigned by the user), the type of analysis used in the model, 
the date of creation or calculation of the model, and the start and end dates of the data 
considered, as well as the amount of data used are indicated. 
By clicking on the VIEW DIAGNOSTICS button, you will enter the Diagnostics page of your 
model, where detailed information of the predictive model will be displayed. For more 
information regarding this section, please review the predictive models section. 

 
DataLab 

 

In this section you can perform tests, uploading files with measurements of some monitored 
variable over a period of time, or failure records. This data can be associated to a new asset 
or to an existing one, allowing you to calculate predictive models with data uploaded by you 
through ModelLab. 

 
ModelLab 

 

In this section you can select the parameters that will allow you to calculate a new predictive 
model. It is important that you are clear about the type of analysis you want to use, for which 
we invite you to review the first part of this guide, in case you have not already done so. For 
more details on how to build the model to be calculated, see the section Creating a 
predictive model in this guide. The models already calculated can be found in the 
Predictive models section. In addition, in this section you can synchronize the information 
of your assets with Fracttal, and also with external sources (such as meters) that you have 
associated to your Predictto account. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6065436-que-puedo-encontrar-en-predictto
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6065436-que-puedo-encontrar-en-predictto
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Predictto's laboratory: DataLab 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6065443-el-laboratorio-de-predictto-datalab 

 
Uploading my measurement history 

 

In this part of the guide we will show you how to experiment Predictto with your 
historical measurements, without the need to establish a connection to external 
sources. To do so, just follow these simple steps in DataLab. 

 

 
The file must have 2 columns: 'date' and 'value' (you can download the example file to get 
an idea). Once you have uploaded the file a table with the data will be displayed, you can 
choose the maximum and minimum values you want to have a quick analysis. 

 

 
Finally, if you wish to store the data in the Predictto cloud, you can associate it with an 
asset through a meter, or create a new one, depending on your intention when uploading 
the file. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6065443-el-laboratorio-de-predictto-datalab
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6065443-el-laboratorio-de-predictto-datalab
https://fracttal-6c0385989d1a.intercom-attachments-1.com/i/o/687499589/ad35281d3509837df17f18fc/dataLab_general_es.png
https://fracttal-6c0385989d1a.intercom-attachments-1.com/i/o/687499607/6ed4e88757864e9c4d9cd159/dataLab_analysis_es.png
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Uploading my failure history 
 

In this part of the guide we will show you how to experiment Predictto with your historical 
fault records, without the need to establish a connection to external sources. To do so, just 
follow these simple steps in DataLab. 

 

 
The file must have 1 column: 'date' (You can download the example file to get an idea). 
Once you have uploaded the file a bar chart will be displayed with the data, you can choose 
the start and end dates, and you can sort the histogram in the periods you want (Periods of 
1,2,5,15,30 or more days). 

 

Finally, if you want to store the data in the Predictto cloud, you can associate it to an asset 
through a failure mode, or create a new one, depending on your intention when uploading 
the file. Before storing the data, you must indicate the date of origin of the asset. 

https://fracttal-6c0385989d1a.intercom-attachments-1.com/i/o/687499616/feff8546b4582bea4c85a066/dataLab_data_es.png
https://fracttal-6c0385989d1a.intercom-attachments-1.com/i/o/687499625/e7d15e18c6864242e69ad8a5/dataLab_general_ev_es.png
https://fracttal-6c0385989d1a.intercom-attachments-1.com/i/o/687499633/5294e70250b1a89534c619cb/dataLab_analysis_ev_es.png
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https://fracttal-6c0385989d1a.intercom-attachments-1.com/i/o/687499642/3bab0602503037416d7d1c38/dataLab_data_ev_es.png
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How are predictive models created in Predictto? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6065564-how-predictive-models-are-created-in-predictto 

 
Creation of a predictive model 

 

In this part of the guide we will show you how to create a predictive model, step by step: 
 

 
1. The first step is to go to the ModelLab section in Predictto. 

 
2. There, you will have to select the type of analysis you want to perform, from the 

drop-down menu on the top left. Remember to refer to the information in the 
article 'what can I find in Predictto', so that you know which analysis best suits 
your needs. 

 
3. Subsequently, and if you wish, you can select a date range, so that your model 

considers only the data obtained within that range. 

4. In the selection tree you will find all the device types, devices and device parts that 
you have registered in our platform. It is important to note that if you chose a type of 
analysis that uses meter information (such as the calculation of degradation models), 
the selection tree will only show you the devices that have one or more meters 
connected. 

5. Once the filtering parameters indicated in steps 3 and 4 have been selected, 
press the "Filter" button. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6065564-como-se-crean-los-modelos-predictivos-en-predictto
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6065436-que-puedo-encontrar-en-predictto
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6065564-como-se-crean-los-modelos-predictivos-en-predictto
https://fracttal-6c0385989d1a.intercom-attachments-1.com/i/o/687675759/fed9b166ab0122e7f50385eb/model_creation_es.png
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6. Now, you must select the source of the data that will feed your model. If you 
selected a degradation model analysis in step 2, the table on the right side of the 
screen will show all the meters connected to the devices and parts selected in step 
4. You must check the "select" box of the meter that you want to feed your model. 
Remember that, if in step 3 you selected a date range, the model will consider only 
measurements made within that range. 

 
7. Finally, give a name to the dataset you have chosen to feed your model. It is 

important that it is a descriptive name, since you will need it later to identify the model 
and consult the diagnostics derived from it. Once you have written the name, click on 
"Save and Analyze". 

 
By following the above steps, you will have created a predictive model. Depending on the 
amount of data used to feed the model, the calculation time may vary. 
Our algorithms are optimized to reduce this waiting time to a minimum. 
possible, and we are constantly working to improve in this area. 

 
Once the model has been calculated, you can find it in the Devices section, where we will 
show you a list of all the existing models associated to your account, including the one you 
have just created. By clicking on the name you gave to the data grouping used to feed your 
model, you can consult the results and diagnostics derived from it. 

 
 
 
Multiple selection 

 

It is possible to select several meters at the same time, which will generate a predictive 
model for each of them. This way you can create many models with fewer steps and in less 
time. To make the multiple selection you will have to use the 'ctrl' button ('command' in 
macOS) and select more than one asset. 
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https://fracttal-6c0385989d1a.intercom-attachments-1.com/i/o/687675765/aa07806511ca96b3d5cca45b/seleccion_multiple_es.png
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Predictive models : Fracttal One 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/7068199-predictive-models 

 
Predictive model views 

 

1. Models view (Default view): A list of all predictive models calculated and stored in 
your account is presented, including information such as the name assigned to the 
training data set, the model creation date, the type of analysis used, among others. 

 
2. View sorted by assets: Group the models according to the assets you have 

registered in your Predictto account. Particularly reveals the model with the 
highest criticality predicted for each of them. 

3. View sorted by parts: Similar to the view sorted by assets, with the quality of 
grouping the models according to the parts of assets registered in Predictto. 

 

 
 
Quick access indicators 

 

On the right side of the list you can see an indicator in the form of a sphere that shows the 
critical status of the asset; green indicates that there is still time to perform maintenance, 
and red indicates that there is no time or that the optimum time to perform maintenance has 
passed. 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/7068199-modelos-predictivos
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/7068199-modelos-predictivos
https://fracttal-6c0385989d1a.intercom-attachments-1.com/i/o/687679925/57e5f6926bfdb25496e494cd/botones_vista_es.png
https://fracttal-6c0385989d1a.intercom-attachments-1.com/i/o/687679939/b731577f46a4310339329383/indicadores_acceso_rapido_es.png
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In addition, it is important to mention that the rapid indicators are based on 
information contained in diagnostics. 

 
 
Elimination and recalculation of several models 

 

You can select several models to delete or recalculate with a single click. If the Retrain option 
is clicked, the analysis parameters set the first time will be maintained, but the most recent 
data collected from the meter that was selected when the model was created will be included. 

 

 

 
 
See diagnostics 

 

To obtain more information about the results of the analysis, just click on the "View 
diagnosis" button. 

 

 

If you want to learn more about the tools located there go to the diagnostic tools section 
below. 

https://fracttal-6c0385989d1a.intercom-attachments-1.com/i/o/687679947/17631a0c231c9ba5a86a7090/entrenar_varios_es.png
https://fracttal-6c0385989d1a.intercom-attachments-1.com/i/o/687679952/03ac6564acb333df1f4f8d7f/boton_diagnostico_es.png
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Diagnostic Tools : Fracttal One 
 

  help.fracttal.com/articles/6065681-diagnostics-tools 

 
How are the models interpreted? 

 

In this section you will be able to view detailed information about the desired forecast along 
with its indicators, graphs, among others. 

 

 
Interpretation of a degradation model 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6065681-herramientas-de-diagnostico
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6065681-herramientas-de-diagnostico
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/481948397/c45a31b9a676bd9ac19c742a/739c3b26-048d-4da9-862c-e3c644778a5a
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Degradation models allow you to study the state of an asset over time. In Predictto we 
present it in a simplified form through two graphs: the first one presents the evolution of a 
critical variable over time, and the second one the reliability of the equipment over the same 
period of time. 

 
In the first graph, titled "Measurement forecast", you can observe the evolution of the 
measured variable during the asset's operating hours. The orange dots represent actual 
measurement data of the variable; the dark blue line is the fit found by our algorithm; and the 
light blue shading represents the confidence range of future values. That is, put simply, in 
the future the variable is most likely to take the value of the blue center line, but in reality it 
can be found at any point within the gray shadow. 

 

 

Now, what good is this information to you? Well, the monitored variables may have limits 
within which the asset is considered to be operating satisfactorily. These limits may be given 
by a standard or be set by the user according to his knowledge and previous experience. 

 
With this graph you can know when the variable under study will reach this limit, marked 
with a red horizontal line. By default, for vibration analysis this limit value corresponds to the 
one established by the ISO 10816-3 standard for vibration velocity; however, you can 
change this value at any time for another limit (maximum or minimum) that you consider 
more appropriate, in the settings panel that appears to the left of the graphs. In the same 
form mentioned above you can also edit the limit value of the x-axis, i.e. up to what point in 
time you want the prediction of the variable to be performed. 

 
From the above we can obtain information regarding the reliability of the equipment, as 
shown in the second graph. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/481948400/e95b6583de475668b02e6519/012bcd38-5d3f-4939-ad59-4c48e05370a5
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As the variable reaches the established limit, a decrease in the reliability of the asset is 
observed, reaching 0% reliability when our model determines as absolutely certain that the 
variable will exceed this limit (i.e., when the entire gray shadow exceeds it). 

 
As you can see, our model not only tells you when your asset will fail, but delivers the 
probability of failure over time. 

 
 
Interpretation of a reliability model 

 

Reliability models allow you to study the status of one or more assets over time. In Predictto 
we present it to you in a simplified form through the following bars: reliability, system risk, 
accumulated failures and costs. Next, we will see some important concepts related to 
Weibull: 

1. Median (m): Corresponds to the point in time where the probability is at 50%, so it is 
a measure of central tendency that is easy to locate from the available data or office 
tools. 

2. R2m: It is the probability value located on the reliability curve of m plus 50% of it. 

3. Probability of failure: It refers to the percentage of failure occurrence, allowing to 
know moments of higher and lower risk, together with the periods in which the 
system requires special attention by operation and maintenance. 

 
4. Reliability: Refers to the probability that the asset(s) will work under pre-

established conditions. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/481948401/f822aaed237d7590573a4298/f5a6891c-ee26-47c4-a4d9-7047736657b2
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5. Failure rate: Refers to the probability of failure occurrence, taking into consideration 
that the asset may or may not have failed previously. This parameter is vital to typify 
failure processes. In addition, it corresponds to the inverse of the time between failures 
(MTBF), being one of the most renowned benchmark parameters in the maintenance 
and reliability industry. 

6. Cumulative failure rate: Refers to the estimated number of failures that the system 
delivers once subjected to minimum repair policies. This variable allows estimating 
the number of failures for a defined time interval of the system's life cycle. 

 

The above tools add predictive value to the collected fault data, allowing to characterize the 
behavior of the collected system fault data. Once the parameters are obtained, it is possible 
to determine the behavior of the critical variables. 

 
1. Accidental processes: Those processes with an R2m equal to 0.3535 or 

35.35%; they have a constant failure rate. Failures are accidental in nature and 
statistically unpredictable. 

 
2. Bell processes: Those processes with an R2m less than 0.3535 or 35.35%; they 

have an increasing failure rate with a central tendency behavior. Failures are 
predictable and suitable for preventive maintenance schemes. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/481948406/58bbb51de420b43397960295/d0574a6a-a285-4ec6-9e26-a810317bbe63
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3. Cascade processes: Also called infant mortality processes, they are those with an 
R2m greater than 0.3535 or 35.35%; they have a decreasing failure rate and in their 
behavior have a high probability of failure in their initial time period. Failures are highly 
predictable and suitable for warranty protection schemes. 

 
Recalculation of models 

 

To recalculate a diagnosis, go to the Edit button; you will find the options to change the 
name, modify the training parameters, and to recalculate it (Training) with a single click, 
including the most recent data. 

 

 
Remember that you can also perform several retrainings from the predictive models 
section. 

 
 
Indicators and forecast summary 

 

You will be able to visualize the indicators of your model; hours remaining until failure along 
with the reliability of the asset. These indicators are accompanied by representative colors, 
similar to the colors of a traffic light, in order to quickly assess the status of your asset under 
study. In addition, if you consult in the box of each diagnosis, a summary explanation in 
natural language will be shown, simply by placing your mouse over each one of them, as in 
the reference image. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/481948402/35fd0e61fdfb42e4b0ed092a/11fa8cf7-14b6-4b08-9856-b94cb2c3a894
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Note: If the "Hours to maximum limit" indicator is negative, it is giving the number of hours 
that have passed since a maintenance should have been performed. In addition, it is 
important to mention that the quick indicators in the table of the models made are based on 
this information. 

 
 
Model versions 

 

Groups of data that have the same name and correspond to the same asset will be considered 
different versions of the same model. You can consult the different versions of a model in the 
model diagnosis. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/481948409/13d271bb52696668de28e699/0f893076-595f-4cf3-ae6d-cfea3b2434ac
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Static Calendar in Work orders 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6426135-static-calendar-calendar-on-work-orders 

 
The calendar view gives us a comfortable appreciation of our activities "Pending tasks and 
work orders" in a calendar format, in which we can see the different activities assigned and 
those to be assigned, as well as their different statuses which will be identified with colors. 

 
In order to view our Work Orders and Pending Tasks in calendar mode we have to enter the 
following sections 

1.-Main Menu 
 

 
2.-Within our modules we will go to Tasks => Work orders 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6426135-calendario-estatico-en-ordenes-de-trabajo
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6426135-calendario-estatico-en-ordenes-de-trabajo
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/554350566/7dd8efd3e74f62db33e05277/one.fracttal.com_tasks_wo%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29.png
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3.-Once inside the work order submodule click on the calendar icon next to the 
Kanban view icon. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/554350875/62b2e993e70e4f2b03145642/one.fracttal.com_tasks_wo%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%281%29.png
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Here we will see our assigned and unassigned work management in a calendar view with a 
start filter by month, which we can see on the top right. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/554351749/ae71ea4c29f99d9c8d508bb8/one.fracttal.com_tasks_wo%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%282%29.png
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You can see the work management with different 

colors: Red: Pending work management. 

Yellow: Work orders in process. Blue: Orders 

under review. 

Green: Orders completed 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/554353103/0a585fe0d141cf78b822a96b/one.fracttal.com_tasks_wo%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%283%29.png
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The view can also be viewed in day, week, agenda and timeline format. 
 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/554355499/b0b0eb2f6c4b7d4d7dcf4a91/one.fracttal.com_tasks_wo%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%284%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/554356398/7a19e4e3c8731d25b97b3718/one.fracttal.com_tasks_wo%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%285%29.png
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Week View. 
 
You can view the pending work management and work orders for the current week 
with the possibility to edit the date filter. 

 

 
Day View. 

 
You can see the pending work management and work orders of the current day with the 
possibility to edit the date filter. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/554357062/d00fb45717e38abae12e9129/one.fracttal.com_tasks_wo%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%287%29.png
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Agenda View. 
 
You can view the pending work management and work orders for a week to the day of the 
review in list format, with the possibility to edit the date filter. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/554357361/92400b1884002752b91900b2/one.fracttal.com_tasks_wo%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%288%29.png
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Timeline view. 
 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/554357864/1baf0240b7ac7ed513280e28/one.fracttal.com_tasks_wo%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2810%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/554359061/9f1bebb5b180f2db34a7d5b8/one.fracttal.com_tasks_wo%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2812%29.png
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Static calendar function. 
 
You can project the activities of the required period and save them in one or more static 
calendars which can be reproduced when needed. 

In order to generate the static calendar, click on the calendar icon at the top right, then click 
on 'new' to start creating the static calendar. 

 

 
We will add the name of our static calendar and the range of dates to project. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/567505893/0d5062831b86fe7f696101c9/one.fracttal.com_tasks_wo%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2816%29.png
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As follows. 
 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/567510517/3dc63782fa34a37c157d3fd6/one.fracttal.com_tasks_wo%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2817%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/567512107/be5b50a9e35dd091c586fce1/one.fracttal.com_tasks_wo%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2818%29.png
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Save the settings and we will be able to reproduce our static calendar to see our activities of 
the saved period. 

 

 
It will calculate our activities to be displayed. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/567514786/9e0ab26a805597ed60f427b9/one.fracttal.com_tasks_wo%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2819%29.png
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Finally, we will be able to see the projection of our activities in the static calendar of our 
selected period. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/567515265/0cbb17293724406c121f79f3/one.fracttal.com_tasks_wo%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2820%29.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/567517546/ce7740da105b0b2270524f79/one.fracttal.com_tasks_wo%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2821%29.png
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6493550-how-to-change-my-fracttal-account-superadministrator 

How to change the super administrator of my Fracttal 
account? 

 

 
IMPORTANT: This procedure can only be performed directly by the person 
who currently holds the SUPER_ADMIN or SUPER_ADMIN user of the 
account. 

 
If you need to change the super administrator of the account, it is necessary to 
perform the following procedure: 

 
1. Verify that the person (inhouse personnel or contact within an 

outsourced company) that is going to be the new SUPER_ADMIN is 
not added in the corresponding catalog. That is, it should not be 
added in the Inhouse personnel or Third parties module. 

 

 
2. Once this has been verified, validate that the new email to be assigned 

as SUPER_ADMIN is spelled correctly. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6493550-como-cambiar-el-superadministrador-de-mi-cuenta-fracttal
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/567353088/8e9f7eb91e120f1adcdf3c59/one.fracttal.com_personnel%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%284%29.png
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3. Then, with the SUPER_ADMIN account, you must enter the Human 
Resources module to edit the profile, where you must replace the data 
(First Name, Last Name and Email) of the current SUPER_ADMIN with 
the data of the person you wish to assign as the new SUPER_ADMIN of 
the platform. After this, the changes made must be saved. 

 

 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/567357897/680596511861bf0dcf72352b/one.fracttal.com_personnel%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%285%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/567358855/6e5c959b6848cfb2bf0c7d23/one.fracttal.com_personnel%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%285%29.png
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4. Immediately afterwards (with the same SUPER_ADMIN account) you 
must enter the Settings>User Accounts module in order to identify the 
user profile that you have edited (i.e. the SUPER_ADMIN profile). 

 

Note: This will appear with the first and last name created in the Human 
Resources tab that was edited in the previous steps, but with the e-mail 
of the former SUPER_ADMIN. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/567363566/9b8b3138f7a51fafeaf2a950/one.fracttal.com_config%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2829%29.png
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5. Then, you must enter the profile identified in step 4 (that of the SUPER-
ADMIN) to edit the e-mail, to do this, we only have to replace the e-mail 
with the new e-mail of who will be the new SUPER_ADMIN. 

 

 
6. Finally, just click on save and the system will send an email to set the 

password for the new SUPER_ADMIN access to the platform. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/567364912/3ac77c444c08427b86995cf2/epaaaa.png
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How to connect Fracttal One with Power BI? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6551836-how-to-connect-fracttal-one-with-power-bi 

 
To connect to Power BI it is necessary to access Fracttal, go to the 
configuration module >> security >> API connection and generate the API 
Key data. 

 

 

 
NOTE: Once the information has been generated, it must be saved in a 
notebook, since if it is generated again, for security reasons, the secret API 
will be changed. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6551836-como-conectar-fracttal-one-con-power-bi
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6551836-como-conectar-fracttal-one-con-power-bi
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/581522157/240415cc8ed9a21f34bebc82/image.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/581528285/c169fe4a20ac281c0b39ec27/screencapture-one-fracttal-config-2022-03-31-14_48_29.png
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Direct connection 
 

1. Accessing Power BI Desktop > by clicking on Get data > 
Web 

 

 
2. A window will open requesting the information "FROM WEB", we must 

enter the URL of the API query we are going to perform and click on 
'accept'. 

 

 
NOTE: To access the URL's of the APIs you can enter the site: 
https://help.fracttal.com/pt-BR/collections/3287833-fracttal-api 

https://help.fracttal.com/pt-BR/collections/3287833-fracttal-api
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/581526834/c69849e88ff0758b1880e3cd/image.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/581531609/2ff806baff47e645c2baf337/image.png
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3. Then, go to "BASIC", in the 'username' field we enter Fracttal's data 
"API Key", in the password field we enter Fracttal's data "API Secret", 
select the API we are going to query and finally select "Connect". 

 

 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/581537104/d7131a4569932c1f7a7f9a10/image.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/581537530/7fbed7980ec36fb23df7a155/image.png
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4. Once the previous window is loaded, it shows the details of the 
query performed. 

 

 
Note: You may also be interested in the following article 

 
How to automatically update a PowerBi report? 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6560548-como-actualizar-automatica-un-reporte-de-power-bi
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/581534153/8de121282472505e00dae345/image.png
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6110489-create-a-free-account-in-fracttal-one-fracttal-one-free 

How to create a free Fracttal One account (Fracttal One 
Free)? 

 

 
Our free version of Fracttal One, Free, offers a light form of our CMMS/GMAO Fracttal 
One, in a 100% cloud solution, accessible from any location and device with the same 
quality, security and infrastructure of our Fracttal solutions. 

Fracttal One Free includes the ability to record unlimited assets such as equipment and 
locations, technicians and inhouse personnel, access to create planned and unplanned 
work management, work order management, business intelligence and much more. It is 
an ideal solution to take the first step and switch from spreadsheets and even pen and 
paper, to being able to truly manage. 

 
To create an account in Fracttal One Free you must click on the following button. Login 

to Fracttal One 

When you log in, the system will display the Fracttal One login site, then just click on the 
option 'Don't have an account? Create an account' and follow the steps: 

 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6110489-como-crear-una-cuenta-gratuita-en-fracttal-one-fracttal-one-free
https://one.fracttal.com/signin
https://one.fracttal.com/signin
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/759334554/5de99bf795b85196626b01c7/one.fracttal.com_signin%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29.png
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Then, the system will send an e-mail with instructions to continue the process of creating 
your Fracttal Free user: 

 

 
In your inbox (or spam folder) you will receive the following e-mail with the link to 
complete the process of creating your Fracttal Free account, you must click on the blue 
button 'complete registration': 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/759337268/d484f795779db1988624fd99/one.fracttal.com_signup%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/759352094/1a7d576dc3da9fa2c5a5916d/one.fracttal.com_signup%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%281%29.png
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To complete the registration, you must enter the requested data and click on the following 
button 
'create new account': 

 

 
With this, you will finally be able to log in to Fracttal One Free, your free account, by 
logging into the site with your e-mail and the password you created. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/759354519/23577b20deb815cba296f84e/Captura%2Bde%2Btela%2B2023-06-08%2B104132.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/759356683/dd3b26a25b30e865b1790931/community.fracttal.com_register_elaynealcala%40gmail.com-JPks9KPJftST6L7hEnU9TFt6eR7kwgjcHvK7Y5Ej7F9mw%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490383963/3c3d1091f9ebcb5547e0a7cd/image.png
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How to cancel subtasks within a WO? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6475169-how-to-downgrade-to-subtasks-within-a-OT 

 
Subtasks model the step-by-step or maintenance procedure to be executed by 
technicians when performing a WO. These subtasks are created at the time of creating 
a work management, as explained in step 2 of the following article: how-to-add-a-task-
schedule. 

 

Now, once that task is inside a WO, each subtask should be completed so that the task 
itself can be declared 'executed'. We will see in this article how to terminate the different 
types of subtasks. 

 
GPS type subtask: 

 

 

The GPS type subtask is displayed within the WO as a box with a geolocation indicator 
on the right. To cancel this type of task, just click on this indicator. 

 
Note: requires GPS (location) permission to be granted to Fracttal One in order for the log 
to be taken: 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6475169-como-dar-de-baja-a-las-subtareas-dentro-de-una-ot
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6004296-como-agregar-un-plan-de-tareas
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6004296-como-agregar-un-plan-de-tareas
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6004296-como-agregar-un-plan-de-tareas
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6004296-como-agregar-un-plan-de-tareas
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6004296-como-agregar-un-plan-de-tareas
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6004296-como-agregar-un-plan-de-tareas
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6004296-como-agregar-un-plan-de-tareas
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6004296-como-agregar-un-plan-de-tareas
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6004296-como-agregar-un-plan-de-tareas
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6475169-como-dar-de-baja-a-las-subtareas-dentro-de-una-ot
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/564008977/0ef6dc4dcb3df3b575b9365f/one.fracttal.com_tasks_wo%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%284%29.png
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When clicked, the system automatically records the place and date when the subtask was 
deleted: 

 

 
Subtask type Text: 

 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/564012182/05ff8ff0d23d04882282cf72/image.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/564013275/4e0eefd27e92fbaf06146296/one.fracttal.com_tasks_wo%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%285%29.png
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The text type subtask is shown inside the WO as a box to be filled in by the technician with 
the information requested in the description, accepting alphanumeric characters. 

 
To terminate or cancel this type of subtasks it is necessary to add a text in the corresponding 
box: 

 

 
Subtask type Number: 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/564151436/df459d11f9cab02b1cc340ca/tttt.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/564153404/8fe1c70d73af6ef3ec4cc4d3/tttt.png
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The subtask of type number is shown inside the WO as a box to be filled by the technician 
with the numerical information requested in the description, accepting only decimal 
numbers. 

To finalize or cancel this type of subtask, it is necessary to add the requested quantity in 
the corresponding box: 

 

 
Subtask type Verification and type Yes/No: 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/564185306/a99d5db816b3405d93d46b27/tttt.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/564188012/f08ecee88acf3a3229afbd69/tttt.png
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This type of subtasks are shown within the WO as three possible options that the technician 
must answer according to the information requested in the description, accepting only one 
option. 

To terminate or cancel this type of subtasks it is necessary to click on the corresponding 
option: 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/564187281/e0819b9448ad39b2d991a10a/tttt.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/564189151/f493451d55438a1826039e91/tttt.png
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Subtask type List: 
 

 

The list-type subtask is displayed within the WO as a box with a list indicated by the arrow to 
the right of the box, which displays a list of possible response options to the information 
requested in the description: 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/564190506/243fb8c8360ec3ab12e9a0af/tttt.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/564192754/572331c3210fb78c13935abf/tttt.png
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To terminate or cancel this type of subtasks it is necessary to choose the corresponding 
option from the list shown: 

 

 
Subtask type Date and Time: 

 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/564193977/c06eef35d211e011a9096c72/tttt.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/564194789/b553b7901896ed835f6d2179/tttt.png
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The Date and Time type subtask is displayed within the WO as a box to be filled in by the 
technician with a date and time as requested in the description. 

 
To end or cancel this type of subtask, click on the calendar indicator button to the right of the 
box: 

 

 
When clicked, a calendar is displayed to indicate the day, month and year of the requested 
date: 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/564196000/2872601d5a432bb48abf7061/tttt.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/564197188/51c8408a9c7034f3e8f38c3d/tttt.png
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When the date is chosen, a clock is immediately displayed to enter the hour and minutes of 
the requested date: 

 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/564201567/b5a50921689fb765c109fb65/tttt.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/564202529/696a3afbfba5032eb8f5bed7/tttt.png
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This records the date and time reported by the technician: 
 

 
Subtask with mandatory attachment: 

 

This type of subtask requires an attachment to be attached in order to be removed. It is 
distinguished from the other subtasks by the attachment indicator in the lower right corner of 
the subtask: 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/564202925/808bf3714a88c1190b5bc05e/tttt.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/564205931/64a6c11708f2b68813bc44e4/tttt.png
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To attach a file, click on the 'attachment' option to display the following menu, and click on 
(+) to attach the corresponding information: 

 

 
Clicking on (=) displays the menu of possible attachment types: link, note or file, choose 
the appropriate type and create the attachment. The attachment is then created and 
linked to the subtask, then return to the subtask by clicking on the arrow above the 
subtask. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/564020427/4d438fe629cb0a3d9487a6c9/one.fracttal.com_tasks_wo%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%286%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/564208040/ddff6918666925d6b172496d/tttt.png
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left: 
 

 
Finally, when returning to the subtask, the subtask indicates whether a piece of information 
was attached and the number of attachments uploaded to the subtask: 

 

 
Mandatory vs. non-mandatory subtasks: 

 

Mandatory subtasks are required to block the progress to 100% of the WO execution if they 
have not been dropped. These mandatory subtasks (1) are distinguished from non-
mandatory subtasks (2) because they are written in red color, in addition to having an 
asterisk at the end of the subtask description: 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/564210196/57b8b0f1ae96b9b8e2fffcc6/tttt.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/564210952/345ec99777b2c98f6b15d12b/tttt.png
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Endnote 
 

At the end of all subtasks, click on the 'save' icon located in the upper right corner: 
 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/564071737/65fe13b839e30276c3008435/ejemplo%2Bgg.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/564212105/3201e2ef036d885bacda0861/tttt.png
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6457295-as-edit-the-cost-of-inhouse-personnel-cost-associated-with-a-task 

How to edit the cost of inhouse personnel associated 
with a task? 

 

 
The cost of the resources associated with a task are linked to the source from 
which that resource will be extracted. In the case of inhouse personnel, this 
value can be found in that human resource's profile or in the inhouse 
personnel auxiliary catalog, called 'regular hour value'. If we want to update the 
profile value, it must be done in the following way. 

 
1. Enter the Configuration module and select the Auxiliary Catalogs sub-

module. 
 

2. Select the catalog inhouse personnel 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6457295-como-editar-el-costo-de-los-recursos-humanos-asociados-a-una-tarea
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/562135448/965a57c32da6c76e4952c807/one.fracttal.com_config%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2820%29.png
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3. Enter the ORDINARY HOUR VALUE tab 
 

4. Search for the type of inhouse personnel profile to be modified and select it 
to open a drawer where you can edit the regular hour value. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/562136711/73ff602b3d2426b1ab0c521b/one.fracttal.com_config%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2821%29.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/562137502/207c36f54b0865a53f9d8137/one.fracttal.com_config%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2822%29.png
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When saving the changes, this value will be updated in all maintenance plans 
where this human resource profile is associated. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/562139617/44684c8d75e4820c20328cbc/one.fracttal.com_config%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2823%29.png
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How is the user authentication in Fracttal One? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6079814-as-is-user-authentication-at-fracttal-one 

 
Authentication in Fracttal One is done by username (email) and password. 
Additionally, if the email is from Google or Microsoft, it can be authenticated 
using Single Sign On technology (SSO authentication procedure that enables 
the user to access multiple systems with a single instance of identification). 

 
For more information, please visit the following link: 

SSO Authentication 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079814-como-es-la-autenticacion-de-usuarios-en-fracttal-one
https://api.fracttal.com/docs/autenticacion-sso
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079814-como-es-la-autenticacion-de-usuarios-en-fracttal-one
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How to generate a corrective WO? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6106382-how-to-generate-a-corrective WO 

 
Written by Customer Success Team. Updated more than a week ago 

 
At any time during the operation of our assets, failures may occur that require the creation of 
a corrective WO. For these cases, we will enter the work management module where we will 
find the work orders. 

Just click on the add unplanned task button, located at the bottom right, to start creating the 
corrective work order. This button can be found in any of the work order views (Kanban, 
Calendar or List). 

 

 
Once we start creating the work order, we will fill in the corresponding fields associated to the 
asset 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6106382-como-generar-una-ot-correctiva
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6106382-como-generar-una-ot-correctiva
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/489715491/ede38d897a91b85b2cf8f84b/1.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/489715649/ff3899f49f2b6240abf21552/2.png
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After recording the information associated with the asset, we will continue by including the 
fields associated with the task 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/489717432/9bda16a362a1ca74d7ace738/3.png
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In the next step we will define the information associated with the subtasks included in 
the work order. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/489715800/e91daef74f4a6259a24144d1/4.png
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Then, we associate the resources that will be needed to complete the WO and finalize the 
creation of the WO. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/489718661/fe4c9b13d533c558c43f6931/5.png
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If you require more information related to the creation of unplanned work orders, you can visit 
our article: How to create unplanned WOs? 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6008011-como-crear-ots-no-planificadas
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/489716139/24cd0136664962440dfc2dc6/6.png
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6106109-how-to-generate-a-preventive-task-for-iterations-in-fracttal-one 

How to generate a preventive task by iterations in Fracttal 
One? 

 

 
To generate a preventive task by iterations, we must enter the task in question, 
then go to subtasks and activate the "Set as cyclic task" option as shown 
below: 

 

 
Once the option to set as a cyclic task is selected, we must define the number 
of iterations in which the cycle is completed. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6106109-como-generar-una-tarea-preventiva-por-iteraciones-en-fracttal-one
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/489654712/9f37f3e3a84f744595c8265b/1.png
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Then we define the subtasks and in which iterations they should be triggered 
respectively. Remember that the name of the iterations can also be changed 
(in this case we use mileage as an example). 

 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/489654864/d93ae9f3aaba60ec4428d2d2/2.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/489656515/1916944e0ddd852016124bf3/2.1.png
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Once all the subtasks have been created, we will be able to visualize in which of the 
iterations each of these subtasks will be triggered. 

 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/489655291/7346a7b52ad28ca30e6497b9/3.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/489657748/a63f7315f279d6f1612b7985/4.png
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Analogous to the subtasks, we can also define the resources to be occupied 
in the different iterations. 

 

 
Finally, all that remains is to click on save to record the iterations created in the 
task. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/489657909/33015e2ffd71e03c96a908ad/5.png
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How can I see the pending work management in Fracttal 
One? 

 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6106045-as-I-can-see-work-management-pending-on-fracttal-one 

 
To see the pending work management you must enter the work management 
module and there you will find work orders: 

 

 
When you enter, the different views (Kanban, Calendar and List) will appear 
where you will find the pending work management. For the Kanban view, we will 
find the pending work management like this: 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6106045-como-puedo-ver-las-tareas-pendientes-en-fracttal-one
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6106045-como-puedo-ver-las-tareas-pendientes-en-fracttal-one
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/489642003/0df482119eef8a832886f924/1.png
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For the Calendar view, the pending work management will look as follows: 
 

For the List view, we will find the pending work management as follows: 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/489642087/c2c1630bcafb77b5aaba6bfd/2.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/489642143/b722f8608a52f296620004a7/3.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/489642217/1d66293273755d9038ef9fa8/4.png
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6079739-how-to-know-which-type-of-analysis-best-fits-my-needs-in-predictto 

How do I know which type of analysis best suits my 
needs in Predictto? 

 

 
When you have very important assets within your processes that cannot fail, it 
is recommended to use degradation models. Also, if you are already 
monitoring critical variables in some of your assets, it is highly recommended 
that you use that data to generate your degradation models. 

 
On the other hand, when you have assets or groups of assets with failure 
records, it is advisable to use reliability models. These models are also very 
useful when you cannot count on the monitoring of critical variables, due to 
practical or cost issues. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079739-como-saber-que-tipo-de-analisis-se-ajusta-mejor-a-mis-necesidades-en-predictto
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How is Fracttal One marketed? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6079778-as-you-trade-fracttal-one 

 
Fracttal One is a SaaS software-as-a-service, i.e. with a monthly subscription model 
based on the chosen subscription plan. 

 
At Fracttal, we have designed a solution that brings together the functional 
features of a multi-thousand dollar software, but at a very low price per 
monthly/yearly subscription. 

 
By subscribing to Fracttal One you save thousands of dollars in asset 
management and many thousands, if not millions, more in preventing 
potential productivity losses from unplanned downtime due to failures. 

 
In addition, Fracttal One is especially designed for mobile devices and for staff 
working off-site, making the user experience extremely simple, easy to use 
and deploy. 

For more information about our prices, see our Plans section. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079778-como-se-comercializa-fracttal-one
https://www.fracttal.com/es/precios-usd?hsLang=es
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079778-como-se-comercializa-fracttal-one
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How is a WO executed in Fracttal One? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6106254-how-to-run-a WO-on-fracttal-one 

 
A work order is executed by entering the work management module and then 
work orders, as shown below: 

 

Once there, we will be able to search for the order with the help of the different 
available filters 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6106254-como-se-ejecuta-una-ot-en-fracttal-one
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6106254-como-se-ejecuta-una-ot-en-fracttal-one
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/489685037/ec37b688d6ea664033419a2b/1.png
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Finally, you only have to fill in the required data within the work management 
component of the work order. 

For more information on the execution process, you can visit the following 
article which details the step-by-step process for completing a work order: 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/489685213/a7e12f983f1e90d210383b49/2.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/489685416/419e21a38ce1b4cd30f94f17/3.png
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How to edit and complete a WO? 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6008158-como-editar-y-completar-una-ot
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6079726-which-are-the-most-important-benefits-of-predictto 

What are the most important benefits of Predictto? 
 

 
Predictto allows you to decide the ideal time to schedule the work management of 
your assets, optimizing time, costs and inventories. 

The models generated in Predictto are tailored to your needs, and are highly 
configurable so that you can obtain forecasts about the state of your assets 
that are easy to understand and interpret. 

In addition, it is able to connect natively with all Fracttal ecosystem products (Fracttal 
One and Fracttal X), using the information they already have in their accounts. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079726-cuales-son-los-beneficios-mas-importantes-de-predictto
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6110715-where-can-I-find-cloud-disk-capacity-and-space-used 

Where can I find cloud disk capacity and used space? 
 

 
At Fracttal we are aware of the large amount of data that our users need to 
model and implement their maintenance management within the platform, 
which is why we offer a large storage capacity. 

To find out what the storage capacity is, you must enter the options menu and 
enter the configuration module: 

 

 
In the settings, go to the 'account' sub-module, where you will find your 
account information. Note that this option is only visible to account 
administrators. 

When entering the account information, the storage capacity of the account will 
be displayed next to the space used: 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6110715-donde-encuentro-capacidad-del-disco-virtual-y-espacio-utilizado
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490434147/2dc2f71c1a93f153bfda59f1/image.png
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Note: Storage capacity will depend on the subscription plan contracted. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490434215/e4c8a487457569ce3036b2c9/image.png
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6106270-where-do-I-find-the-estimated-calendar-of-work-management-I-had-in-asset-cloud 

Where do I find the estimated work management 
calendar, which I had in Asset Cloud? 

 

 
The estimated work management calendar can be found by accessing the 
work management module, then work orders. 

 

Then we must enter the calendar view as shown below: 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6106270-donde-encuentro-el-calendario-estimado-de-tareas-que-tenia-en-asset-cloud
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/489690061/1c35bdd1f2c3b875648db3e2/1.png
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Once in the calendar view, we will choose time line 
 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/489690221/b56c164e740ef93ee7a07e34/2.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/489690519/0d600bcc480ac3dd18a697ac/3.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/489690672/51e428bd1ed6ee2e426cc306/4.png
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In my company I have several user profiles 
Does Fracttal have role-based access controls to allow 
separation of access (admins, power users, users, etc)? 

 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6079821-in-my-company-I-have-various-user-profiles-fracttal-has-role-based-access-
controls-to-allow-separation-of-access-admins-power-users-users-etc. 

 

Yes, and it is 100% configurable from the configuration module. Fracttal has 
predefined user groups. In addition, it offers the possibility of creating and 
customizing the necessary user groups with their respective permissions and 
accesses. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079821-en-mi-empresa-tengo-varios-perfiles-de-usuarios-fracttal-tiene-controles-de-accesos-basados-en-roles-para-permitir-la-separacion-de-accesos-admins-power-users-users-etc
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079821-en-mi-empresa-tengo-varios-perfiles-de-usuarios-fracttal-tiene-controles-de-accesos-basados-en-roles-para-permitir-la-separacion-de-accesos-admins-power-users-users-etc
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079821-en-mi-empresa-tengo-varios-perfiles-de-usuarios-fracttal-tiene-controles-de-accesos-basados-en-roles-para-permitir-la-separacion-de-accesos-admins-power-users-users-etc
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079821-en-mi-empresa-tengo-varios-perfiles-de-usuarios-fracttal-tiene-controles-de-accesos-basados-en-roles-para-permitir-la-separacion-de-accesos-admins-power-users-users-etc
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6457406-is-it-possible-to-make-the-option-of-an-adjunct-to-the-OT mandatory? 

Is it possible to make the option of a WO attachment 
mandatory? 

 

 
Yes, this option is possible in Fracttal One and in order to take advantage of it we share with 
you the process you must follow. Remember that this step must be performed directly in the 
task. 

 
Planned work management 

 

For planned maintenance work management, it is necessary to create this step-by-step 
directly in the task within the respective work management plan. 

1. Enter the Work Management module and open the corresponding maintenance plan. 
 

 
2. Open the task where you need to have this requirement and then go to the 
subtasks tab. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6457406-es-posible-hacer-obligatoria-la-opcion-de-un-adjunto-a-la-ot
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/562148685/70f3321503c5fa7e30fa6789/one.fracttal.com_tasks_task%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%281%29.png
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3. Select the subtask(s) requiring a mandatory attachment and check the Mandatory 
Attachment option. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/562149527/eebc4ad135b8c00244c7d6b0/one.fracttal.com_tasks_task%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%282%29.png
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4. Save changes. When executing the planned task in a WO, for the subtasks configured 
as mandatory attachment, you must answer according to the type of subtask and 
additionally attach an image, note or link. 

 
Unplanned work management 

 

For unplanned work management, it is necessary to create this step-by-step when creating 
the pending task: 

 
1. Perform the step-by-step of creating an unplanned task as shown in this article: How to 
create unplanned ots. 

 

2. At step 3 the subtask must be created as usual: 
 
3. For subtasks that require a mandatory attachment, check the Mandatory Attachment 
option, and continue as normal with the creation of the subtask: 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6008011-como-crear-ots-no-planificadas
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6008011-como-crear-ots-no-planificadas
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/562151314/af8bb6051cd5ae7bfede2fe4/one.fracttal.com_tasks_task%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%283%29.png
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4. Save changes. When executing the planned task in a WO, for the subtasks configured 
as mandatory attachment, you must answer according to the type of subtask and 
additionally attach an image, note or link. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/562162175/1394ab4ca678b235b1bb163e/one.fracttal.com_tasks_wo_action%3Dadd%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%281%29.png
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Is it possible to test Predictto with my own data? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6079762-is-possible-to-test-predict-with-my-own-data 

 
We have a tool called DataLab, which allows us to load both historical records 
of failures (Events) and variable monitoring data (Measurements), from flat 
files. 

 
This allows our users to upload their data to experiment with Predictto, and 
decide whether they want to connect to Fracttal in the future or to carry out an 
integration project. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079762-es-posible-probar-predictto-con-mis-propios-datos
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079762-es-posible-probar-predictto-con-mis-propios-datos
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help.fracttal.com/articles/6079757-is-a-reality-that-you-can-predict-the-time-of-failure-of-an-asset 

Is it a reality that the time of failure of an asset can be 
predicted? 

 

 
It is possible to make forecasts, but it is not possible to know with certainty the 
exact moment of failure. This is why at Predictto all our forecasts have 
confidence intervals, which allows you to decide the level of risk you want to 
assume. 

It is also important to keep in mind that by knowing the failure forecasts and 
taking preventive maintenance actions, it is likely that the failures that were 
initially predicted will never occur. All models generated in Predictto can be 
retrained, so that the forecasts can be updated with the new information that is 
collected. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079757-es-una-realidad-que-se-puede-predecir-el-momento-de-falla-de-un-activo
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Is there a minimum contract period for Fracttal One? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6079795-there-is-a-minimum-contract-period-for-fracttal-one 

 
We have a standard contract period of 12 months. This period was determined 
based on the experience of our clients when contracting our service for one 
year, all of them obtain better results in the long term. 

 
Based on our commitment to your success, this minimum period is 
necessary, however if something unforeseen happens in your organization 
that prevents you for economic reasons to continue paying for the service or 
we do not meet your expectations then you can cancel the contract at any 
time without penalty. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079795-existe-un-periodo-minimo-de-contrato-de-fracttal-one
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079795-existe-un-periodo-minimo-de-contrato-de-fracttal-one
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Does Fracttal One have an option to audit changes made 
to the solution (traceability of changes)? 

help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6079861-fracttal-one-account-with-option-to-audit-changes-made-in-the-solution-
traceability-of-changes 

 

Yes, we have an Add-on called TRANSACTION LOG where you can view the 
history of actions performed by each user within all modules. For example, you 
can visualize the user who deleted asset X, or verify the day of deletion of 
human resource Y. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079861-fracttal-one-cuenta-con-opcion-de-auditar-los-cambios-hechos-en-la-solucion-trazabilidad-de-cambios
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079861-fracttal-one-cuenta-con-opcion-de-auditar-los-cambios-hechos-en-la-solucion-trazabilidad-de-cambios
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079861-fracttal-one-cuenta-con-opcion-de-auditar-los-cambios-hechos-en-la-solucion-trazabilidad-de-cambios
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6079777-is-there-any-limit-on-the-information-I-can-record-on-fracttal-one 

Is there any limit to the information I can register in 
Fracttal One? 

 

 
No, in Fracttal One the information is unlimited, you can register all the data 
you need because it has a scalable architecture and a modern and flexible 
configuration platform. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079777-hay-algun-limite-en-la-informacion-que-puedo-registrar-en-fracttal-one
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6079793-there-are-hidden-costs-different-from-payment-of-the-fracttal-one-subscription-plan 

Are there any hidden costs other than paying for the 
Fracttal One subscription plan? 

 

 
No, once you sign up for Fracttal One there are no other hidden charges that 
apply in addition to the monthly fee for the use of the Cloud Software which 
includes system access, security, backups and support. 

 
(Professional services such as consulting and integrations are not included in 
this monthly subscription and must be contracted depending on the 
organization's needs). 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079793-hay-costos-ocultos-diferentes-del-pago-del-plan-de-suscripcion-de-fracttal-one
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Do I need to buy Servers or other software licenses to 
implement Fracttal One? 

help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6079802-need-to-buy-servers-o-licenses-from-other-software-to-deploy-fracttal-one 
 

No, with Fracttal One, you no longer have to worry about acquiring servers or 
operating system and database licenses, installing disks or performing 
permanent backups, because it is a truly 100% cloud-based solution that 
stores and organizes all of your company's information, guaranteeing fast, 
secure and easy access from any device, place or time. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079802-necesito-comprar-servidores-o-licencias-de-otros-softwares-para-implementar-fracttal-one
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079802-necesito-comprar-servidores-o-licencias-de-otros-softwares-para-implementar-fracttal-one
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Do I need to hire an implementation service to get started 
with Fracttal One? 

help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6079796-I-need-mandatory-hire-an-implementation-service-to-start-with-fracttal-
one 

 

No, when you hire Fracttal we want you to take full advantage of the potential 
of the tool, so you will have all the support of the Customer Success team, we 
have instances such as Ask the Expert every week and every 2 months we 
conduct our Fracttal University where you will learn how Fracttal One works, 
how to configure and use the tool, among other things obtaining satisfactory 
results in the shortest time. 

 
In any case, if you require the on-site implementation service, you can of 
course hire our implementation consulting service where you will have your 
own consultant responsible for developing and applying your implementation 
project. This service is highly recommended for large companies and 
corporations. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079796-necesito-obligatoriamente-contratar-un-servicio-de-implementacion-para-empezar-con-fracttal-one
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079796-necesito-obligatoriamente-contratar-un-servicio-de-implementacion-para-empezar-con-fracttal-one
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079796-necesito-obligatoriamente-contratar-un-servicio-de-implementacion-para-empezar-con-fracttal-one
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_D1fuHMASSUmbyrWOYGMB8g
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_5jNWcILIQOCylX_p5Tctew
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help.fracttal.com/articles/6079755-what-triggers-serve-me-reliability-models-with-weibull-analysis 

What assets are the reliability models with Weibull 
analysis useful for? 

 

 
Weibull is not intended for a particular type of asset. Any asset for which there 
are records of failures is susceptible to be analyzed using this methodology. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079755-para-que-activos-me-sirven-los-modelos-de-confiabilidad-con-analisis-weibull
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Why should I implement a software like Fracttal One in 
my company? I currently use Excel, what benefits would 
I get? 

 

 help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6079774-why-should-I-implement-software-like-fracttal-one-in-my-company-currently-
using-excel-what-benefits-would-I-get? 

 

An asset management solution with Fracttal One's features is indispensable for any 
company, since it is designed to update and make correct use of the enormous amount of 
information that a company must document and keep available at all times. 

 
Fracttal One replaces human manual control and the margin of error that comes with it, with 
accurate scientific and statistical indexes that allow for good asset management and decision 
making based on real and objective evidence. It also eliminates the need to print paper work 
orders, helps to control inputs and inventories, manage personnel, manage planned and 
unplanned work activities, keep detailed consumption records, and determine exactly how 
much parts and spares inventory is needed to meet maintenance demands. 

Fracttal One ensures the operational continuity of business assets, anticipating failures and 
shutdowns before they occur, as it helps you manage everything from simple inspection 
routines, periodic maintenance, adjustments, lubrication and parts replacement, to real-time 
condition monitoring enabled by the Internet of Things (IoT) with our Fracttal X devices. 

The failure of a part due to lack of maintenance can cause failures that paralyze production 
for hours or even days, generating heavy losses; hence, the importance of having a solution 
to efficiently manage preventive maintenance work management, avoiding production 
stoppages. 

 
But that's not all. By extending the useful life of business assets and ensuring their proper 
functioning, Fracttal One also helps to reduce the risk of accidents in the workplace, 
maintaining or even raising the production quality and quality standards of your products and 
services. 

Fracttal One is a tool with such an intuitive user experience that it reduces or virtually 
eliminates the need to train users. It also helps organize the efficiency of the workforce, and 
enables the management of essential statistics to increase productivity levels. From the 
knowledge and observation of 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079774-por-que-debo-implementar-un-software-como-fracttal-one-en-mi-empresa-actualmente-uso-excel-que-beneficios-obtendria
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079774-por-que-debo-implementar-un-software-como-fracttal-one-en-mi-empresa-actualmente-uso-excel-que-beneficios-obtendria
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079774-por-que-debo-implementar-un-software-como-fracttal-one-en-mi-empresa-actualmente-uso-excel-que-beneficios-obtendria
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079774-por-que-debo-implementar-un-software-como-fracttal-one-en-mi-empresa-actualmente-uso-excel-que-beneficios-obtendria
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In addition, direct relationships can be established between recorded losses and the 
effectiveness in the operation of certain equipment, work methods or production 
strategies. 

The correct management of this information will determine the possibility of taking corrective 
measures to modify processes and increase the quality of products and services. 

Consequently, it is very important for organizations of any type and size to rely on a 
solution such as Fracttal One, which makes it possible to control the entire life cycle of an 
asset and to plan in advance each of the activities of each component. 
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Why are models using Weibull analysis (reliability 
models) important? 

help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6079748-why-are-models-using-weibull-analysis-reliability-models-important? 
 

Models that use Weibull analysis do not require monitoring data, so it is an 
excellent way to make use of the large volumes of information contained, for 
example, in work orders. These models allow us to make forecasts of the state 
of our assets when we do not have or cannot count on historical information of 
critical variables. 

It is important to note that Weibull analysis is a type of analysis that has been 
validated in the maintenance industry for decades. Moreover, it is also used in 
various fields such as quality management, in the assurance industry, and in 
different branches of science such as biology, hydrology, among others, where 
it is necessary to forecast rare events. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079748-por-que-son-importantes-los-modelos-que-utilizan-el-analisis-weibull-modelos-de-confiabilidad
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079748-por-que-son-importantes-los-modelos-que-utilizan-el-analisis-weibull-modelos-de-confiabilidad
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6079758-predictto-only-works-with-fracttal-one-can-be-linked-to-other-platforms 

Does Predictto only work with Fracttal One and can it be 
linked to other platforms? 

 

 
Predictto is an open platform, which natively has the ability to establish 
connections with Fracttal One and Fracttal X, without requiring any complex 
configuration by the user. 

 
However, there is the possibility of integrating to other data sources 
(CMMS/GMAO, SCADA, or others), and for this an integration project is 
needed. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079758-predictto-solo-funciona-con-fracttal-one-puede-ser-vinculada-a-otras-plataformas
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Can I edit or reopen a completed WO? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/articles/6457399-can-edit-or-reopen-an-ot-finalized WO 

 
Due to our commitment that the work orders can be 100% auditable is that at 
the moment of sending a WO to finalized status we are confirming that all the 
data provided there are verified and correct. This is why we have the WO in 
Review status to confirm this information, so that the data already confirmed 
cannot be modified as suggested by the outgoing alert when the WO is sent 
to Finalized status: How to change the status of a WO 

 

In the case where the resources have not been added or some are missing, we do 
have the option and you can do it by following these steps: 

1. Enter the Configuration module and then enter the User Accounts sub-
module, clicking on the PERMISSIONS tab: 

 

2. Select the permission group that will be granted the option to add resources 
when the WO is finished as shown in the following picture 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6457399-puedo-editar-o-reabrir-una-ot-finalizada
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6008207-como-cambio-de-estados-de-una-ot
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6457399-puedo-editar-o-reabrir-una-ot-finalizada
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/562182788/ea03e9f3a6a71e8649688913/one.fracttal.com_config%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2824%29.png
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Finally, the changes are saved and you will be able to enter new or more resources. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/562184957/5125e83140734a3b0f5f4ba4/one.fracttal.com_config%28Surface%2BPro%2B7%29%2B%2826%29.png
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Can I integrate Fracttal One with other software? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6079805-I-can-integrate-fracttal-one-with-other-software 

 
Yes! At Fracttal we handle several Integration APIs. 

 
You can find all the information in the Fracttal Api section of our Help Center. 

 
You can also contact us at [email protected] for more information. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079805-puedo-integrar-fracttal-one-con-otros-software
https://intercom.help/fracttal-c7ef437a6d0c/es/collections/3287833-fracttal-api
https://help.fracttal.com/cdn-cgi/l/email-protection#6f1c001f001d1b0a2f091d0e0c1b1b0e03410c0002
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079805-puedo-integrar-fracttal-one-con-otros-software
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What is a CMMS like Fracttal One? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6079457-what-is-a-cmms-as-fracttal-one 

 
Fracttal One is an innovative asset management solution that integrates the benefits of a 
CMMS or CMMS maintenance management software and EAM enterprise asset 
management, with the mobility of an APP and the immediacy of the Internet of Things, giving 
you control of all your company's assets in one place. 

 
Fracttal One is an intelligent, modern, secure, intuitive, easy-to-use and 100% cloud-based 
maintenance platform, designed to give you control over all your company's assets, facilitating 
your work and providing you with a pleasant user experience, anytime, anywhere. 

 
With Fracttal One, companies can plan, organize and execute the maintenance of all types 
of equipment, control suppliers, manage human resources, manage parts and spare parts 
inventories, maintenance expenses, manage budgets, emergencies and warranties. All this 
with powerful statistical indicators and KPIs, in a friendly and fast web interface. 

 
Fracttal One is 100% mobile, designed to provide personnel who are constantly working off-
site with a tool to instantly access maintenance or inspection routes, receive alerts and 
perform work management through their mobile devices. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079457-que-es-un-cmms-como-fracttal-one
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079457-que-es-un-cmms-como-fracttal-one
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What is a transactional user in Fracttal One? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6079787-what-is-a-transactional-user-at-fracttal-one 

 
A transactional user is a person who is registered in Fracttal One to perform 
maintenance operations, it can be an own human resource or a third party. 

 
Accounts for work requests or read requests are not counted as transactional 
users and are unlimited depending on the plan. 

 
Each of our subscription plans include a number of transactional users, 
however you can add as many additional users as you need to your plan. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079787-que-es-un-usuario-transaccional-en-fracttal-one
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079787-que-es-un-usuario-transaccional-en-fracttal-one
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What does Predictto do? How does it work? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6079723-what-does-predict-what-does-it-work? 

 
Predictto is a tool that aids decision making in maintenance planning, making 
forecasts of the future state of your assets. 

 
Predictto is capable of calculating degradation models, using measurements of 
critical variables as training data. It is also capable of creating reliability 
models, using historical failure records for forecasting purposes. 

 
In the case of degradation models, Predictto learns the behavior of the critical 
variables of your assets in order to make a prediction of their future behavior. 
This prediction is then transformed into a forecast of the asset's reliability over 
time. 

 
On the other hand, reliability models allow forecasting the useful life of an 
asset or a group of assets through statistical analysis of historical failure 
records, using Weibull analysis. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079723-que-hace-predictto-como-funciona
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079723-que-hace-predictto-como-funciona
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What instruments, tools and resources does Predictto 
replace as a maintenance tool? 

help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6079737-what-tools-tools-and-resources-replaces-predict-tool-as-maintenance-
tool 

 

Predictto replaces costly external consultancies that perform predictive 
analytics to indicate the best time to perform maintenance on your assets. 

 
With Predictto, you only need data (which you can extract directly from Fracttal 
One) to perform predictive analysis and determine the optimal time to perform 
work management tasks. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079737-que-instrumentos-herramientas-y-recursos-reemplaza-predictto-como-herramienta-de-mantenimiento
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079737-que-instrumentos-herramientas-y-recursos-reemplaza-predictto-como-herramienta-de-mantenimiento
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079737-que-instrumentos-herramientas-y-recursos-reemplaza-predictto-como-herramienta-de-mantenimiento
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What do the m and R2m indicators mean in the reliability 
models in Predictto? 

help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6079754-what-indicators-mean-and-r2m-mean-in-predictor-reliability-models 
 

These indicators describe the behavior of a Weibull distribution, and are 
analogous to the shape and scale factors. 

The indicator m (the median) corresponds to the point in time where the 
reliability is at 50%, so it is a measure of central tendency that is easy to locate 
from the available data or office tools. 

 
The R2m indicator corresponds to the reliability after 0.5 of the 
median, i.e., it is the probability value located on the reliability curve 
of m plus 50% of the median. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079754-que-significan-los-indicadores-m-y-r2m-en-los-modelos-de-confiabilidad-en-predictto
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079754-que-significan-los-indicadores-m-y-r2m-en-los-modelos-de-confiabilidad-en-predictto
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What type of Assets can be managed in Fracttal? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6079768-what-type-of-assets-can-be-managed-in-fracttal 

 
Fracttal is a multifunctional platform, suitable for any type and size of physical assets, 
allowing you to maintain and extend the life cycle whether it is an installation or physical 
location (facilities), electrical, mechanical and/or electronic assets (or their component parts). 
Fracttal is the solution that helps you to reduce corrective maintenance and implement 
preventive and even predictive maintenance plans by tracking, collecting, transmitting and 
permanently organizing critical data on their condition and operation. 

 
In general, a company's physical assets can be organized into four main groups, and 
Fracttal helps you to control them all: 

Plant and Production: which correspond to companies engaged in the manufacture 
of consumer goods of any kind, the processing and production of gas, oil, chemicals 
in general, mining, electronics, pharmaceuticals and food, among others. 

 
Infrastructure: including highways, railroads, telecommunications, sewage and water, 
electricity and gas distribution networks, among others. 

 
Transportation: relating to any fleet of motor vehicles for the distribution of goods, 
military transportation, public transportation, truck fleets, air fleets, among others. 

 
Real Estate (facilities): such as schools, hospitals, offices, clinics, buildings, plants, 
and any other type of facilities. 

 
Fracttal offers a comprehensive approach to the management of business assets, so it is 
not limited to the control of the assets contained within such groups (such as industrial 
equipment, engines, air conditioners, compressors, presses, looms, automotive, agricultural 
machinery, tractors, dump trucks, buses, boilers, chillers, boats, airplanes, wine cellars, 
power plants, turbines, buildings, elevators, escalators, hotel facilities, hospitals, services), 
but also integrates the possibility of gathering and organizing all the data necessary for an 
efficient management of human resources, as well as for the planning of the planning of the 
business, turbines, buildings, elevators, escalators, hotels, hospitals, services), but also 
integrates the possibility of gathering and organizing all the necessary data for an efficient 
management of inhouse personnel, as well as for the planning and execution of work plans, 
which will increase the efficiency in the processes and the productivity levels of the 
company. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079768-que-tipo-de-activos-se-pueden-gestionar-en-fracttal
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079768-que-tipo-de-activos-se-pueden-gestionar-en-fracttal
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What kind of data do I need to work with Predictto? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6079738-what-data-type-do-I-need-to-work-with-predictto 

 
Predictto has two types of analysis, according to the data you have available 
or can collect: in order to calculate degradation models, you need monitoring 
data corresponding to measurements of critical variables of your assets over 
time; on the other hand, in order to calculate reliability models, you need 
historical records of failures, which can be extracted from work orders linked 
to corrective maintenance. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079738-que-tipo-de-datos-necesito-para-trabajar-con-predictto
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079738-que-tipo-de-datos-necesito-para-trabajar-con-predictto
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What variables can be used to generate degradation 
models in Predictto? 

help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6079744-which-variables-can-be-used-to-generate-predict-degradation-models 
 

Degradation models learn the historical behavior of critical variables of your 
assets to generate forecasts of their future behavior, identifying complex 
trends over time. 

 
It is important that the variables used are capable of reflecting a degradation of 
the asset (such as vibration velocity in constant speed motors), and do not 
correspond to random variable measurements that have nothing to do with the 
state of the asset. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079744-que-variables-se-pueden-utilizar-para-generar-modelos-de-degradacion-en-predictto
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079744-que-variables-se-pueden-utilizar-para-generar-modelos-de-degradacion-en-predictto
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Who in my company can use Predictto? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6079735-who-can-use-predictto-from-my-company 

 
Predictto is aimed at controllers, maintenance and operations managers, 
maintenance planners, and in general to all people whose responsibilities 
include making decisions related to maintenance. 

 
Since the forecasts are presented in a simple way and are accompanied by 
easy-to-interpret indicators, it is not necessary to be an expert in reliability or a 
data scientist to use the tool. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079735-quienes-de-mi-empresa-pueden-usar-predictto
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079735-quienes-de-mi-empresa-pueden-usar-predictto
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6110274-work-management-with-meters-as-defined-as-linkage-plan-meter-and-activate 

Work management with meters, how do I define it? 
How do I link, plan, meter and asset? 

 

 
Meter-based maintenance allows us to create work management triggers depending on the 
number of hours operated on a piece of equipment, the number of kilometers traveled, the 
number of units produced, critical variables such as temperature, pressure or humidity. 

To define a task associated to a meter we must enter the work management module where 
we will find work management plans. 

 

 
The meter associated with this task can be created previously from the monitoring module in 
meters, for this you can enter the following link and learn in detail 
how to create a new meter? 

 

This meter can also be created at the time of defining the planned maintenance with its 
respective work management as shown below: 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6110274-tareas-con-medidores-como-se-define-como-vinculo-plan-medidor-y-activo
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6000522-como-crear-un-nuevo-medidor
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490313020/6231c8a586cf237d0723c296/1.png
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Once the work management plan has been created, the task in question must be defined 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490313981/4b8e0e66f1c076b2634e2f54/2.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490316169/88ca01e8a78e4cfde9268dd2/3.png
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To associate a meter to a task, we must select the trigger every (e.g., every 10,000 km) or the 
trigger when (e.g., when the temperature is above 90°C). Both base their trigger on 
accumulator and non accumulator gauges respectively). 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490316496/394f303565abc1968a0fa352/4.png
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Once the general, subtasks, resources and attachments tabs have been defined, we will link 
the assets to the plan and associate the meter that will trigger the task. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490316834/cb2f566530ce9b295c429500/5.png
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After selecting the assets, we must configure triggers (we will define the counter associated 
with these assets that will activate the work management). 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490317060/2c9abdfcac11e1e756f8f93f/6.png
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When configuring meters, we will enter the meter description, serial (optional), last value (the 
system will count from this value for the next trigger), date (of the last value), monthly average 
(if known) and the option to calculate automatic average. This process must be repeated for 
the different assets. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490318050/138f6224b891aafef3f20aa9/7.png
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To finish we must click on the link button on the upper right hand side. 
 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490318988/bf0c9ab1f0edabc58f8ccfe0/8.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490319894/f1bd2ebe8e428fcf9e0438e2/9.png
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In this way we will have created a maintenance plan with work management linked to a 
meter. 

 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490320865/096f7c7077d33467df4edd35/10.png
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I have an existing software and I want to switch to 
Fracttal One, is it possible to migrate my data? 

help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6079864-I-have-software-currently-and-want-to-change-to-fracttal-one-is-possible-
migrate-my-data 

 

Yes, during the implementation of Fracttal we support you in the collection of 
data to be uploaded and in the migration, uploading and validation of the data. 

In case you do not have complete asset information, during the pre-project 
phase we will recommend the best way forward. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079864-tengo-un-software-actualmente-y-quiero-cambiar-a-fracttal-one-es-posible-migrar-mis-datos
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079864-tengo-un-software-actualmente-y-quiero-cambiar-a-fracttal-one-es-posible-migrar-mis-datos
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6079864-tengo-un-software-actualmente-y-quiero-cambiar-a-fracttal-one-es-posible-migrar-mis-datos
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6560548-you-have-a-fracttal-report-on-powerbi-how-to-update-it-automatically 

You have a Fracttal report in PowerBi, how to update it 
automatically? 

 

 
To configure the automatic update, the following steps are required 

1. Open the project in Power BI and click Publish. 
 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6560548-tienes-un-reporte-de-fracttal-en-powerbi-como-actualizarlo-automaticamente
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/581119270/b9ecf96de49b7c2d6559b308/image.png
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2. Choose the work area to be published in and click on "Select". 
 

 
Note: Then you must wait for the publishing process, when it finishes it 
will show the Operation completed successfully message as shown 
in the following figure. 

 

 
At the end of the publication you must enter Power BI on the web. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/581121303/eede6322ef7cc65d780aa04e/image.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/581123877/271d61678365f1cb017c14c6/image.png
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3. Click on My workspace where the project has been published. 
 

 
When you open it, you will soon see your project published, within it you will 
see the database and the report. 

 

 
Next, you need to configure the automatic update in Power BI Web. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/581124898/afa83c4108614412e8fa57d2/image.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/581125648/9026ac7d6b5c7f6f00ce1eee/image.png
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1. Click the button to schedule the update. 
 

 
2. It will open in data sets, then you must open data source 

credentials. 
 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/581126524/3f6724ce9fcf8b8dca4bdef8/image.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/581127369/dc2c046b6c06aeefa491df9a/image.png
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3. You must click on edit credentials. 
 

 
4. Set the form with the API key and password information and 

change the privacy level settings to Organizational. 
 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/581127759/86d6d420b0075010f90d981d/image.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/581129592/695bc920ed09f906212855eb/image.png
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5. Click on Scheduled Update. 
 

 
6. Fill in the form with the required information. 

 

 
Note: You can choose the weekly update option and choose on which 
days the update will be performed. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/581130293/1c197c1f607271ca326807e2/image.png
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/581130802/529156bbad61a4683017712d/image.png
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7. Set the time at which the update will occur. 
 

 
Note: You can enter an e-mail address to be notified in case of update 
errors. 

Note: You may also be interested in the following article 
 

How to connect Fracttal One with Power BI? 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6551836-como-conectar-fracttal-one-con-power-bi
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/581131782/86e08b10043aa6a1bd936955/image.png
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Minimum requirements: 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6279427-minimum-requirements-for-fracttal-mobile-use 
 
 

 
Take your processes to the next level with the mobility and benefits offered by 
the Fracttal one application. 

 
Quickly identify your assets through QR codes or NFC tags. 

 
Receive and attend your incidents in real time. 

 
Generate and carry out your work orders from your mobile device. Plan 

your maintenance from anywhere. 

Manage your team, suppliers and customers from one place. Always 

have your reports and KPI's at hand in real time. 

All this and more, Fracttal one is the mobility you were waiting for, "download it 
now". 

For iOS devices: 
 

iOS 12x or higher version. 
 

For Android devices 
 

Android 10.0 system or higher. 4gb 

of RAM at least. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6279427-requerimientos-minimos-para-usar-fracttal-movil
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6279427-requerimientos-minimos-para-usar-fracttal-movil
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/534349993/82839550951050425ce20934/App%2Bmovil%2Boficial.png
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32gb of internal storage minimum. NFC 

reader. 

Support with api 21+. Compatibility 

with Google Chrome. 

Android WebView with versioned Chrome version 60 or higher 
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How to use the Offline mode in the mobile application? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6108871-how-to-use-offline-mode-on-mobile-application 

 
In order to perform a WO in Offline mode, the first thing to do is to enter the main menu of the 
mobile app. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6108871-como-usar-el-modo-offline-en-la-aplicacion-movil
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6108871-como-usar-el-modo-offline-en-la-aplicacion-movil
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490204888/8c054373834c3b6e7dfc0ec8/IMG_0795.jpeg
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Then, we enter the Tasks > Work Management > Work Orders module. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490204888/8c054373834c3b6e7dfc0ec8/IMG_0795.jpeg
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490206483/6872763ee1ba5d1a2772ba20/IMG_0797.jpeg
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Select the WO you want to work with in Offline mode. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490206483/6872763ee1ba5d1a2772ba20/IMG_0797.jpeg
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490206598/9bd96ebb499d6d13fee4fb4f/IMG_0798.jpeg
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There we will see a button with the phrase "Download Offline". 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490206598/9bd96ebb499d6d13fee4fb4f/IMG_0798.jpeg
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490207142/0fefd44e902f8d3595f3c413/IMG_0903.jpeg
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When selected, it will give us a message indicating that the Offline mode will be enabled when 
our mobile device is disconnected from the internet networks or enters airplane mode. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490207142/0fefd44e902f8d3595f3c413/IMG_0903.jpeg
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490207639/b35b45501e44d424dbae4144/IMG_0800.PNG
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Then, it will start downloading all the information from the selected WO to our mobile device 
momentarily (while working offline). 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490207639/b35b45501e44d424dbae4144/IMG_0800.PNG
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490207753/79ffd386134e6b89d49cea1b/IMG_0801.PNG
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Additionally, it will ask us if we want to download the attached files. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490207753/79ffd386134e6b89d49cea1b/IMG_0801.PNG
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490207858/84e5523bf71e57a21eb2f5d0/IMG_0802.jpeg
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Then, you will notice that a sentence indicating "Available Offline" will appear on the 
screen, next to the "Synchronize" button. At this stage, you will be able to work the WO 
without an Internet connection. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490207858/84e5523bf71e57a21eb2f5d0/IMG_0802.jpeg
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490208001/f26079668de088c4691c1a1f/IMG_0806.jpeg
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Once the WO is done, we will return to the start of the task and we will be asked for 
confirmation to send the WO for review, where it can be signed and accepted as normal. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490208001/f26079668de088c4691c1a1f/IMG_0806.jpeg
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490208700/0ded6b451faf51498da83c1f/IMG_0827.jpeg
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Once the WO is finished, we will be able to activate again the connection to the internet 
networks, where we will be shown a confirmation, indicating that an internet connection has 
been detected and asking if we want to synchronize all the data saved in the WO in Offline 
mode. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490208700/0ded6b451faf51498da83c1f/IMG_0827.jpeg
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490210662/d3c90c1a7e638bf2a4d9138e/IMG_0828.jpeg
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Finally, after confirming we will see an image with the Folio of our WO, next to the sentence 
"Synchronized successfully". 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490210662/d3c90c1a7e638bf2a4d9138e/IMG_0828.jpeg
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490209108/c7d82cbb8c031fa48b32ed2e/IMG_0829.jpeg
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490209108/c7d82cbb8c031fa48b32ed2e/IMG_0829.jpeg
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How to scan a QR code? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/articles/6110741-as-scanning-a-qr-code 

 
To scan a QR code we must deploy the main menu found on the left side of 
the screen, then we will see an icon formed by squares to which we must click 
to show us the "QR Code" option that we must click. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6110741-como-escanear-un-codigo-qr
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6110741-como-escanear-un-codigo-qr
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490440125/d1159dfaf7c3c879ece11601/IMG_0795.jpeg
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490440125/d1159dfaf7c3c879ece11601/IMG_0795.jpeg
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490440502/408533d7b28e0ce6e2277bbd/IMG_0842.jpeg
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Then, it will enable the device's camera with which we will be able to scan the 
QR code label of our equipment. 

 

 
It will immediately open a menu with the different options that can be performed after 
scanning the QR code. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490440502/408533d7b28e0ce6e2277bbd/IMG_0842.jpeg
https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490440552/28e7cfbdb97ec6ed1350cddc/IMG_0919.jpeg
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490440611/dbc6fb54f7ba07c9870e5246/IMG_0915.jpeg
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The different functions that QR scanning facilitates are: 
 

Asset Detail: It will show us the asset file for consultation or editing. 
 

Unscheduled Task: It will open the options to be able to generate an 
unscheduled task. 

New WO Request: It will allow us to generate a work request for the 
identified asset. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490440611/dbc6fb54f7ba07c9870e5246/IMG_0915.jpeg
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NFC tag writing in Fracttal One Mobile 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6100812-writing-tags-nfc-on-fracttal-one-mobile 

 
NFC (Near-field communication) is a wireless communication technology that 
is mainly used for identification and validation of people or assets, in this case 
it is used to identify the different assets that are created in the Fracttal One 
platform, therefore, it is important to understand the procedure to configure 
both the reading devices that have this technology and the Tags to be read. 

Now from the Fracttal One mobile app you can not only read your NFC tags 
but also edit them so that when you install them in the corresponding device 
you can see the asset details, generate an unplanned task or create a new 
work request. 

 
Process for writing an NFC to the Android operating 
system 

 

1. Open the asset you want to enter in the available tag and click on the 
"WRITE NFC" button. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6100812-escritura-de-tags-nfc-en-fracttal-one-movil
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6100812-escritura-de-tags-nfc-en-fracttal-one-movil
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/488841649/8dd4d1d68810719cd52c5d22/image.png
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2. Bring the device close to the tag when the message "READY TO 
SCAN" is displayed, where an approval message will be displayed 
confirming that the writing was done correctly. 

 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/488849783/ba6e3716dc245a1924f434de/image.png
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/D7vq_XKLKy0 

 
Process for writing an NFC in the IOS operating system 

 

To perform the process in the IOS operating system, it is performed exactly the 
same as in the Android operating system only that when clicking on the 
"WRITE NFC" button the message and the interface varies as shown in the 
following figure: 

https://youtu.be/D7vq_XKLKy0
https://youtu.be/D7vq_XKLKy0
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All that remains is to bring the device close to the tag and the writing will be 
done correctly. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/488849513/b30288e2d3f22bfb736776bb/image.png
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/rtnbmczw2uo 

https://youtu.be/rtnbmczw2uo
https://youtu.be/rtnbmczw2uo
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NFC tag reading in Fracttal One Mobile 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6100839-reading-tags-nfc-on-fracttal-one-mobile 

 
NFC (Near-field communication) is a wireless communication technology that 
is mainly used for identification and validation of people or assets, in this case 
it is used to identify the different assets that are created in the Fracttal One 
platform, therefore, it is important to understand the procedure to configure 
both the reading devices that have this technology and the Tags to be read. 

Now from the Fracttal One application you will be able to read your NFC tags 
so that when you install them on the corresponding equipment you will be 
able to see the asset details, generate an unplanned task or create a new 
work request. 

 
NFC reading Android operating system 

 

To read an NFC from the Android operating system, it is only necessary to 
have the NFC reader active and to have the Fracttal One mobile application 
open, since by simply bringing the device close to any module in Fracttal One, 
the reading will be done instantly. 

 
1. Open the menu and click on the QR code icon. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6100839-lectura-de-tags-nfc-en-fracttal-one-movil
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6100839-lectura-de-tags-nfc-en-fracttal-one-movil
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2. Select the NFC Reader option 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/488846574/1cc0bff90cde641263a38b72/image.png
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3. Bringing the device close to the tag 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/488847221/d98796ec50516388e3152bcd/image.png
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/488847596/193e04550ac78a9d87a0eae3/image.png
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help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6110732-how-to-register-start-and-end-time-on-a WO-manually-from-a-mobile phone 

How to record start and end time in a WO manually from a 
cell phone? 

 

 
Once inside the WO we will have a button at the bottom right hand side which 
will say "Records" and we will click on it. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6110732-como-registrar-tiempo-de-inicio-y-final-en-una-ot-manualmente-desde-un-movil
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490438681/605a985361d370016ec95c22/IMG_0905.jpeg
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In this option, we will find a plus symbol in the lower right corner that, when 
clicked, will allow us to manually record the date and time of the start and end 
of our work order. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490438681/605a985361d370016ec95c22/IMG_0905.jpeg
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490438754/c4472622c075d8ae454d97e3/IMG_0906.PNG
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Once we have registered our dates and times we must click on the "Save and 
Finish" button that appears at the bottom right. Then, when we go back to the 
initial sale of the WO we will notice that the start and end dates have been 
successfully registered. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490438754/c4472622c075d8ae454d97e3/IMG_0906.PNG
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490438824/8c74a798c4689b3747d09aee/IMG_0909.jpeg
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490438824/8c74a798c4689b3747d09aee/IMG_0909.jpeg
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490438850/303fde4f2d7f1a5668e0c583/IMG_0910.jpeg
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490438850/303fde4f2d7f1a5668e0c583/IMG_0910.jpeg
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Quick actions from a cell phone. 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6110727-fast-actions-from-mobile-phones 

 
To be able to use our quick actions from a cell phone, what we will do is to 
click on our points that appear on the upper right side of our main screen and 
it will open a menu with the option of actions. 

https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6110727-acciones-rapidas-desde-un-movil
https://help.fracttal.com/es/articles/6110727-acciones-rapidas-desde-un-movil
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490437664/86c49aa4577bd25ad450c5c2/IMG_0843.jpeg
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Then, it will open the window with the different quick actions that we will be 
able to perform from this option. 

https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490437664/86c49aa4577bd25ad450c5c2/IMG_0843.jpeg
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490437687/223063f8a2b0c22ba03383ac/IMG_0844.jpeg
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490437687/223063f8a2b0c22ba03383ac/IMG_0844.jpeg
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https://downloads.intercomcdn.com/i/o/490437722/c2ad72558421ce1733fa0742/IMG_0845.jpeg
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Each of these options is detailed below: 

 
Location 

 

Location would open a blank location tab for us to load a new one. 
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Team 
 

Equipment would open a blank equipment file for us to load a new one. 
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Unplanned Task 
 

This will open our option to generate unscheduled work management directly 
from this section. 
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Work request 
 

It will open a blank application to generate it from this section. 
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Meter reading 
 

It will send us to a window where we can select the equipment and the meter 
we want to update the reading from this section. 
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QR Scanning and NFC Reader 
 

Finally, this action will trigger the function to scan or read an NFC card from this 
section. 
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How to complete a WO from a cell phone? 
 

  help.fracttal.com/en/articles/6108822-how-to-complete-a-WO-from-a-mobile phone 

 
The first thing to do is to enter the main menu. 
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Then, enter the Tasks > Work Management > Work Orders module. 
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Now, we will select the WO we want to work with. 
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Then, we must click on the arrow button to enter the different options and start our WO 
task. 
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When we enter, we will see the tabs that we will have to complete in our work order. 
We must click on the start button at the bottom left to start recording the execution 
time automatically. 
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In the sub-tasks tab we will find the activity checklist with the different steps we must follow to 
complete the work order. 
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In the resources tab we will be able to add the different types of resources that were used to 
complete the execution of the work management, to do this, we must click on the plus symbol 
that is in the lower right part of our device. 
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Remember that the different types of resources we can add to a work order are as follows: 

Inventory: Resources within our warehouses 
 

Inhouse personnel: Inhouse personnel with details of the value of ordinary hours. 
 

Services: Service provided by a third party. 
 

Inventory (Unclassified): Resources that are not recorded in our warehouses. 
 

Service (Unlisted): Services that are not registered with our third parties. 
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Also, we will have the attachments tab where we will be able to upload files, photos, notes 
and evidence links, to do this, we must click on the plus symbol that is at the bottom right. 
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When we use the file attachment option, it will show us a button with the phrase "Drag or 
click to browse", once we click on that option it will show us a menu to select if we want to 
upload a photo from our gallery, take a photo directly from our Camera or search for a file 
inside the device. 
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Once our image has been attached, the phrase "You must add a description" will appear 
together with a pencil icon on the right side, click on it and enter a description to the image 
just uploaded. 
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Once we have completed our work order, we must go to the bottom left to stop our time and 
we can even notice on the right side that shows the execution time it has taken us to 
complete this work order, we will click on the arrow at the top left to return us to the beginning 
of the WO. 
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Subsequently, the application will display a confirmation message telling us that the WO is 
100% complete and will ask us if we wish to send it for review. If we have already 
completed our WO, we will click on the "YES" option. 
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Then, it will open a window where it will ask for signature, qualification and the signature 
details of the person who is accepting the work done in the work order. 
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The work order will go to WO under review and it will be the turn of a supervisor or an 
administrator to review that the work order has been properly completed. 
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Once the work order has been validated, click on the 3 dots that appear on the top right and 
in the menu that will appear, click on the option Send to finished WO's. 
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Finally, it will show a message indicating that the work order has a percentage of 100% and 
that when closing this work order, the dates of the new work management will be 
recalculated and the remaining tasks will be put as pending. We will have to confirm with a 
YES to continue and that the work order becomes finalized. 
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